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Notation 

D domain in IRN with piecewise smooth boundary aD 
fl measurable set in IRN or in D, or domain of class C k 

r = afl boundary of fl 
n unit normal vector field on r, outward to fl 

No unitary extension of n to an open neighbourhood of r in IRN 
y(fl) function in WS,P(fl) 

X{} or X characteristic function of fl 
flC =D\fl(orIRN\fl) 

X{}C or XC characteristic function of flc 
Ifll N-dimensional measure of fl 

K mean curvature of r 
Char(D) = {X E L2(D) such that (1 - X)X = 0 a.e. on D} 

B unit ball in IRN 
Bo unit ball in IRN-l, Bo C B 

J(fl) domain functional (or cost functional) 
PD( fl) perimeter of fl in D 

A(x),B(x),C(x) continuous matrix functions on D 
* A( x ) transpose of A( x) 

Tt transformation of IR N or of D into IR N 

V( t)(·) = V( t, x) speed vector field 
DTt Jacobian of Tt 

'Yt = 'Y(t) = det(DTt) 
M(Tt ) M(Tt ) = 'Y(t)* DTt- 1 

Wt = w(t) = IIM(Tt}.nIIIRN on r 
€(V) = H* DV + DV) 

dJ(fl; V) Eulerian derivative 
G( fl) shape gradient 

G density of the shape gradient 
g(r) the density gradient 

g E Ll(IRN) a (non unique) distributed representation of g(r) 
'Yr trace operator on r, e.g. 'Yr E C(Hl(fl); H~ (r)) 

t/J obstacle function 



4 Notation 

'Vr 
a 

an a 
anA 

divr 
.dr 

iJ(nj V) 
yl(nj V) 

y * Tt 
yl(rj V) 

cO'(n), CO'(nj1RN ) 

tangential gradient on r 
nonnal derivative on r 
cononnal derivative on r associated to the matrix A 
tangential divergence on r 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on r 
material derivative of y( n) at n in direction of the speed field . 
shape (domain) derivative of y( n) at n in 
direction of the speed field V 
transported distribution 
boundary shape derivative of y(r) at r in 
direction of the speed field V 
space of smooth functions (or of vector smooth functions) 
with compact supports in n 



1. Introduction to shape optimization 

1.1. Preface 

This book is motivated largely by a desire to solve shape optimization prob
lems that arise in applications, particularly in structural mechanics and in the 
optimal control of distributed parameter systems. Many such problems can be 
formulated as the minimization of functionals defined over a class of admissible 
domains. 

Shape optimization is quite indispensable in the design and construction of 
industrial structures. For example, aircraft and spacecraft have to satisfy, at 
the same time, very strict criteria on mechanical performance while weighing as 
little as possible. The shape optimization problem for such a structure consists 
in finding a geometry of the structure which minimizes a given functional (e.g. 
such as the weight of the structure) and yet simultaneously satisfies specific 
constraints (like thickness, strain energy, or displacement bounds). 

The geometry of the structure can be considered as a given domain in the 
three-dimensional Euclidean space. The domain is an open, bounded set whose 
topology is given, e.g. it may be simply or doubly connected. The boundary 
is smooth or piecewise smooth, so boundary value problems that are defined 
in the domain and associated with the classical partial differential equations of 
mathematical physics are well posed. In general the cost functional takes the 
form of an integral over the domain or its boundary where the integrand depends 
smoothly on the solution of a boundary value problem. The shape optimization 
problem consists in the minimization of such a functional with respect to the 
geometrical domain which must belong to the admissible family. 

Much of the book is concerned with the shape sensitivity analysis for uni
lateral problems describing such physical phenomena as contact problems in 
elasticity, elasto-plastic torsion problems, and the obstacle problem. 

An elastic membrane in the plane which is fixed along its boundary may 
serve as a simple example. If a transversal force is applied, then the transversal 
displacement of the membrane in the state of static equilibrium is a scalar func
tion defined in the domain occupied by the membrane. The specific functional 
that has been intensively studied for the purpose of structural optimization is 
the compliance, i.e. the work an external force in that process. That functional 
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proves to be the integral of the product of force and displacement over the 
geometrical domain. 

If arbitrarily small variations of the boundary of the geometrical domain 
are taken into account, both the functional and the force's displacement of the 
membrane are perturbed. 

To solve any shape optimization problem would ideally mean to find the 
minimum - whenever it exists - of a specific cost functional over a set of admis
sible domains. However, it turns out that very few adequate existence results are 
available. In general, the existence results for such problems are obtained, pro
vided that some unrealistic constraints are imposed on the family of admissible 
domains. These constraints are often not satisfactory from the physical point 
of view; for example, one cannot perform the modelling of a large ocean wave 
by a graph without excluding the interesting phenomenon of a breaking wave. 
The constraints under discussion also give no realistic framework for the devel
opment of optimization algorithms; for example, one is unable to project onto 
a tangent cone to the family of domains having a pointwise bounded curvature 
of the boundaries. 

In practice, engineers are interested in increasing the stiffness of a plate, 
improving the drag of aircraft's wing, decreasing the weight of a radiator, etc. 
Many studies in the field of structural optimization have been undertaken for 
the last thirty years. The results on mechanical formulation of the problems, 
their functional analysis and on control theory have recently been combined. 
For a review of such results the reader is referred to (Haug et al. 1981). 

Let us recall that a structure to be optimized (considered in the structural 
optimization) is generally an assemblage of different parts like beams, plates, 
shells, and three-dimensional bodies. In this book we restrict our attention to 
the continuous formulation of such optimization problems for general elastic 
structures. 

In such problems the sensitivity analysis plays a central role and was in
tensively studied in the 1980s by the authors. The first results concerning the 
differentiability with respect to perturbations of a geometrical domain were 
obtained by Hadamard for the first eigenvalue of a membrane; assuming that 
the boundary of a domain was smooth, he used perturbations of the bound
ary along the normal direction. This technique cannot be extended to more 
general situations, in particular, to domains with piecewise smooth boundaries. 
A straightforward approach to perturbations of geometrical domain considers 
hypographs in the Cartesian coordinates. In this case linear function spaces 
can be used to parametrize the domains. Making use of such a parametriza
tion one can obtain the existence results for the shape optimization problems 
in a standard way. A more general setting of perturbations of geometrical do
mains is to consider a one-parameter family of smooth transformations of the 
N-dimensional Euclidean space. That general setting fails to have any linear 
structure for transformations, however the associated vector field (whose flow 
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is the transformation) does possess the linear structure of an appropriate linear 
space. Usual constraints on the geometrical domain can be easily taken into 
account by the choice of a linear subspace of the vector fields. In this tech
nique, fluid mechanics developments have been of great importance for deriving 
the shape analysis used in this book. For example, the prescribed volume of a 
geometrical domain is preserved for the perturbed domains provided that the 
vector field is divergence-free. The difference from fluid mechanics is that the 
material derivative of a solution of a boundary value problem is not sufficient 
for the sensitivity analysis of shape cost functionals. 

In the book we introduce the shape derivative of solutions to linear and uni
lateral boundary value problems. The shape derivative depends only on the nor
mal component of the vector field on the boundary of the geometrical domain. 
Then the boundary value problem whose solutions give the shape derivative is 
characterized. In particular, for the linear case the existence of the so-called 
shape gradient is proved and its form is derived. 

Let us begin with a review of some concepts used in the book, such as the 
material derivative, the shape derivative of solutions to PDE's, the first and 
second order derivatives of domain functionals. 

For the sake of simplicity we restrict our considerations to the domain of 
integration of ordinary differential equations. Let us consider a simple example: 
Q = (0, a) is a domain in lR and y denotes the solution to the following boundary 
value problem 

-~;(x)+y(x)=sinx xE(O,a), y(O)=y(a)=O. 

It is assumed that perturbations of a are in the form a + tv, t > 0, and the 
mapping Tt from Q onto Qt = (O,a + tv) is defined by Tt(x) = a-:tv x. The 
solution Yt on Qt is given by 

__ ~ sin( a + tv) ~ . > 
Yt(x)- h( )shx+ smx t=O. 

2 s a + tv 2 

Let yt be the solution transported to the fixed domain Q: 

t 'T' 1 sin( a + tv) h( a + tv) 1. (a + tv ) y = Yt O.Lt = -- s --x + -sm --x. 
2 sh( a + tv) a 2 a 

Then the shape derivative takes the form 

'() 8Yt ( ) v sha cosa - sina cha h 
y x = at x It=o = -"2 (sha)2 s x 

while the material derivative is given by 

. dyt ,vx sin a 
y(x) = -dt (x)lt=o = y (x) + -(cosx - -h chx). 

2a s a 
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It can be verified that y' satisfies 

J2y' , 
- dx2 + y = 0, 

'( ) v sha cos a - sina cha y'(O) =0, y a =--------
2 sha 

while y is the solution to the following equation 

- J2y + y = -~cosx, y(O) = y(a) = o. 
dx 2 a 

Both y and y' depend linearly on v, but y' depends only through the boundary 
value. 

Let us consider the variational inequality associated with minimization of 
the following quadratic functional 

over the convex subset K t = {4> E H t l4>(O) ~ O} of the Hilbert space H t = {4> E 
Hl(O,1 + tv)I4>(1 + tv) = O}. 

The minimum of I(.) over Kt is achieved at the unique element Zt in Kt 
characterized by the following variational inequality 

Zt E K t : -.!..! - - -.!..! dx;;;; f( 4> - zt}dx 'V4> E Kt . l 1+tv d (d<P d) 11+tv 

o dxdx dx 0 

The minimizer Zt can be evaluated explicitly using the solution Ut to the linear 
problem associated with minimization of I(.) over Ht : 

J2Ut 
- dx2 (x) = f(x) x E ilt = (0,1 +tv) 

subject to the boundary conditions 

dUt 
Tx(O) = 0, Ut(1 + tv) = 0 

It can be verified that 8(x) = 1- l';tv' an element of Ht, is orthogonal to the 
subspace HJ(ilt}; Ht is equipped with the scalar product 

r1+ tv d4> d1jJ 
Jo dx dx dx = (4),1jJhi, . 

Each element 4> E H t takes the form 4> = 4>(0)(1 - l';tv) + 1jJ, for some 1jJ E 

HJ(ilt ). The metric projection Pt in Ht onto Kt satisfies Pt (1jJ) = 1jJ. Thus 

Pt ( 4» = 4> - min{O, 4>(O)} (1 - _X_) = 4> - [4>(O)r (1 _ _ X_) 
1 + tv 1 + tv 



and we have Zt = Pt(Ut). Hence 

Therefore, there exists the shape derivative 

Z'(x; v) = lim ~(Zt(x) - zo(x)) 
t!O t 

as well as the material derivative 

i(x; v) = 1im~((zt 0 Tt)(x) - zo(x)) 
t!O t 

It is assumed that Zt(x) = 0 for x f; 1 + tv. 
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To make our considerations more specific we suppose that uo(O) = O. If u' 
denotes the shape derivative for the linear problem, then u' is linear with respect 
to v where v = 1, or v = -1. It follows that 

z'(x; v) = lim ~(Zt(x) - zo(x)) 
t!O t 

= lim~((Ptut)(x) - (Pouo)(x)) 
t!O t 

= lim~(ut(x) - [Ut(O)r (1- _X_) - uo(x) + [uo(O)r(l - x)) 
t!O t 1 + tv 

= u'(x) - [u'(O)r(l - x) . 

provided that we assume Ut(x) = 0, for x f; 1 + tv. 
Since the term [u'(O)]- = min{O, -u'(O)} is not linear with respect to v, it 

follows that the shape derivative z'(x; v) fails to be linear with respect to v. The 
same argument applies to the material derivative i( x; v). On the other hand we 
obtain 

z'(x;v) = u'(x) for uo(O) < 0 

z'(x; v) = u'(x) - u'(O)(l - x) for uo(O) > 0 . 

Let us consider a cost functional to be minimized with respect to the domain 
D. The simplest example is as follows: 

111+tv 
J(t) = - (Ut - Yd)2dx t > 0 . 

2 0 

Then the semi-derivative is given by 

J'(O) = lim~(J(t) - J(O)) 
t!O t 
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It is obvious that J'(O) is linear with respect to v. Let us introduce the adjoint 
state 

J2p 
- dx2 (x) = u(x) - Yd(X), 

dp 
dx (0) = p(l) = 0 . 

Hence 
[1 du dp 

J'(O) = [(u(l) - Yd(1))2 + 10 dx (x) dx (x)dx)v 

The second derivative is given by . 

J2d ; (0) = lim ~(J'(t) - J'(O)) 
t t!O t 

, du dp [1 (dU' dp du dP') 
= V[-2Yd(1)u (1) + v dx (1) dx (1) + 10 dx dx + dx dx dx) 

Here P' denotes the shape derivative of the solution to the adjoint equation. In 
the case of the unilateral problem with the functional 

[Htv 
J(t) = 10 (Zt - Yd?dx, 

we have 

J'(O) = v(z(l) - Yd(l)? + 11 (z(x) - Yd(X))Z'(x; v)dx . 

If the mapping v --t Z' (., v) fails to be linear, then the functional J (.) is not 
differentiable at t = 0, and the adjoint state cannot be introduced. 

Let us consider the general setting of the shape optimization problem. Such 
a problem can be formulated as the following minimization problem: 

rr E Uad : J(D*) = inf J(D) 
flEU.d 

(1.1) 

where the set Uad of admissible domains in JRN, N = 1,2,3, ... , includes the 
classes of all admissible geometries for the problem under consideration. Usually 
the cost functional J(.) takes the form J(D) = h(D,y(D)), where the element 
y( D) is given as the solution of a boundary value problem well posed in the 
domain D. In general, the element y(D) belongs to ~ functional space W(D), 
usually a Sobolev space of functions defined in the domain D. The existence of 
a solution to the problem (1.1) is ensured, provided the set Uad is endowed with 
a topology (convergence of domains) such that 

(i) the mapping D --t J(D) is lower semicontinuous, and 
(ii) the set Uad is compact. 
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Roughly speaking, the compactness of the set of admissible domains Uad fol
lows, if for example pointwise constraints on the absolute value of the curvature 
of the boundary r = aQ are prescribed for any admissible domain Q E Uad. In 
order to ensure the existence of an optimal solution to the problem (1.1), the 
standard approach of control theory is proposed, i.e. a regularizing term can be 
introduced. Therefore the cost functional takes the form 

Jo(Q) = J(Q) + exE(Q) ex> 0, 

where the regularizing term E( Q) enjoys the following property: the closure of 
the set 

{QIE(Q) ~ M} 

is compact; M > 0 is a constant. 
The main part of this book is concerned with the shape sensitivity analysis of 

the mapping Q -t J(Q). It is supposed that the boundary r of the domain Q is 
piecewise smooth. The infinitesimal perturbation Qt of the domain Q is defined 
as follows: Qt = Tt(Q), where Tt is a smooth one-to-one mapping defined in a 
neighbourhood of Q. The mapping Tt can be considered as the flow of the vector 
field V(t) = !!jf 0 Tt- 1 , t ~ 0; this point of view has been introduced in (Zolesio 
1976). The Eulerian derivative of J(.) in direction V(.,.) at t = 0 defined by 

lim~(J(Qt) - J(Q)) 
tLO t 

depends on the vector field V(O). All the transformations Tt considered in 
Chapt. 2, can be constructed using vector fields in CO([O, e); Vk(D)) (see 
Sect. 2.10). For a differentiable domain functional the structure theorem (Theo
rem 2.5), which defines the general form of the shape gradient, is given (following 
(Zolesio 1979)) by 

G(Q) = ,j,(9n) . 

The gradient is an element of the space of distributions V' (JR N; JR N), supported 
on the boundary r = aQ. In order to obtain the explicit form of G(Q) one 
has to define: the material derivative y(Q; V), the shape derivative y'(Q; V), 
and the boundary shape derivative y'(r; V). The forms of those derivatives 
are derived for elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic problems. The material and 
the shape derivatives are given as the unique solutions to the associated partial 
differential equations. In particular, these equations involve tangential operators 
on the boundary, e.g. the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 

In Chapt. 3 the necessary optimality conditions for problem (1.1) are stated. 
Moreover, related results on the shape sensitivity analysis for linear problems 
including systems of equations of linear elasticity, the Kirchhoff plate, multiple 
eigenvalue problems, heat transfer equations, and wave equations are presented. 

Chapt. 4 is concerned with the shape sensitivity analysis of variational 
inequalities. We present related results on the differential stability of the 
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metric projection in Hilbert spaces due to Haraux (1977), Mignot (1976), 
Sokolowski (1981cj 1985a,b,cj 1986bj 1987bj 1988b,c,d), Sokolowski and Zole
sio (1985a,bj 1987a), and Zolesio (1985b). 

For other results on the shape optimization the reader is referred to the 
monographs by Banichuk (1983), Haslinger et al. (1988), Haug et al. (1981), 
Haug et al. (1986), Pironneau (1984), Troicki et al. (1982) and Zolesio (1988). 

We also provide a list of references at the end of this book. 
The research of the first author was sponsored by the System Research 

Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences under the Research Programme 
CPBP 02.15. 



2. Preliminaries and the material derivative 
method 

This chapter is concerned with mathematical methods used in the shape sensi
tivity analysis. In particular in Sect. 2.9 the so-called material derivative and 
the speed method are introduced. The latter is applied in Chaps. 3 and 4 for 
the shape sensitivity analysis of the boundary value problems of elliptic type as 
well as for the initial - boundary value problems of parabolic and hyperbolic 
types. In Chap. 4 the speed method is used for the shape sensitivity analysis 
of nonlinear problems of elliptic type. In Sect. 3.3 of Chap. 3, the necessary 
optimality conditions for a model shape optimization problem are derived using 
the speed method. In this chapter we describe mathematical tools that can be 
used to prove the existence of solutions to related shape optimization problems, 
e.g. the notion of the perimeter of a bounded domain in ffiN (see (DeGiorgi et 
al. 1972)) is discussed. In Sect. 2.7 we introduce, following (Micheletti 1972), the 
notion of the convergence of domains that ensures e.g. the convergence of nor
mal vector fields on the boundaries, as well as the curvatures of the boundaries, 
etc. In Sect. 2.1 the domain n c ffiN with the boundary r = an is defined. 
The notion of an integral on the manifold r = an is discussed in Sect. 2.2. 
Functional spaces used in the book are examined in Sect. 2.3, in particular 
the Sobolev spaces (see e.g. (Adams 1975; Lions et al. 1968)) are introduced. 
In Sect. 2.4 the notion of weak solutions to elliptic boundary value problems 
is investigated using Stampacchia's theorem, and the Lax-Milgram lemma in 
the symmetric case. Several examples of the second orner and the fourth or
der elliptic problems related to applications, e.g. in structural mechanics, are 
given. In Sect. 2.5 the notion of a functional depending on the domain n c ffiN 
is introduced. In Sect. 2.6 a shape functional for an elliptic boundary value 
problem is defined. The notion of the perimeter is used to define a regularizing 
term occurring in the expression of the shape functional (see (2.46)) for the 
transmission problem. The convergence of minimizing sequences for a model 
shape optimization problem is studied. Sect. 2.7 is concerned with the analysis 
of the convergence of domains in ffiN; for this purpose the method introduced 
by (Micheletti 1972) is applied. Furthermore, under some specific assumptions, 
the explicit form of one-to-one transformations of domains in ffiN is derived. 
In Sect. 2.8 families of perturbations of a given domain in ffiN are defined. Such 
a family can be defined in a number of ways, in particular that proposed by 
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Hadamard (1908) is presented. In Sect. 2.9 a general method of defining such a 
family is described. Using the speed method, the shape gradient of a given shape 
functional is defined in Sect. 2.11. In Sect. 2.12 the case of multiple eigenval
ues is studied with the use of non-smooth optimization technique. Differential 
properties of the mapping Tt associated with the speed method are obtained in 
Sect. 2.13. Sect. 2.14 deals with the differentiability, with respect to the space 
variables, of the composed functions f 0 Tt for given mappings f : JRN -t JR or 
given distributions. In Sect. 2.15 additional properties of the mapping Tt are 
obtained. In Sect. 2.16 the speed method is used to define the derivatives of 
domain integrals in the directions of vector fields. In Sect. 2.18 the derivatives 
of boundary integrals are derived. Tangential differential operators on r are 
defined in Sects. 2.19 and 2.20. Sect. 2.29 is concerned with elliptic problems on 
the manifold r = ail. Sect. 2.22 deals with the transformation of differential 
operators, accomplished by means of the mapping Tt associated with the speed 
method. Formulae useful in the shape sensitivity analysis of partial differential 
equations are given. The notion of the material derivatives of functions defined: 

(i) on the domain il, 
(ii) on the boundary r of il 

is introduced in Sects. 2.26 and 2.26, respectively. 
The notion of the shape derivative is presented in Sect. 2.30. Finally, in 

Sect. 2.31 the notion of the shape derivatives of functions defined on the manifold 
r = ail is introduced. In Chaps. 3 and 4 the shape derivatives of solutions to 
specific boundary value problems will be considered. It will be shown that these 
shape derivatives actually depend on the normal component of the speed vector 
field on r = ail. This property of the shape derivatives is crucial for the shape 
optimization. 

2.1. Domains in 1RN of class C k 

We denote by il an open set in JRN which is generally assumed to be bounded; 
hence il is compact. r denotes the boundary of il : r = il \ il. Moreover it is 
assumed that il is a smooth domain of class Ck: 

r is a C k manifold and il is located on one side of r; local coordinates are 
defined as follows: there exists a family 0 1, .•• , Om, of open sets in JRN and 
mappings Cj from OJ onto 

Cj is a one-to-one mapping, 
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and 
Ci(Oi n il) = B+ == {~ E BI~N ~ O}, 

Ci(Oi n T) = Bo == {~E BI~N = O} 

The family Oi, i = 1,2, ... , m, covers il, it means that 

ilC U Oi 
i=l, ... ,m 

It is also supposed that there is given a partition of unity ri E Go( Oi) such 
that 0 ;£ rj ;£ 1 and 2:;:1 rj = 1 on T. The local coordinates on T are defined 
by hj = <-1. Hence for any x belonging to Tn OJ we can write x = hj(O where 
~ = Cj(x). The tangent linear space TxT to T at x is spanned by the N - 1 
vectors 

Dh(O·ej, i=1,2, ... ,N-1, 

j 

~ 
where ei, i = 1,2, ... , N, is the canonical basis of JRN, ej = (0, ... ,0,1,0, ... ,0). 
It can be easily verified that the vector * D h( 0 -1 . eN is orthogonal to the tangent 
space TxT: 

It might be well to point out that the N - 1 vectors Tj = Dh(O . ej, i = 
1, 2, ... , N - 1, which form a basis of the tangent space Tx T, are not orthogonal: 

The normal vector field m on r can be defined as follows 

m 

m(x) = L r;* Dh(cj(x))-l . en 
;=1 

and the unitary normal field on T is given by 

n(x) = Ilm(x)II;'Nm(x) 

Furthermore we assume that the vector field n(x), x E T, is outward pointing 
on T. It is important to observe that the vector fields m and n are not only 
defined on the boundary T, but m is also defined in U = Ui=l •...• mCJi, U is an 
open neighbourhood of T. We denote by No an unitary extension of the normal 
field n. No is defined in a neighbourhood of il in JRN. In fact, n( x) is only 
defined in the neighbourhood U' of T in JRN, 

U' = {x E U such that m(x) f:. O}. 
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Let us consider ro E coo(JRN ), 0 ;£ ro ;£ 1, ro == 0 on JRN\ U' and ro == 1 on U", 
U" is an open set, U' ~ U" ~ r; let a vector e E JRN be such that IlelllRN = l. 
Then the unitary vector field No is defined as follows 

No(x) = (1 - ro(x))e + ro(x)n(x) 

A vector field V defined on r is said to be in Cl(r), 0;£ £ ;£ k, if and only 
if (r;V) 0 hi is in Cl(Bo) for all i. 

If n is a smooth open set with C k boundary, k ~ 1, (in such a case Ci E 
Ck(Oi) and hi E Ck(B)), then the fields m and n defined on r are only elements 
of Ck-1(r; JRN). This loss of regularity of the normal field on r is due to the 
contribution of the term Dh in the expressions for m and n. The same conclusion 
is valid for the unitary extension No of the normal field n: 

.f • • Ck-1(JRN) ,vo IS In . 

Since coh is the identity, using the chain rule it can be shown that (Dh)-l = 
(Dc) 0 h. Therefore we can also write that 

m 

m(x) = L fi(X)* DCi(X) . en 
i=1 

Mean curvature", of the boundary r = an. 
Let n c lR? be a domain of class C2 in JR3; n is located on one side of 

r = an and r is a manifold of class C2 • With each point Xo of r the second 
fundamental form of r with the eigenvalues (k1' k2 ) is associated. The mean 
curvature of rat Xo is defined as follows (DaCarmo 1976, p.146) 

The eigenvalues kl and k2 are associated with the eigenvectors 71(XO) and 72(XO), 
the so-called principal curvature directions, which are obtained in the following 
way. 

Let Xo E r be a given point and denote by no the unit normal field at Xo, it 
is assumed that no is outward pointing on r. For any fixed unit tangent vector 
7,7 E Txor, one has to consider the two-dimensional linear manifold spanned 
by the vectors no, 7 (this manifold is of the form E(7) = Xo + (JR. n EJ1JR. 7)), 
and the plane curve 1](7) = rnE(7), i.e. a curve in E(7) such that Xo E 1](7). In 
the local coordinates (7, no) , ry( 7) is the graph of a function f(·): (-e, e) ~ JR, 
e > 0, such that f(O) = 0 (i.e. Xo E ry(7)). Moreover the curvature 
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is defined in a neighbourhood of Xo on TJ( r). The sign of this expression is chosen 
in such a way that the curvature is positive, provided that the osculating circle 
to TJ( r) in the plane E( r) is located in il, otherwise the curvature is negative. 
The curvature of the plane curve TJ( r) at the point Xo is denoted by k( r) = 

-1"(0)(1 + f'(0)2)-~; we have also (Da Canno 1976) that k(r) = R-l(r), 
where R(r) is the radius of curvature of TJ(r) at Xo, i.e. IR(r)1 is the radius of 
the osculating circle at Xo to TJ( r) in E( r). 

It can be shown (Da Carmo 1976) that there exist two tangential directions 
rI, r2 at Xo such that rl minimizes (r2 maximizes) Ik(r)l. They are called the 
principal curvature directions of rat Xo, and the mean curvature takes the form 
K = ~(k(rl) + k(r2)). 

2.2. Surface measures on r 
The surface measure on r can be defined with the use of the cofactor matrix 
notation. For a mapping h: IRN --+ IRN, we denote by M( h) the matrix of 
cofactors of the matrix Dh, i.e. 

M(h) = det(Dh)*(Dh)-l, 

where * Dh denotes the transpose of Dh. It is known that (* Dh)-l = 
*((Dh)-l), hence the form *(Dh)-l is well defined. 

For any continuous function f defined on r with compact support on ri = 
r n Oi the following relation holds 

where e = (6,6,···,eN-l)' The tenn IIM(h;)· enlllRN is continuous with 
respect to x E r (since (Dh)-l = (Dc) 0 h, hand care C l ) and bounded 
on BO,i, 1 ~ i ~ m, where the sets BO,i = c(spt(ri n r)) are included in Bo. 
Therefore f E Ll(r) if and only if f 0 hE L{oc(Bo) for all integers i, 1 ~ i ~ m. 
Hence 

2.3. Functional spaces 

Let il be an open set in IRN. 'D(il) is the linear space of infinitely many times 
differentiable functions with compact supports in il; a sequence ¢Jk converges 
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to </J in V(il) if and only if there exists a compact set 0, 0 C il, such that for 
all k = 1,2, ... , spt</Jk C 0, and all derivatives (/xY"</Jk converge to (:xY"</J 
uniformly on 0 as k -+ 00. 

The following notation is introduced 

( [) )0 [)Ol ... [)ON 
-;- </J = [) 01 [) ON </J, uX Xl ... x N 

where a = (al, ... , aN) and ai, 1 ~ i ~ N, are integers. 
The dual space 1>'(il) is the space of distributions on il. We denote by 

(-, ·)VI(!J)XV(!J) the duality bilinear form between spaces V'(il) and V(il) (for 
the sake of simplicity we shall write (.,.) whenever possible). 

For any element Fin V'(il) one can define, following (Schwartz 1966), the 
derivative ( :n)O F as an element of V' (il) such that 

where lal = al + ... + aN. 
It should be emphasize that the space Lloc(il) can be identified as a subspace 

of 1)1 (il) in the following way: 

For any element J E Lloc{!"l) we define the distribution Ff of the form 

(Ff' </J) = In J</Jdx V</J E V(il) . 

We shall identify the distribution Ff with the element J. 
For any measurable set il in IRN, the characteristic function xn (for the 

sake of simplicity we shall write X whenever possible) is defined by 

{ I for X E il 
Xn(x)= 0 forxEilc=IRN\il. 

ilc is the complement of il in IRN. If the Lebesgue measure of il C IRN is 
finite, then Xn is in P(IRN). In general xn is in LloAIRN), therefore Xn can be 
identified with an element of the space of distributions V'(IRN). Let us consider 
the gradient 

which is an element of 1)I(IRN, IRN) defined as follows 

(yrxn, </J)vl(n)xv(!J) = - In div</Jdx 

V</J = (</J}' ... , </IN) E V(IRN; IRN) 
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Let il be a domain of class ck, k f; 1, using the well-known Stokes' formula 

L divc/>dx = lr c/> ' ndr 

we get 

(V'xn, c/» = -l c/> ' ndr, 

where n is the outward unit normal vector on r = ail, Making use of the trace 
operator "Ir E C(1)k-l(il;JRN );1)k-l(r;JRN )) introduced by Schwarz (1966), 
where 1)k(r) denotes the set offunctions c/> defined on r such that E~l (r;c/»oh i 

is in Ck(Bo), we have 
(V'xn, c/» = -(*"Ir . n, c/» 

that is the gradient of Xn takes the form 

V'XI1 = -*"Ir . n . 

V'XI1 is an element of 1)l-k(JRN;JRN) = (1)k-l(JRN;JRN))', where *"Ir denotes 
the transposed operator, and we have 

Let us consider a domain il of class C k , k ~ 1. 
For any p, 1 ~ p < +00, and for s ~ 0 the Sobolev space W 8 ,P(il) 

(Adams 1975) is defined as the closure of the space COO(il) in the following 
norms: 

if s is an integer 

and for arbitrary s, s ~ 0, 

P - P 11 Ic/>(x) - c/>(y)IP 
1Ic/>lI w.,p(S1) -11c/>II W['l,p(S1) + II IIN+(8-[8])pdXdy, 

I1xl1 x - Y JRN 

where [s] is the integer such that 

[s] ~ s < [s] + 1 

For p = 2, W8,2(f) is a Hilbert space; it is denoted by H8(il). 
Let il C JR be a measurable set. Let us assume that 0 ~ s < ~, and 

consider the W8,P(JRN) norm of the characteristic function XI1 given by 
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The following result holds true (Baiocchi et al. 1984). 

Proposition 2.1 If Q i.'! a domain of cla.'!.'! Cl in IRN, then the characteri.'Jtic 
function xn belong.'! to WS,P(IRN) for s < lip, 1 ~ p < +00. 

2.4. Linear elliptic boundary value problems 

Let us consider an element y(Q) of WS,P(Q) which depends on the domain 
Q C IR N. In general this element is given in the form of a solution to a boundary 
value problem defined in Q. The sensitivity analysis of the mapping Q -t y(Q) 
will be carried on in an abstract way. However, we shall start with a simple 
example of the linear elliptic boundary value problem that can serve as a model. 
Two basic linear problems, to be formulated later on, are used as mathematical 
models for the small displacements of a membrane and for the Kirchhoff plate 
in the state of static equilibrium. First we consider the Laplace equation in Q 
with two different boundary conditions: the Dirichlet boundary conditions on a 
part ro of the boundary r = oQ, where the displacement of the membrane is 
prescribed, and the Neumann boundary conditions on r 1 = r\ro. The Kirchhoff 
model of the plate leads to the fourth order biharmonic equation with boundary 
conditions of different types. Such examples of mathematical boundary value 
problems are used only as models. The use of membrane as a model of the 
Laplace equation is not of crucial importance in our considerations; many other 
examples, arising in the shape optimization, can be related to the same boundary 
value problem. For example, we can consider the steady state heat transfer 
equation, or the steady irrotational flow of an incompressible perfect fluid giving 
rise to the similar mathematical model. 

Let A(x) = aij(x), x E Q, 1 ~ i,j ~ N, be a N x N matrix function such 
that 

and 

for some a > 0 and all x E Q. 
Let f E L2(Q), 9 E Hi(r) be given, and denote by y E Hl(Q) a solution 

to the following problem 

-div(A· Vy) + y = f in V'(Q), 

y=g in Hi(r) . 

We introduce the bilinear form on Hl(Q) x Hl(Q) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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a(</J,z) = in (A(x)· \7</J(x), \7Z(X)hRNdx + in </Jzdx 

and the closed convex subset K of HI(D) associated with the Dirichlet data 9 

K = {</J E HI(D)I,r</J = g} . 

To prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (2.1), (2.2) the use is 
made of Stampacchia's theorem. 

Theorem 2.2 Let H be a Hilbert space, K a closed convex set in H, a(·,·) 
a continuous bilinear form on H X H such that 

3a > 0: a( </J, </J) ~ all</Jllk V</J E H . 

Then for any continuous linear form L(·) on H there exists the unique element 
y E K such that 

a(y,</J - y) ~ L(</J - y) V</J E K . 

Remark. In general it is not assumed that the bilinear form a(·, .) is symmetric. 
If it is the case, then y is also the unique solution in K of the minimization 
problem :T(y) ~ :T(</J) V</J E K, where:TO is the quadratic energy functional 

1 
:T(</J) = 2a(</J,</J)-L(</J) . 

For the linear form on HI (D) defined by L( </J) = J n f </Jdx, where f is given 
in L2(D), we can prove using Theorem 2.2 the existence and uniqueness of an 
element y E HI(D) with ,rY = 9 and 

r (A. \7y, \7(<p - y)hRNdx + r y(<p - y)dx ~ r J(<p - y)dx in in in . 
for all </J in HI(D) with <p = 9 on r. 

Since an element z of the space HJ (D) can be considered as the difference 
z = <p - y, where </J = y + z E K, we have 

in (A· \7y, \7z)IRNdx + In yzdx ~ In Jzdx Vz E HJ(D) . 

HJ(D) is a linear space, therefore z can be replaced by -z and we obtain 

y E K: in (A· \7y, \7zhRNdx + In yzdx = in fzdx Vz E HJ(D). (2.3) 

Making use of the classical "variational interpretation" of (2.3) y can be iden
tified as a weak solution in HI(D) to the problem (2.1) and (2.2). To this end 
we select z E V(D) and then (2.1) follows from (2.3). 
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Another approach to the solution of the boundary value problem (2.1) and 
(2.2) can be formulated as follows, first the homogenous Dirichlet boundary 
value problem is considered (i.e. with g = 0) using the well-known Lax-Milgram 
lemma. 

Theorem 2.3 Let H, a(·,·) and L(·) be such as in Theorem 2.2. There exists 
the unique element y E H which satisfies the boundary value problem 

a(y,¢»=L(¢» V¢>EH. 

Proof. It is sufficient to apply Theorem 2.2 with K = H and for ¢> = y ± z 
(with z E H) in the variational inequality of Theorem 2.3. 0 

Let us suppose now that g is given in the space HI (il), and consider the 
following linear form defined on the space HJ (il) 

L(z) = L[Jz - (A· \lg, \lzhRN - gz]dx . 

From Theorem 2.3 it follows that there exists the unique element u E HJ (il) 
such that 

-div(A· \lu) + u = f + div(A· \lg) - g in'D'(il) (2.4) 

u = 0 on r . (2.5) 

Assume that y = u + g, hence y is an element of K and satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). 

Non-smooth right-hand sides of elliptic equations 
It is clear that it need not be assumed in (2.1) and (2.4) that the element 

f is in L2(il). For an element f E H-I(il), the existence of a solution to (2.1) 
and (2.2) can be proved using the same argument as above for f E L2(il). For 
example, if f is given in L2(il), then we can prove the existence of the unique 
solution y E HI(il) to the problem 

-div(A. \ly) + y = of in 1:Y(il) 
ax} 

y = g in H1 (r) . 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

To eliminate the lower order term appearing on the left-hand sides of equa
tions (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6), one has to make use of the Poincare inequality. It 
might be well to point out that the first (positive) eigenvalue of the second order 
elliptic operator in HH il) is defined as follows 
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Hence by the definition of '\1 we have the following inequality for any r/J in 
HJ(fl), r/J:I 0, 

whence it follows that 

11r/J1112(n) ~ ;1 L (A· Vr/J, Vr/JhRNdx . (2.9) 

As a consequence of (2.9), without loss of the generality, the lower order tenn u 
on the left-hand side of the equation (2.4) can be neglected. Hence the following 
problem is to be considered: 

Find u E HJ(fl) such that 

-div(A· Vu) = at + div(A· Vg) - 9 in V(fl), (2.10) 
aX1 

u = 0 in Hi(r) . (2.11) 

From the inequality (2.9) it follows that the bilinear form 

ao(r/J,z) = L(A.Vr/J,VZ}IRNdx 

is coercive on HJ( fl) equipped with the following nonn 

IlzlI~l(n) = [ IVzl2dx 
o in 

for we have 

Therefore Theorem 2.3 ensures the existence and uniqueness of the solution u 
to (2.10) and (2.11) in the space HJ(il). 

Let y = u + gj by direct calculation with the use of (2.10) we obtain that 
y E K is the solution to the following problem: 

-div(A. Vy) = at in'D'(fl), 
aX1 

y = 9 in Hi (F) . 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Finally, let us consider the Neumann boundary conditions for the problem 
(2.12): 
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:~ = 0 i.e. the homogenous Neumann condition on r. 
As far as applications in structural mechanics are concerned, the condition y = 0 
on r means that the displacement is prescribed on the boundary r = aD, e.g. 
the membrane is clamped. 

We introduce the vector field nA = A· n on rj nA is a ek- I transversal field 
on r (here we assume that the mapping x _ Aij(X) is ek(r)), the transversality 
of nA is derived from the positive definiteness of A 

In particular, if n is outward pointing on r, then nA is also outward pointing 
on r. 

The condition aa~ = 0 on r means that the displacement y is not prescribed 
nA 

on the boundary r. In order to ensure the existence of a solution to the boundary 
value problem under consideration, it is obvious that some additional conditions 
on the right-hand side term of the equation (the source term) should be imposed. 

Let I E L2( il) be an element such that J [] I( x )dx = 0, then the mapping 
¢> - J [] I ¢>dx is a linear continuous form defined on the quotient space HI (D) JIR 
(in other words, one has to identify in the space HI(D)jIR elements ¢> and z 
such that there exists a constant c with ¢> = z + c) equipped with the norm 
II¢>II == (ao(¢>, ¢>))~. Hence it follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exists the 
unique solution y E HI (D) JIR to the problem 

-div(A· 'VY) = f in il, 

aay = 0 on r 
nA 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

In the case of non-homogenous Neumann boundary conditions, i.e. aay = g, it 
nA 

is supposed that g E HI(D) is an element with 

19dr = 0 

Moreover we introduce the linear form 

which is continuous on the space HI(D)jIR. Using Theorem 2.3 we can prove 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the elliptic boundary value problem 
in the space HI(D)jIR 

-div(A· 'Vy) = f in D, 
ay 
-- =0 onr 
anA 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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The source term of the equation (2.16) can be treated in the same way as it 
was done for the Dirichlet problem, e.g. one can make use of a distribution 
-It E V'(Q), where f E L2(Q). Let us introduce the linear form 

L(¢» = - [ f88¢> dx + [(g + fnl)¢>dT in Xl ir 
and assume that the condition L(l) = 0 is satisfied, hence 

(2.18) 

The equation (2.18) is well defined provided that f E HS(il) for some s > ~. 
This requirement results from the condition that the trace of f on T has to be 
in L2(T) (see (Adams 1975)). 

The compatibility conditions In fdx = 0, Ir gdT = 0 for the problem (2.16) 
and (2.17) can be replaced with the equivalent condition 

(2.19) 

In the next sections we shall consider the boundary value problems defined in 
the perturbed domain ilt • It will be assumed that for the Neumann problem 
defined on the family of domains, the functions f E L2(IRN) and 9 E HI(IRN) 
are given. In general it is not supposed that the condition (2.19) is satisfied for 
any domain il. However for any given domain il with the boundary T = 8il 
we define the elements 

f(il) = fin - 1 (il) [ fdx 
meas in (2.20) 

g(T) = glr - \T) 1 gdT . meas r 
(2.21) 

Under these assumptions, the functions f(il) and g(T) satisfy the conditions 

In f(il)dx = 1r g(il)dT = 0 

and the problem (2.16) and (2.17) with the data f(il) and g(T) is well posed 
in any domain il. 

Transmission problems 
Let us consider the transmission conditions related to the problem (2.16). 

In this case, the matrix A( x) is not supposed to be continuous with respect to 
x, but it can possess the discontinuity lines or interfaces. 

Let D C IR2 be a fixed domain, B(x) and C(x) two continuous matrix 
functions defined on D. We define on D the following matrix function 
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A(D) = XfJcB + XfJC 

for a given measurable set D, DC D. It should be recalled that DC = D \ Dis 
the complement of D in D, XfJC and XfJ denote the characteristic functions of 
sets DC and D, respectively. 

Let us consider the following problem: 

Find y in HJ(D) such that 

- div(A(D)· 'Vy) = aaf in H-1(D) 
Xl 

(2.22) 

and with the prescribed transmission conditions on the interface r = aD (it is 
assumed that r is smooth): 

((C - B)· n, 'VY)JR2 = 9 on r, (2.23) 

where 9 E HI(D) is a given element. In addition, since y E HJ(D), we have 
prescribed the homogenuous Dirichlet boundary condition on aD 

y = 0 on aD. 

For the problem formulated we introduce the bilinear form 

a(Dj ¢>,z) = l (A(D)· 'V¢>, 'Vz)JR2dx 

defined on HJ(Dj 1R?) and the linear form 

L(¢» = - r faa f ¢>dx + r g¢>dr . JD Xl Jr 

(2.24) 

It is assumed that the matrices B(x) and C(x) are uniformly positive def
inite, B(x), C(x) ~ aI for some a > 0, then A(x) == A(D)(x) ~ aI, X E D. 
Making use of Theorem 2.3 and Green's formula, one can prove the existence 
and uniqueness of the solution y E HJ(D) to the problem (2.22) and (2.23). 
Finally let us consider the boundary conditions on r involving the tangential 
derivatives of an unknown solution. For any element ¢> E C1(D), DC ffiN, we 
denote by 'V r¢> the tangential gradient of ¢> on r, i.e. 'V r¢> is the tangential 
component of the gradient 'V¢> on the boundary r 

'Vr¢> = 'V¢> - a¢> n on r an 
Let us consider the boundary value problem: 

Find y E V' (D) such that 

-div(A(D) . 'Vy) = f in V'(D), 
a 

--y - i1ry = 9 on r, anA 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 
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where A(·) is a continuous matrix function on r, .1r is the so-called Laplace
Beltrami operator on r (defined in Sect. 2.20). In particular for any </J in C1(r) 
the following identity holds 

-l L1ry</Jdr = l V ry . V r</Jdr . (2.27) 

It is assumed that y is such that L1ry E L2(r) and V rY E L2(r; JRN). Let us 
define the energy space W(Q) for the problem (2.25) and (2.26) as the closure 
of the space C1(Q)jJR in the norm 

II</JII~= L(A'V</J,V</JhRNdx + t(Vr</J,Vr</JhRNdr. 

The linear form L(</J) = Inf</Jdx + Irg</Jdr, with the compatibility conditions 
satisfied by the data In fdx + Ir gdr = 0, is continuous on the space W(Q). 
Therefore the existence and uniqueness of the solution y E W( Q) to the problem 
(2.25) and (2.26) results from Theorem 2.3. 

Fourth order elliptic problems 
Let f E L2(Q) be a given element, let us consider the following elliptic 

boundary value problem: 

where 

L1(hL1y) = f in V'(Q), 
y = 0 on r, 
ay 
- =0 on r, an 

hE C(il), hex) ~ 00 > 0 "Ix E il . 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

A weak solution to the system (2.28)-(2.30) is an element of the Sobolev space 
Hg(Q). It is assumed that the domain Q is of class Ck , k ~ 1. The space Hg(Q) 
is the closed subspace of H2(il) defined by two conditions (2.29) and (2.30), see 
e.g. (Adams 1975) for the details. 

Let us introduce the bilinear form 

a(</J,z) = t hL1</JL1zdx V</J,z E H~(Q) . 

Making use of the elliptic regularity for the Laplace equation, one can show that 
the norm a(</J, </J)! is equivalent on the space Hg(Q) to the H2(Q) norm. 

Hence using the linear form L( </J) = In f </Jdx, we can apply Theorem 2.3 
and prove the existence of the unique solution in Hg(Q) to the problem (2.28)
(2.30). For h(x) =const, the problem (2.28)-(2.30) can be considered as a model 
of the Kirchhoff plate of the constant thickness, clamped on r = ail, see e.g. 
(Washizu 1982). 
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Now, let us consider the boundary conditions for the Kirchhoff plate which 
is free on the boundary r = ail. The problem is to find a weak solution in 
H2(il) to the elliptic equation: 

td(htdy) = f in V'(il) 

with the following boundary conditions: 

tdy = 0 on r, 
a 
-tdy = 0 on r . an 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

In order to assure the uniqueness of solutions to (2.32)-(2.34) the Hilbert space 
H = H2(il)JM is taken into consideration, where M is the closed subspace of 
H2(il) defined by 

i.e. the subspace of the harmonic functions in H2(il). It is obvious that for the 
space H with the quotient norm, the bilinear form a( ¢>, z) is coercive on H. Let 
us characterize linear forms on H. The linear form L( ¢» = J {} f ¢>dx is defined 
on L2(il); this form is defined on H if and only if the element f satisfies the 
orthogonality condition 

In order to have the orthogonality condition in an explicit form, let us consider 
an element F E H2(il) n HJ(il), depending on f E L2(Q), such that the 
following equation holds 

tdF = f in Q, F = 0 on r 

The orthogonality condition can be written as follows 

l tdF¢>dx = 0 . 

Applying Green's formula to this condition we can show that for ¢> E M 

[ (~F¢> - ~¢>F) dr = 0 . ir an an 
Thus we have the auxiliary condition for F, :n F = 0 on r. Therefore f satisfies 
the orthogonality condition if and only if 

f = tdF with FE Hg(Q) . (2.35) 

Finally we can conclude that for any f E L2(il), f satisfying (2.35), the problem 
(2.32), (2.33) and (2.34) is well posed on the quotient space H = H2(il)JM. 
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For the fourth order boundary value problems under consideration, it is not 
necessary to assume that the right-hand side of (2.28) or (2.32) is in the space 
L2(il). 

For the Dirichlet problem (2.28)-(2.30) one has to choose a linear form L(·) 
which is continuous on the space H~(il). Hence we can use, e.g. the linear forms 

since </> E H6(il), i.e. </> satisfies the conditions (2.29) and (2.30) then 

(-, .) denotes the duality pairing between the Sobolev space H~ (il) and its dual 
H-2(il) which is a closed subspace of V'(il). 

But this means that one can prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution y E H6(il) to the following problem 

82f 
Ll(hLly) = 8x j 8xj in V'(il), (2.36) 

8 
y = 8n y = 0 on r . (2.37) 

for any f given in L2(il). 

2.5. Shape functionals 

Throughout this book any shape functional is denoted by J(il), J(.): il -+ 

J(Q) E nt, where Q is a domain of class C k for k ~ 1. Some examples with 
non-smooth domains Q will be also considered. 

Very simple examples of the domain functionals are: 

J1(il) = meas(Q) = fa dx, 

J2(il) = meas(r) = l dr, 

J3(il) = total curvature of r = l,,?dr . 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Let us observe that the functional J1(Q) can be defined in terms of Xn, the 
characteristic function of il, 
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In general for functionals having this property, i.e. those which can be defined 
in terms of Xn, the following equality holds len) = j(xn). The functional 
j(.) can be extended to the larger class of functions w(·) E Loo(IRN) such that 
o ~ w(x) ~ 1 for almost every (a.e.) x E IRN. Thus the extended functional also 
denoted j (.) is defined on L 00 (IR N), and we can use the weak - (*) topology on 
Loo(IRN) to define the continuity (or semi-continuity) of the functional n --+ 

j(xn) == len). 
We can also make use of the Banach structure of the space LOO(IR) to define, 

in an appropriate way, the derivatives of l(·) with respect to the domain n. 
The foll~wing result characterizes the convergence of characteristic func

tions. 

Lemma 2.4 Let Xk be a sequence of characteristic functions such that Xk --+ X 
weak - (*) in Loo(IRN) as k --+ 00, i.e. 

If X is a characteristic function, then Xk --+ X in Lfoc(IRN). 

Proof. Let tf; E V(IRN) be a fixed element, then for any 4> in L2(IRN) we have 

r (XktP)4>dx --+ r (xtP)4>dx. 
fIR. N J IR N 

Hence XktP converges to XtP weakly in L2(IRN) as k --+ 00, but 

This expression converges to flRN XtP2dx = IIxtPlli2(IRN )' since tP E V(IRN) is 
arbitrary, that completes the proof. 0 

Domain functionals such as ll(n), depending on the characteristic function 
X n of the domain n, are only particular cases of functionals under consideration. 
In general, we cannot expect that a domain functional l( n) enjoys this property. 
Clearly, the functional l3(n) depends on the boundary r of the domain n 
and cannot be extended to the set of functions w(·) E Loo(IRN) such that 
o ~ w(x) ~ 1 for a.e. x. Moreover let us observe that the functional hen) 
can be extended to the following class of non-smooth measurable domains: a 
measurable set E in IRN is said to have the finite perimeter peE) provided that 
meas( E) < 00 and 
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max 11<p(x)lllRN ~ I} < 00, xElRN 

where D1(ffiN) denotes the space of functions continuously differentiable with 
compact supports in ffiN. 

The class of measurable sets E with finite perimeters has been introduced 
by Caccioppoli (see e.g. (E. De Giorgi et al. 1972)). 

If E is a C2 domain, then the supremum appearing in the definition of 
P(E) is attained for any extension No of the normal field n on BE, such that 
No E C1(ffiN,ffiN). Hence we have 

P(E) = r div(No)dr = r n· ndr JE JaE (2.41 ) 

and P(E) = J2(BE). This proves that the functional J2(il) can be extended to 
the class of measurable sets with finite perimeters as well as to the larger class 
offunctions wE LOO(ffiN), 0;£ w(x);£ 1 for a.e. x, such that 

max 11<p(x)lllRN ~ I} 
x 

is finite. 

2.6. Shape functionals for problems governed by linear 
elliptic boundary value problems 

In many shape optimization problems the following situation occurs: a shape 
functional J(il) depends on the domain il via the solution y(.fl) to a boundary 
value problem defined in .fl. For the second order elliptic problems the functional 
J(il) takes the form 

J(il) = in F1(x,y(x), Vy(x))dx+ l Fo(x,y(x), Vy(x))dr(x)+o£(il), (2.42) 

where £( il) denotes the regularizing term that ensures the existence of the 
optimal domain minimizing the functional J(il) over the appropriate class of 
domains, a > 0 is a constant. 

If Fo == 0, then it is said that J is a distributed cost functional; if Fl == 0, 
then J is referred to as a boundary cost functional. Examples of Fl and Fo are 

(2.43) 

where yg is a given function in L2(ffiN), 
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here Zg is a given element in H8(JRN), s > ~. 
One can assume that 

1 (a )2 Fo(x, y(x), Vy(x)) ="2 a~ (x) - Zg(X) 

provided that y = y(il) is smooth enough, i.e. the normal derivative ayjan 
is in,L2(r). The perimeter of the domain il can be taken as the regularizing 
term f(il) in the domain functional (2.42). Such assumption is adopted in the 
following example. 

2.6.1. Shape functionals for transmission problems 

Let us assume that y(il) is a solution to the problem (2.22). Making use of 
the variational form of the equation one can show that the following integral 
identity holds for the element y = y( il) 

Y E HJ(D) : j (A(il) . Vy, Vif»JRNdx = - j faaif> dx (2.44) 
D D Xl 

Vif> E HJ(D), 

where 
A(il) = (1 - Xn)B + xnG . 

Moreover we introduce the set of characteristic functions 

Char(D) = {X E L2(D)1 x(1- X) = 0 a.e. 10 D} 

equipped with the L2(D) topology. 

Proposition 2.5 The mapping Xn - y(il), where y(il) denotes a solution to 
the problem (2.44), is continuous from the set Char(D) into HJ(D). 

Proof. Let ilk, k = 1,2, ... , and ilo be measurable subsets of D C JRN and let 
Yk = y( ilk), k = 1,2, ... , be the solution to (2.44) with the domain il replaced 
by ilk in the definition of A( il). We have, with Yo = y( ilo), 

Iv (A(ilk) . V(Yk - yo), Vif»JRNdx = (2.45) 

Iv (A(ilk) - A(ilo))' Vy(ilo), Vif»JRNdx 'Vif> E HJ(il) . 
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The matrix A is uniformly positive definite, i.e. we assume. that there exists 
ao > 0 such that 

for all the vectors ~ in IR N . 

By the Poincare inequality for </> = Yk - Yo we get 

1 

alllYk - yoIIHJ(D) ~ (lll[(xno - Xnk)B + (Xnk - Xno)C]' \7Y(ilo)lliNdX) 2 

The family of domains ilk, k = 1,2, ... , is said to converge in measure to the 
domain ilo if and only if the sequence of characteristic functions {X nk } converges 
to Xno in the set Char(D) i.e. in L2(D) norm or equivalently in LP(D) norm 
for any p, 1 ~ P < +00. Then the sequence of functions 

N2 
converges to zero in LP(DjIR ) as k --+ 00. We have also Ilfk(X)IIIRN ~const 
"Ix E D, because Band C are continuous matrix functions. By the Lebesgue 
theorem there exists a subsequence Jki such that Ai (x) --+ 0 as i --+ 00 for 
almost every x in D. Then the function on the right-hand side of (2.45) belongs 
to Ll(D), and converges to zero for almost every x in D. By the dominated 
convergence theorem the right-hand side of (2.45) converges to zero as i --+ 00. 

Making use of (2.45), one can show that the norm IIYk - YOIIH1(D) is bounded 
and converges to zero, the limit Yo E HJ(D) is uniquely determined. Therefore 
the sequence {Yk} converges Yk --+ Yo in the space HJ(D) as k --+ 00. Let il be 
such that xn E Char(D), and define the shape functional 

J(il) = ll\7Y(ilWdx + aPD(il), (2.46) 

where 

is the perimeter of il in D, a > 0 is a constant. 
Since the mapping H :3 Y --+ II yilt- E IR is weakly lower semi-continuous 

in any Hilbert space H, then the first term on the right-hand side of (2.46) is 
lower semi-continuous on the set Char(D) C L2(D). The same remains valid 
for the second term. 0 

Lemma 2.6 The functional xn --+ PD(il) is lower semi-continuous on the set 
Char(D) C L2(D). 
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Proof. For any </> E 1Jl(D; IRN ), the mapping 

xn ~ in div</>dx = L xndiv</>dx 

is continuous on the set Char(D) C L2(D). Therefore the supremum with re
spect to </>, appearing in the definition of the perimeter PD(n), is lower semi
continuous. 

o 
Finally we have the following result: 

Proposition 2.7 The shape functional defined by (2.46) IS lower seml
continuous on the set Char(D) C L2(D). 

o 
Let us consider the shape optimization problem related to the transmission 

boundary value problem (2.44). 
In order to minimize the shape functional (or cost) J(n) over the set 

Char(D) C L2(D) we have to apply, in view of Proposition 2.7, the compactness 
result given by E. De Giorgi et al. (1972). 

Proposition 2.8 Let D be a bounded domain in IRN. For any M > 0, the set 

Char(D,M) = {xn E Char(D)IPD(n) ~ M} 

is compact in L2(D). 
o 

This yields the following existence result for the shape optimization problem 
under consideration. 

Theorem 2.9 There exists a measurable set no in D such that 

J(no) ~ J(n) 

for all measurable sets neD. 

Proof. If for a given set n the supremum in the definition of perimeter 'PD(n) 
is not finite, then we set 

PD(n) = +00 and J(n) = +00 . 

Let jo = J(0), (where 0 is the empty set, so XI! = 0 on D), and jo > O. It is 
easy to show that the minimization of J(n) over the set Char(D) is equivalent 
to the minimization of this functional over the set Char(D,jo). Since the set 
Char(D,jo) is compact and J(.) is lower semi-continuous on the set Char(D,jo), 
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then by the Weierstrass theorem there exists a solution ilo to the minimization 
problem. 0 

The considered interlace optimization in the transmission boundary value 
problem is a particular example of shape optimization problems. It exemplifies 
the "two fluids" problem where the state equation of the optimization problem 
is defined in the domain il as well as in its complement ilc = D \ il in D. The 
energy space for the state equation under consideration is the Sobolev space 
HJ(D), where D = ilUrUilCj hence it is a function space independent of il. For 
more general shape optimization problems, i.e. such that the shape functional 
J(il) depends, e.g. on a weak solution to the Dirichlet or Neumann problem for 
the second order elliptic equation defined in il, the following principal difficulty 
is encountered: the energy space for the state equation in the form of an elliptic 
problem, e.g. the space HJ(il) for the Dirichlet problem, or the space Hl(il)jJR 
for the Neumann problem, depends on the variable domain il. 

In this case the notion of continuity of the mapping il -t y( il) (the element 
y(il) is defined by the state equation) should be defined in an appropriate way. 
A possible way of overcoming this difficulty in the case of the Dirichlet problem 
is the penalization technique which enables us to construct an approximation of 
the Dirichlet problem by means of a family of transmission problems depending 
on a parameter. 

2.6.2. Approximation of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem 

Let il C JRN be a domain of class Cl, il C D, where D is a given sufficiently 
smooth domain in JRN. Denote by y = y(il) E HJ(il) the solution to the 
Dirichlet problem 

-div(A· ~y) = f in L2(il), 
y = 0 on r, 

(2.47) 
(2.48) 

where f E L2(fl) is a given element and A is a continuous matrix function, 

A E C(DjJRN\ A(·) is uniformly positive definite on D. Let e > 0 be a real 
parameter. Let us consider the element y,,(fl) E HJ(fl), given as the unique 
solution to the following variational problem 

y" = y,,(il) E HJ(fl): 

~1 (A· ~y", ~</>hRNdx + 1 (A· ~y", ~</>hRNdx 
e nc n 

(2.49) 

= 1 f</>dx V'</> E HJ(il) . 

It will be shown that under appropriate assumptions on the domain fl the 
sequence {y,,(il)} converges in HJ(fl) to the element yO = y(il)O as e ! 0, 
where 
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y(D)O = {~(D) 

Substituting ifJ = Ye in (2.49) we get 

in D 
in DC 

alllV'YelliNdX ~ e r fYedx - e 1 (A· V'Ye, V'YehRNdx . (2.50) 
nc JD n 

Hence due to (2.49) Ye is bounded: 

IIYell~J(D) ~ ~llfll£2(D) e > 0 . (2.51 ) 

Making use of (2.51) and applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, in view of 
(2.50), it follows that 

l llV'Yel12dX ~ e [~ + C~] IIflli2(D)' (2.52) 
nc a a 

where 

CI = IIAII L oo(D;rn.N2 ) . 

A weak solution to (2.47) - (2.48) satisfies the following integral identity 

Y E HJ(D) : In (A· V'y, V'ifJ)rn.Ndx = In fifJdx VifJ E HJ(D). (2.53) 

Assuming that ifJ E HJ(D) and subtracting (2.49) from (2.53) we get 

In (A· V'(Ye - Y), V'ifJ)rn.Ndx = 0, (2.54) 

that is for the scalar product 

the element Ye - Y is orthogonal to the following closed subspace of HJ (D): 

HI(D; DC) = {ifJ E HI(D)lifJ = 0 a.e. in DC} . 

The element y(D) is the a-projection in HJ(D) of Ye(n) on the subspace 
HI(D; DC). It is seen from (2.51) that the element Ye belongs to a bounded 
subset of the space HJ(D).Therefore, there exists a weakly convergent subse
quence {Yek}' Yek -'" z weakly in HJ(D) as k ~ 00. From (2.54) it follows 
that Z E HI(D; DC). On the other hand, from (2.51) it is inferred that Y"k Inc 
converges weakly in the space HI(DC,aD) = {ifJ E HI(DC)lifJ = 0 on aD}, 
Yek Inc -'" w, where w E HI(DC,aD). Making use of the compact embedding of 
the Sobolev space HI into L2 for a bounded domain, one can show that Yek and 
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y~lc Inc converge in L2(D) and L2(nC ), respectively. Thus w(x) = z(x) for a.e. 
x E nco 

Since the mapping 

is weakly lower semi-continuous on HI (ilC, aD), then passing to the limit, we 
we have that 

The a-projection is a linear mapping, therefore it is continuous from HJ(D)
weak into HI(D; ilC)-weak. Hence z = y(il) and the sequence {y~(il)} con
verges weakly to y(n)O as e 10. This proves the following result. 

Proposition 2.10 For any f E L2(D) and any domain il of class C I in D, the 
sequence {y~(il)}~>o of solutions to the transmission problem (2.49) converges 
weakly in HJ(D): 

Ye( il) -" y( il)O 

as e 1 0, where y( il)O denotes a weak solution to the homogeneous Dirichlet 
problem (2.47) and (2.48). 

o 
Using an extension operator P == Pnc: HI(ilC) ---t HI (D), we can improve 

the convergence result given by Proposition 2.10. Let P E .c(HI(ilC)j HI(D)) 
be a linear mapping such that (P</I)lne = </I for all </I E HI(ilC). Assuming that 
il is smooth enough, so the mapping P exists, one can select the test function 
</I = P(y~lne) in (2.49). It follows that 

~ f (A· '\ly~, '\lYe)JRNdx = j fP(Yelne)dx - f(A. '\lYe, '\l P(Yelne))JRNdx . 
cine D in 

Using 

we obtain 

where 

hence 
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From the foregoing it is evident that ! Vy~ belongs to a bounded subset of the 

space L2 (nC ; lR N) and we can suppose that the sequence elk VY~k} converges 

weakly to Vz E L2(nc; lRN) with z E Hl(nc, aD) as k -> 00. Passing to the 
limit in (2.49) we obtain 

[ (A· Vz, Ve/>hRNdx + [ (A· Vy(n), Ve/>hRNdx = [ fe/>dx "Ie/> E HJ(D) Jae Ja JD 
Applying Green's formula to the integral identity it follows that 

-div(A·Vz)=f innc , 

az ay 
on an = r, 

anA anA 

where nA = A· n, and z = 0 on aD. 
Assuming that e/> = y" - yO we obtain 

In (A· V(Y~k - yO), V(Y~k - yO)hRNdx = 

[ f(Y"k - yO)dx - 2. [ (A· VY~k' VY"khRNdx JD ckJae 

The right-hand side converges to zero as k -> 00. 

Therefore 

Proposition 2.10 implies that y~ ~ yO weakly in HJ(D), therefore y" -> yO 
strongly in L 2(D). This yields the proof of the following result. 

Proposition 2.11 As.'JUming that there exists a continuous extension operator 
P E £(Hl(nc);Hl(D)) we have that Yo -> yO(n) strongly in HJ(D) as c ~ O. 

o 
In Proposition 2.11 we assumed the existence of a continuous extension 

operator to show that the elements !y~lae are bounded in Hl(nc; D) uniformly 
with respect to c > O. This assumption requires an additional smoothness of r 
and can be avoided by the application of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem since 
for any test function e/> E HJ{n) from (2.49) it follows that the term 

is bounded uniformly with respect to c > O. The space H l (!ZC;8D) is equipped 
with the norm a( e/>, e/»~ associated with the matrix function A, and ~y" is weakly 
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bounded uniformly with respect to c > 0 hence by the Banach-Steinhaus theo
rem, the term ~Yt: is bounded in the norm of the space H1(Qc j aD) uniformly 
with respect to c > 0, and we have: 

Proposition 2.12 Assume that il is smooth enough, i. e. it can be supposed 
that yO belongs to HJ(D), then Yt: -+ y(il)O strongly in HJ(D) as e 1 o. 

o 
In order to ensure the existence of an optimal shape for the related shape 

optimization problems an appropriate regularization can be used. First let us 
consider the perimeter 'PD(il) as the regularization term. 

We shall consider a simple cost functional of the form 

(2.55) 

however, the method of finding an optimal solution, worked-out for this func
tional, is quite general and can be used for any cost functional of the form 
(2.42). 

Let y( il) denote a weak solution to (2.47) and (2.48), where il is a sufficiently 
smooth domain, e.g. it can be assumed that il is a bounded domain of class 
C1. Our aim is to determine the solution y( il) to the homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary value problem for any measurable set il in D. For this purpose the 
following subspace of HJ (D) is taken into consideration: 

for any measurable set il in D we denote 

HI(Dj D \ il) = {</> E HJ(D)IV</> = 0 a.e. on D \ il}, 

H1(Dj D \ il) is a closed linear subspace of the space HJ(D). Furthermore, if 
il is a domain of class C l such that il C D, then HI(D; D \ il) = HI(il); here 
each element y E HJ(il) is identified with its extension yO in HJ(D), where yO 
denotes the extension of y by zero on D \ il. 

The following cost functional 

Jt:(il) = ~ [(Yt:(il) - yg)2dx + a'PD(il) 
2 iD 

is considered, where yl! = Ye(il) denotes a weak solution to (2.49) for e > o. 
Applying Theorem 2.3 to the penalized problem (2.49), one can show that there 
exists a set ill! with the finite perimeter 'PD( ill!) in D such that JI!( ilt:) ~ JI!( il) 
for all measurable sets il in D. 

From Proposition 2.12 it follows that 

for any smooth domain il. 
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Unfortunately we cannot claim that there exists a cluster point of the family 
of domains {.oe}e>o which is a smooth domain. On the other hand there exists 
a set .0* C D with the finite perimeter in D and a sequence {.oek }f:l' ck to as 
k ---+ 00, which converges to the set .0*. However in general the corresponding 
sequence {Yk}f:l' Yk = Yek(.oek ), need not to converge to the element y(.o*) as 
ck to. 

Therefore we shall consider the continuity of the mapping .0 ---+ y( .0) to 
obtain an existence result for the shape optitnization problem with the cost 
functional depending on a weak solution y(.o) to the Dirichlet problem (2.47) 
and (2.48). To ensure the continuity of this mapping the family of adtnissible 
sub domains of D should be equipped with a suitable topology. As we have 
seen in the case of the transmission problem the suitable topology is the L2(D) 
topology for characteristic functions. In the case of the Dirichlet problem this 
topology leads in particular to the notion of the Sobolev space HJ (.0) where .0 
is only a measurable subset of D and cannot be used for our purposes. 

We may expect that the Hausdorff topology would ensure the existence of 
an optimal domain. We shall briefly explain why the Hausdorff topology is not 
appropriate for the existence problem. 

The distance between two closed subsets A, BcD is given by 

d(A, B) = sup(e(A, B), e(B, A)), 

where 

e(A, B) = max min Ilx - ylllRN 
xEA yEB 

For a given sequence of open sets 

.ok = D \ Ak, with Ak = Ak , k = 1,2, ... , 

.0 is a litnit, which we denote .ok ~ .0, provided that 

.o=D\A, A=A 
lim d( A, Ak) = 0 . 

k ..... oo 

For a given open set .0, the Sobolev space HJ(.o) is the closure in the norm 
of Hl(.o) of the space cO'(.o). The space HJ(.o) is a closed subspace of the 
Sobolev space HJ(D), .0 C D. 

Let f E L2(D) be a given element, {.ok} a family of domains such that 
H .ok ---+ .0 as k ---+ 00. Let us consider the Dirichlet problem defined in the 

domain .ok 
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It is easy to show that there exists an element Ii E HJ(D) such that for a 
subsequence also denoted {yd 

Yk -..Jo Ii weakly in HJ(D) 

as k ---t 00, furthermore 

Unfortunately we cannot claim that Ii E HJ(il) i.e. Ii solves the Dirichlet prob
lem in il. Let us observe that for Ii E HJ(D), the set 

z = {x E D I Ii( x) = O} 

is not in general closed. Finally, let us describe the regularization method which 
ensures the existence of an optimal domain for the Dirichlet problem. The reg
ularization method leads to the stronger topology, compared to the Hausdorff 
topology, on the family of sub domains il of D. 

Let (X,XN+l) E lRNH , and denote 

D = Q x [0, L] L > 0, 

where Q c lRN is a sufficiently smooth bounded domain and L is a positive 
constant. Any admissible domain il takes the form of a hypograph in D 

il == ilj = {(x, XN+l) E lRN+11 x E Q 0 < XN+l < f(x) ;£ L}, 

where f is an element of the convex set 

Km = {f E Hm(Q)1 0 < 01 ~ f(x) ~ L x E Q} . 

The regularizing term is defined as follows 

We assume for simplicity that m > N, therefore by the Sobolev embedding the
orem Hm(Q) '--t C1(il). We have the following lemmae, the proofs are omitted 
here. 

Lemma 2.13 If {Ik} c Km and 

fk -..Jo f weakly In Hm(Q) 

then 

o 
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Lemma 2.14 Let us assume 

(i) Uk} c Km, Jk ---'" J weakly in Hm(Q) 
(ii) Yk E HJ(ilfk ), IIYkIIHJ(D) ~ e 

then there exists a subsequence also denoted {Yk} and an element Y E 
HJ(ilf) such that 

Yk ---'" Y weakly in HJ(D). 

o 
Using the above lemmae we obtain that the mapping J ~ y(ilf) is continuous 
from Hm(Q)-weak into HJ(D)-weak and therefore there exists an element f* E 
Km such that the following domain functional 

attains its minimum J(ilJ*) on the set of admissible domains 

Uad == {illil = ilf for some J E Km} . 

2.7. Convergence of domains 

In the previous section the set Char(D) equipped with the L2(D) topology 
was introduced and the compact sets Char( D, M) depending on a constant M 
were defined. Unfortunately the convergence of characteristic functions does 
not preserve the regularity of the domains. Stronger topologies on families of 
domains are to be defined in order to ensure the convergence of normal fields, 
curvatures, etc. 

The principal idea used here for constructions of such topologies was intro
duced by Micheletti (1972). Let us consider two domains ill and il2 of class ek 

in D C m.N, we have to assume that there exists a transformation T defined on 
D, which maps D onto D, such that T and T- l are in ekeD) and T(ill) = il2 • 

Such a transformation is not unique, therefore we shall restrict our consideration 
to the transformation T with the minimal norm 

(2.57) 

among all T such that T( ill) = il2 • If the minimal value of the norm is zero, 
then T = I (the identity mapping) and il2 = ill, If this value is small, then il2 
is close to ill in the sense of the topology defined here. 

Therefore one has to construct the mapping T such that T( ill) = il2 for a 
given simply connected domains ill and il2. 
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Let a1 and a2 be two bounded and simply connected domains in D (or in 
JRN). The following two situations are to be distinguished: 
(i) a1 C a2 , 

(ii) .a1 is starshaped with respect to a given point Xo. 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 

Let us assume that a1 C .a2 ; in order to construct the mapping T the 
following boundary value problem is considered: 

Find z E H1(a2 \ ad such that 

L1z = 0 in a2 \ a1 , 

z=O onr1 =aa1, 

z = 1 on r 2 = aa2 • 

(2.60) 

(2.61 ) 

(2.62) 

The domain a2 \ a1 is not simply connected. Two parts r1 and r2 of the 
boundary aa of the domain a2 \ a1 can be considered as the level curves of 
the solution z to the problem (2.60)-(2.62). Let us examine the family of level 
curves 

It follows that 
n = z-l(O) and r2 = z-1(1) . 

For a fixed t, 0 ~ t ~ 1, the open set Ot = {x E a2 \ a 1 10 < z(x) < t} is well 
defined. It is assumed that this set has the following properties: 

0 0 = 0, 
0 1 = a2 \ a1 , 

and t --+ Ot is a monotone increasing family of sets. 
From (2.60)-(2.62) it follows that z is a harmonic function in Ot which 

attains the maximal value on the boundary Z-l(t) C aot , i.e. the maximal 
value of z in Ot is obtained at any point B ofthe set z-l(t). From the maximum 
principle, see e.g. (Protter et al. 1984), it can be inferred that at any boundary 
point B, where the maximum of z is obtained, we have ~~ (B) > o. Furthermore, 
since z -1 ( t) is the level set of z, we get 

az an (B) = IIVz(B)IIIRN on z-l(t) . 

Thus for 0 < t ~ 1 we have 

min IIVz(B)IIIRN > 0 . 
BEz-l(t) 

z attains its minimum on r1 = z-l(O), hence by the same argument as above 
applied to -z, one can show that 
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min IIVz(B)IIIRN > ° . 
BErl 

Whence for the gradient V z on 01 we have 

m!g IIVz(B)IIIRN > ° . 
BEOl 

Following (Zolesio 1976), we introduce the autonomeous field 

Vex) = IIVz(x)lliR:V Vz(x) 

and the flow associated with this field: 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

In other words, Tt(X) = x(t,X), where x(.,.) denotes a solution to the system 
of ordinary differential equations 

d 
dtx(t,X) = V(x(t,X)), (2.65) 

where X E r 1 , and the initial condition is given by 

x(O,X) = X . (2.66) 

Proposition 2.15 The tran:4ormations Tt, t E [0,1]' have the following prop-
erties: 

To = I (the identity mapping on r 1 ) 

Tt mapps Tt onto Z-l(t), that is 

Tt(rd = Z-l(t) for 0< t ~ 1 

and in particular for t = 1 we get 

Proof. Let X be a point in r 1 and consider the solution x = x( t, X) defined by 
the system (2.65) and (2.66), we have to prove that z( x( t, X)) = t, in view of 
(2.60)-(2.62) the initial condition becomes z(X) = 0, then it is enough to show 
that the derivative of the mapping t -t z(x(t, X)) is equal to the identity. But 

d d 
dtz(x(t,X)) = Vz(x(t,X))· dtx(t,X) 

and 
d 
dtx(t,X) = V(x(t, X)) = IIVz(x)lIiR:VVz(x) 
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hence 
d 
dtz(x(t,X)) = I . 

From the classical results on the regularity of solutions to the Laplace equation 
(2.60)-(2.62) (see e.g. (Necas 1967)) it can be inferred that if Ft and T2 are CHI, 
then z is in Ck(U) (with U = fh \ ild and the field V is in Ck-I(Uj JRN). By 
the classical results of the theory of ordinary differential equations, the mapping 
X -+ Tt(X) = x(t,X) and its inverse are in Ck-I(JRNj JRN) (it is assumed here 
that V is extended to JRN as an element of Ck-I(JRNj JRN)). 

In particular, if Ft is cHI, then Z-l(t) = Tt(TI) is Ck - l . In the case of 
the system of differential equations (2.65) and (2.66) one can assume that k ~ 2 
under the condition that the vector field V is in Ck-I(JRNj JRN). 
If, e.g. Ft is a C3 manifold, then using the method of level sets of the solution 
to (2.60)-(2.62), the resulting level sets z-l(t), 0 < t ~ 1, are a priori only C l 

manifolds. However, the level set z-I(O) = TI is given as a C3 manifold. 
In fact for any t, 0 < t < 1, the level set Z-l(t) is included in the interior 

of the domain il2 \ ill, thus by the standard elliptic regularity result for the 
solutions to (2.60)-(2.62) it follows that z(·) is Coo in a neighbourhood of z-l(t). 

o 
Assuminn that the field V is extended to JR N and this extension is in the 

space CI(JR j JRN), one can show that the transformation Tt maps ill onto il2 • 

In the second case, i.e. when ill is not included in the domain il2 , one has to 
apply an appropriate transformation making it possible to reduce the case under 
consideration to the first one. il2 is assumed to be the starshaped domain with 
respect to the point Xo. For simplicity it is assumed that Xo = 0 and the domain 
il2 is defined by il2 = ril2 with r > 0, r large enough, such that ill C il2 (such 
r exists, since ill C JRN is compact and il2 is an open set with 0 E il2)' 

2.8. Transformations Tt of domains 

To carry out the sensitivity analysis of the shape functionals J(il) one needs 
to introduce a family of perturbations {ilt } of a given domain il C JRN for 
o ~ t < e. It is assumed that the domains il == ilo and ilt for 0 < t < e have 
the same topological properties and possess the same regularity, e.g. il, and ilt 
for 0 < t < e are simply connected domains of class C k , where k ~ 1. Hence one 
can construct a family of transformations Tt : JRN -+ JRN for 0 ~ t < e which 
are one-to-one, and Tt maps il onto ilt. 

It is supposed that for this family of transformations the following conditions 
are satisfied. 

(AI) TtO and Tt-10 belong to Ck(JRNjJRN) for all t E [O,e). 
(A2) The mappings t -+ Tt(x) and t -+ Tt-l(x) belong to CI([O,e)) for 

all x E JRN. 
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Equivalently, it can be assumed that a domain il C JR N and the family of 
transformations Tt:JRN 4 JRN are given. The family of domains {ilt} is then 
defined by ilt = Tt{ il). It is obvious that for a given family of domains {ilt}, 
the family Tt of transformations is not uniquely determined. Since only small 
deformations (or perturbations) of il are considered, we can make use in fact 
of the transformations which are defined as the perturbations of the identity 
mapping I in lRN. An example of such transformations can be as follows 

Tt=I+te, 

where e is a smooth vector field defined on lRN 

The above parameterization of domains was studied, e.g. by Murat et al. (1976) 
and Pironneau (1984). 

A classical tool making it possible to construct the mapping Tt is to con
sider domains which are hypographs, but this approach is rather restrictive. We 
denote x = (X',XN) E JRN, where x' = (Xl,'" ,XN-I). Let Q C lRN- I be a 
bounded domain and suppose that f E Ck{Q), 

min{f(x)lx E Q} > 0 . 

The domain ilf = il(J) C lRN associated with f is defined as follows: 

il(J) = {x E JRNlx' E Q 0 < XN < J(x')} . 

The boundary 8il(J) of the domain il(J) is by definition only piecewise smooth. 
The graph rf = {(x',J(x')) E JRNlx' E Q} is the part of the boundary 8il(J) 
which depends on f. For any element 9 given in Ck(Q) there exists c > 0 such 
that 

J + tg is admissible for It I < c 

in the sense that 
min{(J + tg)(x)lx E Q} > 0 

The following notation is introduced 

ilt = il(J + tg) 

Thus the transformation Tt can be constructed, 

rr> (' ) _ (, J(x') + tg(x')) 
.Lt x ,XN - X ,XN J(x') 

with the inverse 

T-I (' ) (, f(x')) 
t X,YN = X,YNJ(x')+tg(x') 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 
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and it turns out that Tt is a one-to-one mapping from Q x [0, 00) onto Q x [0, 00). 
A particular case of the parameterization of domains relies on the use of the 

polar coordinates. 
Let 10 and 1 be two periodic functions, 10, 1 E Ck([0,2llD, the domain 

fl(f) is defined by 

fl(f) = {(p, (}) E IR?IO ~ (} < 2ll, lo((}) < p < I((})} 

It is supposed that 
min{jo((})I(} E [0,2ll]} > ° 

and 
min{(f - 10)((})1(} E [0,2ll]} > 0 

For any admissible element 9 E Ck([0,2llD with g(O) = g(2ll) there exists 
c > 0, 

min{(f + tg - 10)((})1(} E [0,2ll]} > ° 
for t, It I < c. We denote 

flt = fl(f + tg) 

The transformation Tt is as follows 

( (f + tg)((}) - lo((}) ) 
Tt(p, (}) = lo((}) + (p - lo((})) I((}) - lo((}) ,(} 

Numerous examples of parameterizations of domains can be described as follows. 
The function I, used to define the domain fl(f) C lRN , depends on a vector 
parameter a, i.e. 1 = I( a), (a E lRN or a is an element of an open set A in a 
Banach space). Hence il(a) = il(J(a». Moreover let us consider an admissible 
direction b of the parameter a and assume that 

ilt = il(t) = fl(a + tb) 

The associated transformation Tt is defined in the same way as before. 
For the particular case of domains of class COO (the boundary r of the 

domain fl is a smooth manifold, il is located on one side of r) we can apply 
the parameterization of domains proposed by Hadamard (1908). This approach 
has been used by several authors, e.g. Dems, Mroz, Murat, Pironeau, Rousselet 
and Simon. 

To present this method we describe briefly the Hadamard parameterization 
for a smooth domain fl in lRN. The normal field n on r is in COO(r; lRN), let 
9 E COO(r) be a given element; since r is assumed to be compact, then there 
exists c > 0 such that for any t, It I < c, 

r t = r + tgn = {yly = x + tg(x)n(x) for x E r} 
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is the boundary of the domain ilt of class COO. Making use of an extension 
No to IRN of the normal vector field n defined on T, No E coo(IRN,IRN), we 
can define the transformation Tt(x) = x + tgo(x)No(x), where go denotes an 
extension of 9 E Coo(T) to IRN, go E Coo(IRN). 

Thus the transformation constructed is a particular case of that considered 
in the foregoing example. Let us assume that ~ = goNo, that is ~ is proportional 
to the normal field n on T. 

Observe that for any If/ E Wk,oo(IRNj IRN ), there exists c > 0 such that for 
t, It I < c, the transformation Tt = I + tlf/ is one-to-one. If If/ is a linear mapping 
then the inverse Tt- 1 is defined by 

00 

Tt- 1 = 2)-1)ktklf/k, (2.69) 
k=O 

where If/k denotes the composition If/ 0 If/ 0 ... If/ of the mapping If/: IRN -+ IRN, 
k times. It is worth noting that the structure of the mapping Tt- 1 is not the 
same as that of the mapping Tt and, in particular, Tt- 1 is not associated with 
the element -If/. 

Equivalently for the linear mapping ~ E Wk,oo(IRN, IRN) proportional to 
the normal field n on T, 

Xt = x + tg(x)n(x) E Tt , 

where x E r. 
However, if nt is the normal field on r, then the vector y = Xt-tg(x )nt(xt) E 

lRN is different from x E lRN and in general the element y does not belong to 
the boundary Tt of the domain ilt . 

If the domain fl is of class C k , then the normal field n on r = afl is only of 
the class C k - 1 • Hence the Hadamard parameterization results in the perturbed 
domain flt of class C k - 1 • Therefore the Hadamard parameterization preserves 
the class of domains only for COO domains. 

The parameterization of domains can be also associated with the level curves 
of a given function. In fact, there are two possible cases that are of some interest 
for our purposes. Let z be a smooth function 

z E C1(D) with IIV'z(x)IIIRN > 0 

for all xED \ {x z }, where Xz is a given element and D is a smooth bounded 
domain in IR N . 

Suppose that z attains its minimum on D at the point X z and assume that 

Tt = z-l(t) = {x E Dlz(x) = t} 
ilt = {x E Dlz(x) < t}. 

(2.70) 
(2.71) 
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In the second case we assume that a family of functions {Zt} depending on 
the parameter t is given. The function Zt is defined on the fixed domain D for 
each t E [0,8), in this case rt = z;l (1), and 

ilt = {x E Dlz(x) < 1}. 

For these two important situations we shall derive in the next section the explicit 
expressions for the related transformations Tt : D -+ D which map the domain 
il onto domains ilt . 

The domains defined by the level curves of a given function or a given family 
of functions occur in problems, where the notion of the monotone rearrangement 
is involved as well as in problems, where the controlability of the free bound
ary is considered, e.g. the controlability of the boundaries of coincidence sets of 
the solutions to obstacle problems (see Chap. 4). We have already introduced 
in Sect. 2.7 the set z-l(t) to construct the transformation Tt which maps any 
bounded simply connected domain ill onto the given domain il2 using an au
tonomous vector field V selected in an appropriate way. Tt is obtained as the 
exponential mapping Tt = etv . This mapping has the following property: the 
inverse Tt- l is associated with the vector field - V. Let us observe that for the 
vector field V which belongs to WI ,OO(JR N j JRN) the differential equation 

d 
dt x(t) = V(x(t)) (2.72) 

is locally well-posed. In the next section a generalization of this method is 
presented. It relies on the use of time dependent vector fields (speed fields) V 
(non autonomous vector fields V). 

2.9. The speed method 

Let us consider the general case of constructing the transformation Tt • Let D 
be a domain in JRN (here D is not supposed to be bounded) with the boundary 
aD piecewise Ck for a given integer k ~ O. 

Let Tt be a one-to-one mapping from D onto D such that 

(2.73) 

and 

t -+ Tt(x), Tt-l(x) E C([O, c)) '<Ix E D (2.74) 

thus (t, x) -+ Tt(x) E C([O, c)j Ck(Dj JRN)) == C(O, cj Ck(Dj JRN)). 
For any X E D and t > ° the point x(t) = Tt(X) moves along the trajectory 

x(·) with the velocity 
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The point X may be thought of as the Lagrangian (or material) coordinate 
while x is the Eulerian (or actual) coordinate. The speed vector field V(t,x(t)) 
at the point x(t) is to be defined in the Eulerian coordinates; therefore it is 
assumed that V(t,x) has the form as follows: 

(a) -1 V(t,x) = atTt oTt (x) . (2.75) 

It is obvious that from (2.73) and (2.74) it can be inferred that the vector field 
V(t), defined as V(t)(x) = V(t,x), satisfies the relation 

k- N V E C(O, C; C (D; IR )) . (2.76) 

If V is a vector field such that (2.76) holds, then the transformation Tt depending 
on V, and such that conditions (2.73) and (2.74) are satisfied, is defined below. 

Let x = x( t, X) denote the solution to the system of ordinary differential 
equations 

d 
dtx(t,X) = V(t,x(t,X)), 

x(O,X) = X . 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

Using the classical results, see (Dieudonne 1970), one can show the local exis
tence of a solution to the system (2.77) and (2.78) in the following way. 

For any zED there exists a neighbourhood Uz of z in D, an interval I(z) 
in IR+, 0 E I(z), and the mapping x:I(z) x Uz 3 (t,X) -+ x(t,X) E D such 
that for any X E Uz the mapping t -+ x( t, X) is the unique solution to (2.77) 
and (2.78) defined for t E I(z). 

If the domain n is bounded, then n can be covered by a finite family of 
open sets Ui = Uz;o Let U = UiUi and I = niI(zi), hence there exists the unique 
mapping x: I x U -+ D such that for any X in U, t -+ x(t,X) is the solution to 
(2.77) and (2.78), where U is a neighbourhood of n in D. The classical regularity 
result, see e.g. (Dieudonne 1970), implies the existence of the partial derivatives 

(a~ r~ x(t,X), lal = a1 + ... + aN ~ k, 

with 

(a~) <> x(t, X) E C(I; Ck-I<>I(U; IRN )). 

If D C IRN is a bounded domain, then we set U = D and use the same argument. 
In order to ensure that the mapping X -+ x(t,X) maps D onto D, we need the 
following assumption. 
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Let the boundary aD of the domain D be piecewise smooth, suppose that the 
normal field n = n(x) exists for a.e. x E aD and the vector field V(t) = V(t,·) 
satisfies the condition 

V(t,x)·n(x)=O fora.e. xEaD. (2.79) 

If n = n(x) is not defined at a singular point x E aD (i.e. aD is non-smooth at 
x) we set 

V(t,x) = 0 . (2.80) 

It is clear that if Tt maps D onto D, and for Tt holds (2.73) and (2.74), then 
the vector field V defined by (2.75) satisfies (2.77), (2.78) (with x(t) = Tt(X)), 
and (2.79), (2.80). Thus we can state the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.16 Let D be a bounded domain in mN with the piecewise smooth 
boundary aD, and V E C(O, C; Ck(D; IRN)) be a given vector field which satisfies 
(2.79) and (2.80). 

Then there exists an interval I, 0 E I, and the one-to-one transformation 
Tt(V): IRN -t IRN such that Tt(V) maps D onto D. Furthermore Tt(V) satisfies 
conditions (2.73), (2.74) and (2.77), (2.78). In particular the vector field V can 
be written in the form 

On the other hand, ifTt is a transformation of D, Tt satisfies (2.73) and (2.74) 
and V is defined by the formula V = atTt 0 Tt-I, then (2.79) and (2.80) hold 

k- N for V. Furthermore V E C(O, C; C (D; IR )) and the transformation Tt(X) = 
x( t, X) is defined as the local solution to the system of ordinary differential 
equations (2.77) and (2.78), that is Tt = Tt(V). 

Proof. We give only the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.16. Therefore one 
has to show that the inverse mapping Tt- 1 exists and has the same properties 
as Tt . 

Let Vt be given, 
Vt(s) = V(t - s) t > 0 . 

It can be easily verified that the transformation Tt- 1 is associated (via the 
problem (2.77) and (2.78)) with the vector field -Vt, i.e. Tt(V)-l = Tt(-Vt); 
hence Tt(V)-l belongs to Ck(D; IRN ). In order to prove the continuity of Tt- 1 

with respect to t, i.e. to show that Tt(V)-l belongs to C(I; Ck(D; IRN )), we 
make use of the continuity of the solution to (2.77) and (2.78) with respect 
to the initial data X and the vector field V E CO,k, since the mapping t -t 

Vi is continuous from I into C(I; Ck(D; IRN )). To prove the regularity of the 
derivative DxX, where X = X(t,x) = Tt(-Vt)(x), with respect to X, we apply 
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the above continuity of the mapping (t -+ Vi) to the system of linear differential 
equations whose solution is the partial derivative ( :x )'" X. In particular for the 
first order derivatives we have 

d 
dsDxX(s) = -DVi(s, X(s, x)) . DxX(s) 

DxX(O) = I . 

(2.81 ) 

(2.82) 

o 
For the transformation Tt investigated in Sect. 2.8, we shall derive the formu

lae for the associated speed vector fields. First, let us consider the transformation 
Tt = I + t4ij hence 

Therefore 
V(t,x) = 4i 0 (I + t!li)-l(X) 

Furthermore, from (2.70) it can be inferred that for the domains ilt = ilU +tg) 
defined in Sect. 2.8, the following relation holds 

Thus 

V(t,x) = (o,x N f(x,f~;g(x')) . 

Finally, if the domains ilt are defined by the level curves Z-l(t), then as it was 
already shown the speed vector field is defined by the formula 

V(t,x) = 119zll;~(x)9z(x), 
here V(t, x) = V(x) is an autonomous vector field (independent of t). On the 
other hand, if the domain ilt is defined by the level curves z;-l(l), then it can 
be shown (see Chap. 4) that the speed vector field takes the form 

where z~(x) denotes the partial derivative :tZt(x). 
In the next section we shall consider transformations defined by smooth 

speed vector fields with compact supports 

For such a choice of the vector field V, no additional assumption on the open 
set D (here D is not supposed to be bounded, its boundary aD is not assumed 
to be smooth) is needed to ensure the existence of the family 

Tt(V) t E [0, c5] for some c5 > 0. 
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2.10. Admissible speed vector fields Vk(D) 

From Theorem 2.16, under assumption that the domain D C IRN is bounded, 
it follows that the one-to-one transformation Tt(V) of D exists for any vector 
field V E C(O,ejCk(DjJRN)) which satisfy the conditions (2.79) and (2.80). 

The shape sensitivity analysis carried on in the next sections will not be 
restricted to the domains n included in a given bounded domain D C JRN. In 
particular, our analysis will include the case of D = IRN. 

Theorem 2.16, and conditions (2.79) and (2.80) make it possible to introduce 
the notion of a set of admissible speed fields associated with the domain D in 
JRN and corresponding to the required smoothness Ck of the constructed family 
of domains {nd, t E [O,e). 

Definition 2.17 Let D be a domain in IRN whose boundary aD is piecewise 
C k , k ~ 1. It is supposed that the outward unit normal field n exists a.e. on 
aD, i.e. except for singular points x of aD. The following notation is used 

Vk(D) ={V E 1Jk(JRN j JRN)I 

(V, n)IRN = 0 on aD except for the singular points x of aD, 

V(x) = 0 for all singular points x} . 

vk(D) is equipped with the topology induced by 1Jk(JRN j JRN). 
If V E C(O, ej Vk(D)), then there exists a compact set 0 in IRN such that 

the support of Vet) is included in 0 for all 0 ;£ t ;£ c. In such a case, one can 
make use of Theorem 2.16 and define the transformation Tt(V) in the form of a 
one-to-one mapping on O. If the following conditions are satisfied: (V, n )IRN = 0 
on aD and Vex) = 0, then Tt(V) maps 0 n D onto 0 n D and (JRN \ 0) n D 
onto itself. Finally, the restriction of the mapping Tt(V) to D, Tt(V)ln is a one
to-one transformation of D possessing all properties required for the mapping 
Tt(V). 

Theorem 2.18 Let D be a bounded domain in JRN with the piecewise smooth 
boundary aD, and V E C(O, ej Vk(D)) be a vector field. Then there exists an 
interval I = [0,8), 0 < 8 ;£ e, and a one-to-one transformation Tt(V) for each 
tEl which maps D onto D and satisfies all properties listed in Theorem 2.16. 
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2.11. Eulerian derivatives of shape functionals 

Given the following data: an open set D in lRN , a measurable subset fl of 
D, an integer k ~ 0, a vector field V E C(O, cj Vk(D)), and the associated 
transformation Tt(V) from D onto D. 

First we suppose that the functional J(fl) is well defined for any measurable 
set fl in D. Examples of such functionals have been given in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, 
e.g. the functionals J1 and J2 discussed in Sect. 2.5, or any quadratic functional 
connected with the transmission problem examined in Sect. 2.6.2. Let flt = 
Tt(V)(fl), t E [0,6), be a given family of deformations of fl, hence flt is the 
measurable subset of D for any t E [0,6). The Eulerian derivative of the domain 
functioI?-al J(fl) can be defined as follows. 

Definition 2.19 For any vector field V E C(O,cjVk(D», the Eulerian deriva
tive of the domain functional J(fl) at fl in the direction of a vector field V is 
defined as the limit 

dJ(flj V) = lim(J(flt} - J(fl»/t, 
tlO 

(2.83) 

where 

Definition 2.20 The functional J( fl) is shape differentiable (or for simplicity 
differentiable) at Q if 

(i) there exists the Eulerian derivative dJ(flj V) for all directions V 
(ii) the mapping V ---t dJ(flj V) is linear and continuous from C(O, cj Ck(Dj 

lR N» into lR. 

Example. Consider the functional J(fl) = measure of fl, and assume that 

by the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) we get 

J(flt) = l,(t)(x)dx, 

where ,(t) = det(DTt ). 

In the next section it will be shown that for t > 0, t small enough, 

m~,(t) > 0 
xED 
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and t -+ 'Y(t) is differentiable in '[)k(D), i.e. 

~h(t) -1) -+ divV(O) as t -+ 0 . 
t 

The convergence takes place in the space Vk-1(D), and in fact in Ck(O), where 
o denotes the support of the vector field V for V E Vk(Dj JRN). Finally, we 
obtain the Eulerian derivative 

dJ(ilj V) = In divV(O)dx , 

that is 

dJ(ilj V) = (X!1, divV(O))v-k(n)xVk(!1) (2.84) 

= (-\7X!1, V(O))V-k (D;JRN) xVk(D;JRN) 

Similar results can be expected for all shape differentiable functionals. 

Proposition 2.21 Let D be an open 3et in JRN and 3upp03e that the functional 
J(il) defined on the family of 3et3 

{mea3urable 3et illil cDc JRN} 

i3 3hape differentiable. Then there exi3tJ the di3tribution C( il) E V- k (il) = 
(Vk (il))' 3uch that 

dJ(ilj V) = (C(il), V(O))V-k(D;JRN)xVk(D;JRN) 

'IV E C(O,cjVk(DjJRN)) . 
(2.85) 

Proof. We shall show that 

dJ(ilj V) = dJ(ilj YeO)) 

The continuity ofthe mapping YeO) -+ dJ(ilj YeO)) on Vk(Dj JRN) yields (2.85). 
For any V E C(O, ej vk(D)), m E IN, the following notation is used 

V. (t) = {V(t) if 0 ~ t ~ * 
m V ( * ) if t > * . 

It is clear that for any mE IN we have ilt(Vm) = ilt(V) for t, 0 ~ t ~ *' where 
ilt(Vm) = Tt(Vm)(il)j hence dJ(ilj V) = dJ(ilj Vm) for any m > o. 

For 0 ~ t ~ * we have sptV(t) C 0, where 0 is a compact subset of D. 
Hence sptVm(t) C 0 for all t. Therefore for all a E INN and for s, 0 < s < e, 
s> 11m, 
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xEO 

sup II (aa)<> (V(t,x) - V(O,X))II 
~~~ X V 

- -m 

xEO 

The last term converges to zero as m --+ 00, because V E C(O, 10; 1Jk(D; 
IRN)) and the derivatives 

(!) <> V(t,x) 

are uniformly continuous on [0, s] x 0 for all 0', 10'1 ~ k. 
o 

We denote by G( Q) the gradient of the domain functional J( Q) (or the sh~e 
gradient of J(Q), to dispel doubts if any). By definition G(Q) E 1J-k(D; IR ). 
For J(Q) = Indx we have G(Q) = -Y1Xn. One can see from this simple 
example that the distribution G(Q) E 1JI(D;IRN ) is more regular since the 
linear form 

(G(Q), ¢» = In div¢>dx 

is defined for any ¢> E 1Jl(D;IRN ), thus G(Q) E 1J-l(D;IRN ) = (1Jl(D;IRN )),. 

If Q is an arbitrary measurable subset of D, meas (il) < +00, then 

Furthermore, if il is a smooth domain, then 

This result implies that G(il) E HS(D) for any s, s < -~. 
If the boundary r of the domain Q is smooth, then we can use Stokes' 

theorem. Hence for 

J(il) = In dx 

we obtain 

dJ(Q; V) = In divV(O)dx = l V(O) . ndr 

Let 'Yr: Hl(il) --+ H~ (r) denotes the (restriction) trace mapping on r, 'YrU = 
ulr (see e.g. (Lions et al. 1968)). In general we have 

'Yr E .C(Ck(IRN); Ck(r)), 
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for all integers k ~ O. Furthermore 

dJ(Q; V) =(n, 'Yr' V(O))v-k+1(rjJRN)xvk-1(rjJRN) = 
(*"Yr . n, V(O))V-k+l(JRNjJRN)XVk-l(IRNjJRN), 

where *"Yr denotes the transpose of "Yr. 
It can be shown that the distribution 

G = *"Yr . n is supported on r = an 
and linearly depends on the normal vector field n on an. We shall prove that 
in general shape gradients of domain functionals defined on sufficiently smooth 
domains have the same property. 

Proposition 2.22 Let us suppose that the domain functional J(.) is defined 
on the class of measurable subsets of D and is shape differentiable at Q. Then 
spt(G(Q)) C Q, where G(n) is the shape gradient of J(.) at n. 

Proof. Let V E 'D(D; JRN) be a vector field such that (sptV) n n = 0. Hence 

since Tt(V)ln == I is the identity mapping. Thus dJ(n; V) = O. Therefore it 
can be shown that the distribution G( n) restricted to D \ n vanishes and, as a 
result, the support of the distribution G(n) is included in n. 0 

Proposition 2.23 Let the domain functional J(.) be defined for any Q C JRN 
with the boundary an of class C k • Then the distribution G( Q) is supported on 
r. 

Proof. If V E 'D(Q; JRN), then Qt(V) = fl and dJ(fl; V) = O. Hence the 
restriction of the distribution G( Q) to the open set n is equal to zero, i.e. 
spt(G(Q)) C nC. From Proposition 2.22 it follows that spt(G(Q)) C Q, hence 
spt( G( Q)) c r = Q n QC as was to be shown. 0 

Proposition 2.24 Let fl be a domain with the boundary aQ of class C k and 
V E 'D(D; JRN) be an element such that 

(V, n)JRN = 0 on r. 
Then 

Proof. Suppose that (V, n)JRN = 0 on r = an. For any X E r, x(t, X) = 
Tt(V)(X) E r. The speed vector field V(x) belongs to the tangent space Txr, 
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hence it follows that r is globally invariant with respect to the transformation 
Tt(V). From this it is inferred that ilt = il and dJ(ilj V) = ° 0 

Consider the domain functional J(.) which is shape differentiable at any 
domain of class C k • Let il be a given domain of class C k-I. The normal vector 
field n on ail belongs to Ck(rj JRN). Furthermore let us denote by No an 
extension of the field n such that 

and by VoN" the following vector field 

VoN" = (V,No)JRNNo E Ck(Dj JRN) 'v'V E Ck(Dj JRN) 

If 
F(il) = {V E Ck(Dj JRN)I(V, n)JRN = ° on r}, 

then F(il) is a closed subspace of the space Ck(Dj JRN). 

Proposition 2.25 The mapping {V} --t V = (V, n)JRN 

from Ck(DjJRN)jF(il) into Ck(r) 

is an isomorphism. 
The space Ck(DjJRN)jF(il) is equipped with the quotient topology of a 

Frechet space (or a Banach space when D is compact). 

Proof. The linear mapping {V} --t (V, n)JRN is well defined because from Vi -
V2 E F(il) it follows that (VI - V2 , n)JRN = o. To proceed further one has to 
construct the inverse mapping defined as follows 

m 

V = L Vi for any v E Ck(r), 
i=1 

where Vi = vri (see Sect. 2.1), Tj E 1)(Ui), i = 1,2, ... ,m, is a partition of the 
unity on r = ail. Let us introduce the following notation 

Wj(e,O) = Vi 0 hi(C'), 

where Vi 0 hi E 1)k(Bo). Bo is the unit ball in JRN-1, and Wi(e,O) can be 
extended to B, the unit ball of JRN, in the following way 

We define 
m 

Pv = L TiWi 0 Ci 

i=1 
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Pv E Ck(D) is an extension to D of the element v defined on r. The mapping 
v -+ {Pv .No} is the required inverse mapping, as was to be shown. 0 

In the following the space Ck(r) is identified with the quotient space Ck(D; 
JRN)jF(n) using the isomorphism {V} -+ (V,n)JR.N. From Proposition 2.23 it 
follows that the closed subspace F( n) is included in the kernel of the continuous 
linear mapping 

Proposition 2.26 There exi.'lts a linear continuou.'l mapping 

dJ(r; .): Ck(r) -+ JR 

.'luch that for all vector field.'l V E Ck(D; JRN) 

dJ(n; V) = dJ(r; (V, n)JR.N) 

Proof. The canonical mapping z: V -+ {V}, from Ck(D; JRN) onto 
Ck(D; JRN)j F(n) = Ck(r) is surjective. Furthermore 

The closed set F(n) is included in the kernel of the linear mapping dJ(n, .). 
Hence we have the following factorization: 

dJ(r;·) = dJ(n;·) 0 z , 

equivalent to dJ(n; V) = dJ(r; (V, n)JR.N) 
Let us introduce the following notation 

dJ(r;vn)' vn(x) = (V(x),n(x))JR.N x E r 

Finally the structure of the gradient is determined. 

o 

Theorem 2.27 (the Hadamard Formula) Let J(.) be a .'lhape functional 
which i.'l .'lhape differentiable at every domain n of eta.'l.'l ck, neD. Further
more let U.'l a.'l.'lume that neD i.'l a domain with boundary of eta.'l.'l Ck-I. There 
exi.'lt.'l the .'lcalar di.'ltribution 

g(r) E V-k(r) 

.'luch that the gradient G(n) E v-k(n;JRN) of the functional J(.) at n , with 
sptG(n) E r, i.'l given by 

G(n) = *,r(g· n), (2.86) 
- N N where ,T E .c(V(D; JR ), V(r; JR )) i.'l the trace operator and *,r denote.'l the 

tran.'lpo.'Je of ,r. 
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From (2.86) it follows that 

dJ(D; V) = dJ(r; vn) = (g, Vn)v-k(r)xVk(r) 

In general g = g(D) E V-k(r), however for a specific class of shape functionals 
one can assume that g(D) is an integrable function on r. If this is the case, 
then 

dJ(DjV) = tg(x)(V(o,x),n(x))JRNdr . (2.87) 

In the particular case of the functional J(D) = In dx, we proved that g == 1 on 
r. In general, if g E L1(r), then g is obtained in the form of the trace on r of 
an element G E Wl,l(D). The element G is not uniquely determined while the 
element g, the density of the gradient, is unique. We have 

(G(D), V(O))V-k(D;JRN)XVk(D;JRN) = 

t G(V(O), n)JRNdr = 

in div(GV(O))dx = (Xn, div(GV(O))) = 

-(G'\lxn, V(O))V-k(D;JRN)XVk(D;JRN) 

Hence the gradient G( D) satisfies 

G(D) = *,r(gn) = -G'\lxn 

2.12. Non-differentiable shape functionals 

(2.88) 

In Chaps. 3 and 4 we shall consider the domain functionals J: Jl -t J(D) 
such that the Eulerian derivative dJ(Jlj V) exists at Jl in any direction V, 
V E C(O, cj Ck(Dj JRN)). However, some domain functionals are not shape dif
ferentiable, because the mapping V -t dJ(Dj V) is nonlinear in such cases. An 
example of non-differentiable domain functional is the multiple eigenvalue A( D) 
of an elliptic eigenvalue problem (see Chap. 3 for details), let us recall that an 
eigenvalue problem can be stated as follows: 

an(y, </J) = A(D)bn(y, </J) V</J, 

where y denotes an eigenfunction, an{-,·), bn{-,·) are bilinear forms. It can 
be shown (see e.g. (Zolesio 1979aj 1981)) that the mapping V -t dA(Dj V) 
is concave. In Chap. 4 the unilateral problems will be examined. In general, 
the mapping V -t dJ(D; V) associated with such problems is neither lin
ear nor concave. Nevertheless the unilateral problems have the same proper
ties as those derived for the shape differentiable functionals. In particular, if 
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the mapping V -+ dJ(il; V) is continuous in the appropriate topology, then 
dJ(il; V) = dJ(il; V(O)). Furthermore, if (V(O), n)JRN = 0 on r, and r is suffi
ciently smooth, then ilt = il, and we have dJ(il; V) = dJ(il; V(O)) = o. In the 
particular case of the multiple eigenvalues, the shape derivative of the domain 
functional J(D) == -\(D) enjoys the following property 

-dJ(D; V) = ~~t. (G, V(O)) H-·(JRN ;JRN)xH·(JRN;JRN) 

for some s > 0, where M is a given set of distributions with supports in D. 
Functions of the form are well known, they are used in the convex analysis (see 
e.g. (Ekeland et al. 1976)). Let us recall that the support function of a convex 
set M (here M is a convex set in the Sobolev space H-s == H-s(lRN;JRN)) is 
defined (Ekeland et al. 1976) as follows: 

SM(G) = {O if G be~ongs to M 
+00 otherwlse . 

The conjugate function SM: HS(JRN; JRN) -+ JR is defined in the following way: 

SM(V) = sup [(G, V) - SM(G)] 
GEH-' 

Hence 
SM(V) = -dJ(D; V) 

If the set M is not convex, then (Ekeland et al. 1976, p.18) 

SM == Sco(M), 

where co(M) denotes the closure in the space H-s(JRN;lRN) of the convex 
hull of set M. In order to obtain the necessary optimality conditions for the 
minimization problem 

min J(D) n 

we should characterize the closed convex cone 8J(D) C H-s(JRN; JRN). This 
cone is defined as follows 

In fact (Ekeland et al. 1976) the cone 8J(D) can be defined equivalently by 

8J(D) = 8SM(0) . 

In this definition the use is made of the notion of sub differential 8SM(0), which 
is the convex cone with the elements G E H-S(D; JRN). For this cone the 
following condition is satisfied 
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In particular S:\AO) = o. 
It can be inferred that (Ekeland et al. 1976) 

G E oSM(O) if and only if 0 E oSM(G) (2.89) 

Furthermore it can be shown that Sco(M) is lower semi-continuous, thus SM = 
Sco(M) is lower semi-continuous and SM = SM (it is evident that 1** = f for 
any convex semi-continuous function f). 

Finally from (2.89) it follows that G E oJ(il) if and only if 

Sco(M)(G) ~ Sco(M)(G') VG' E H-S(Dj lRN) . 

By definition, SM attains the value 0 or +00. Therefore the above inequality is 
equivalent to the condition G E co(M). The foregoing result may be stated as 
the following proposition: 

Proposition 2.28 Let J(il) be a domain functional such that 

dJ(ilj V) = inf (G, yeO)), 
GEM 

where ~.,.) jenotes the duality pairing .betwe~n the spaces H-S(lRNj lRN) and 
HS(lR j lR ) for some s > 0, and M ,s a gwen subset of the space H-S(lRN j 
lRN ). 

If 
oJ(il) = {G E H-s(lRNilRN)ldJ(iliV) ~ (G, V(O)) 

"IV E HS(lRNj lRN)}, 

then 
oJ(il) = co(M), 

where co(M) denotes the closure in H-S(lRNj lRN) of the convex hull of the set 
Me H-s(lRNjlRN) . 

o 

2.13. Properties of Tt transformations 

Given a vector field V E C(O,cj1)k(DjlRN)), wh~re D is an open set in lRN, 
oD is piecewise Ck. D is not supposed to be bounded. Let us consider the 
transformations 

for fixed t. 
It is assumed that (V(t, x), n(x))JRN = 0 a.e. on oD, and Vet, x) = 0 at any 
singular point x of the boundary oD. It should be remarked that a normal 
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vector n( x) does not exist at the singular point x E aD. Tt is a one-to-one 
transformation of D into IRN , Tt(aD) = aD. 

Let us denote by DTt( X) the Jacobian matrix of Tt evaluated at X, * DTt (X) 
is the transpose of DTt(X). It is evident that 

so, to simplify the notation, we shall write * DTt- 1 • The application of the chain 
rule yields the following useful results 

Proposition 2.29 We have 

(i) 

(ii) 

Proof. Let DT be the Jacobian matrix function of the transformation T, hence 

a 
(DT)ij = -a Ti, 

X· J 

aa Tj = (* DT)ij . 
Xi 

First we shall prove the property (ii). It follows that 

a N a a 
~(Ti 0 S) = L{~Ti 0 S}~Sk , 
uXj k=l UXk uXj 

whence 
N 

D(T 0 S)ij = 2)DT)ij 0 S(DShj 
k=l 

Finally we obtain 

thus 
V'( q; 0 T) = * DT . (V' q;) 0 T . 

This proves the property (i). 

Lemma 2.30 We have 

D 
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(2.90) 

D 
Let 

/,(t) = det(DTt ) 

det D(Tt- 1 ) = /,(t)-l 0 Tt- 1 
(2.91 ) 

Furthermore we shall prove that transformations Tt ( .) have the following prop
erties (see Sect. 2.1 for applications). 

Lemma 2.31 The mapping t - DTt(V) (t - /'(t») is differentiable m 
Ck-1(JRNjJRN) (in Ck-1(JR»). The derivative at t = 0 is given by 

(! DTt(V») = DV(O), 
It=o 

(2.92) 

(/"(0) = divV(O» . (2.93) 

Therefore, for any compact set 0, all integers 1, 0 ~ 1 ~ k - 1, and indices 
a E INN, 

we obtain as t - 0 
i) 

ii) 

Proof. First we shall prove the property (i). 
The matrix DTt is determined by the solution to the following linear differential 
system 

DTt(X) - I = 1t DV(s, Ts(X))· DTs(X)ds 

But Ts - To = I in Ck(JRNj JRN) as s _ 0, hence 

1 1 1t -(DTt(x) - I) = - DV(s, Ts(X» . DTs(X)ds 
t t 0 

(2.96) 

The last term of the above expression converges in Ck-1(JRN j JRN) to the limit 
DV(O,X) . DTo(X) as t - 0, hence because of To = I, we obtain (2.92) and 
(2.94). 
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The property (ii) can be proved by induction with respect to N. First, as
sume that N = 2 and denote x = Xl, Y = X2, V =col(Vx, Vy and T =col(Tx, Ty) 
then 

The two last tenus on the right-hand side of this equation vanish, because Tt 
is equal to the identity for t = O. Hence 

Finally we consider the space ffiN+1 j let j = 1,2, ... , N + 1, and assume that 

XN+1 is fixed, X = (X',XN+l)' 

We define a mapping ffiN -t ffiN in the form: 

Then 

~l . . a 
det[DxTt(x)] = L (-It+1+J det[Dx,TI((x', xN+d)] ax' (Tt )N+1(X) 

i=l J 

and 

2.14. Differentiability of transformed functions 

o 

N ow we shall investigate the properties of functions of the form (f 0 Tt )(·) where 
Tt is a given transformation. 

Proposition 2.32 If f E Wl,l(ffiN) and V E Vk(ffiN;ffiN), then t -t foTt is 
differentiable .in L1(ffiN) and the derivative is given by 
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(2.97) 

Proof. First, we suppose that f E COO(JRN) and make use of the following 
expansion: 

f(Tt(x)) - f(x) = 11 V'f[x + s(Tt(x) - x)]· (Tt(x) - x)ds . 

Hence 

[~(f 0 Tt - f) - V' f· V(O)] (x) = 

[ [1 ] Tt(x)-x 10 (V'f[x+s(Tt(x)-x)])ds-V'f(x)· t + 

V'f(x). (Tt(X; - x _ V(O,x)) . 

Let 
z = x + s(Tt(x) - x) = A(s, t)(x) 

then 
dx = det(D([(l- s)I + sTtl-1 ))dz . 

One has to show that 

and that 

get) ~ 11 ds (In IIV'f[x + s(Tt(x) - x)]- V'f(X)I!IRN) dx . 

Taking into account that for any s the mapping t --+ V' f 0 A(s, t) is continuous 
in L1(JRN), we can prove that for any s 

h(s,t) = 1n11V'f[X+S(Tt(X)-X)]-V'f(x)I!IRNdx--+O as t--+O. 

It should be remarked that h(s, t) ~ h(l, t) for all s. Hence it indicates that 
get) ~ h(l, t) --+ 0 as was to be shown. 0 

Proposition 2.33 A3.mme that 

(t --+ f(t)) E C(O, cj W 1,1(JRN)) n C1(O, cj L1 (JRN)) , 

and 
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Then the mapping 
t -+ f(t) 0 Tt = f(t, Tt (·)) 

is differentiable in Ll(JRN), the derivative is given by 

(! (J(t) 0 Tt)) It=o = f'(O) + V xf(O)· V(O) 

Proof. By our assumptions there exists an element 1'(0) E Ll(JRN ), 

11 ~(J(t) - f(O)) - f'(O)11 -+ 0 as t -+ 0 . 
t L'(JRN) 

Hence 

1 1 1 
-[f(t) 0 Tt - f(O)] = -[f(t) - f(O)] 0 Tt + -[f(O) 0 Tt - f(O)] = 
t t t 

1 
f'(~t) 0 Tt + -[f(O) 0 Tt - f(O)]-+ 1'(0) + V xf(O) . V(O) as t -+ 0 

t 

o 

Remark. From the proof of Proposition 2.33 it can be inferred that the following 
convergence 

1 1 ~(J(t) 0 Tt - J) - Vf· V(O)II -+ 0 t L'(JRN) 

takes place as t -+ O. In specific cases an estimate for the speed of this con
vergence is necessary. For this purpose one has to consider an element f, e.g. 
f E W 2•1(JRN) and use the same reasoning as before but applying the sec
ond order expansion of f. Such an approach is much more technical but yields 
Proposition 2.36. 

Let us introduce the following notation 

g(s) = f(x + s(Tt(x) - x)) 

Lemma 2.34 We have 

g(s) - g(O) - sg'(O) = 18 (s - p)g"(p)dp . (2.98) 

Proof. Let 
h(s) = g(s) - g(O) - sg'(O) 

therefore we have 
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h(O) = 0 and h'(s) = g'(s) - g'(O) 

Furthermore the following relation holds 

g'(p) = g'(0) + 1P g"(r)dr . 

Hence it can be shown that 

This proves our lemma. 
It is evident that 

g'(s) = Vf(x + s(Tt(x) - x))· (Tt(x) - x) 
g'(0) = Vf(x)· (Tt(x) - x) 
g"(s) = (D2 f(x + s(Tt(x) - x)) . (Tt(x) - x), Tt(x) - x}ntN 

o 

Here D2 f(-) denotes the Hessian matrix function of f, D2 f( x) is a symmetric 
matrix for all x. For s = 1 we have 

[f(Tt(x)) - f(x)]- Vf(x)· (Tt(x) - x) = 

([11 
(1- s)D2 f(x + s(Tt(x) - x))ds] . (Tt(x) - x),Tt(x) - x )IRN (2.99) 

and 

1 t II(J 0 Tt - f - V f . (Tt - I))II£1 (JRN) ~ (2.100) 

~IITt-Iliioo max r IID2f(x+s(Tt(x)-x))IIIRNdx, 
t O~S~1JIRN 

here we denote LOO = Loo(JRN; JRN). 
In this section an estimate of the left-hand side of (2.99) will be derived. The 
right-hand side of the expression (2.100) involves the term sought 

We have to derive a more explicit expression for the integral term on the right
hand side of (2.100). For this purpose the following change of variables is to be 
applied. 

For a given s, we introduce the variable z, z = x + s(Tt(x) - x)). Then 
x = [(1- s)I + sTtt 1(z) and it follows that 

dx = det(D[(l- s)I + sTtr 1)(z)dz = b(s,t)(z)dz . 

Therefore 
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[ IID2 f(x + s(Tt(x) - x))llJRNdX = 
JJRN 

LN IID2 f(z)II~(JRN;JRN)b(s, t)(z)dz 

It can be easily verified that for a given vector field 

V E C(O,e;Vk(JRN;JRN)) 

there exists a constant C1 > 0, C1 = C1 (V), such that 

max Ib(s,t)(z)1 ~ C1 
O~s~1 

O~t~e 

zEJRN 

Hence making use of (2.101) and (2.100) we have 

1 
t IIU 0 Tt - Tt - \71· (Tt - I))IIL1(JRN) ~ 

1 2 2 
tC1(V)IITt -IIILooIiD IIIL1(JRN,JRN2) . 
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(2.101) 

(2.102) 

The term HioTt -Tt) is to be compared with \71· V(O). The inequality (2.102) 
can be rewritten in the following way: 

II ~UoTt-Tt)-\7/·V(O)11 ::; t £l(JRN) -
(2.103) 

11~(Tt -I) - V(O)II LJI\7/II£l(JRN)+ 

1 2 2 
tC1(V)IITt -IIiLooIID fll£2(JRN,C(JRN;IRN» 

Before proceeding further with a reasoning, we present the following result. 

Proposition 2.35 For any vector field V(" .), 

V E C(O,e;Vk(JRN;JRN)), k ~ 1, 

there exists the function Il(V, t) ~ 0 such that Il(V, t) --t 0 as t --t 0 and 

11 ~(Tt(V) - I) - V(O)II ::; Il(V, t) . t Loo(JRN) - (2.104) 

Proof. For any eo, 0 < eo < e, the vector field V is uniformly continuous on 
[0, eo] x 0, where [O,eo] x 0 JSptV (the support O(t) of V(t) is not fixed but 
for 0 ~ t ~ eo there exists a set 0 such that O( t) C 0, and 0 is a compact set 
in JRN). 
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The modulus of continuity w(·) of the vector field V is used, 

w(r) = max{llV(t, x) - V(s, y)IIIRN I(s, t) E [0, co] x [0, co], 

(x,y)EOxO, Is-tl+llx-yIIIRN~r}. 

It follows that w(r) --+ 0 as r --+ 0, w(·) is continuous (i.e. V(·,·) is uniformly 
continuous). Furthermore 

11~(Tt(x) - x) - V(O,x)IIIRN ~ 

~ it IIV(s, Ts(x)) - V(O, x)IIIRNds ~ 

~ t w(r(s))ds == Jl(t) , 
t Jo 

where the following inequality is used 

here we denote 
r(s) = s(l + IIVIILOO«O,EO)XIRN») . 

Since w(.) is continuous, w(O) = 0, hence Jl(t) --+ 0 as t --+ 0 as was to be shown. 
o 

Combining Lemma 2.34 and the estimate (2.103) we obtain the following 
inequality: 

11 ~(f 0 Tt - Tt ) - '\! f· V(O)II ~ II'\! fll£1(IR N )Jl(V, t)+ 
t £1(IRN) -

C1(V)IID2 fll£1(IRN,.t:(IRN;IRN»(IIV(O)llu + Jl(V, t))11Tt - IllLoo , 

here we denote £1 = £1 (JRN; JRN). 
Thus we get 

Proposition 2.36 For any vector field V E C(O, co; Vk(JRN; JRN)), k ~ 1, there 
exist" a function Jl(V,·) ~ 0, Jl(V, t) --+ 0 as t --+ 0, and a constant N(V) such 
that lor any element I E W2,I(JRN) 

11 ~(f 0 Tt - f) - '\! f· V(O)II ~ t U(IRN) - (2.105) 
II'\! fllwl,l [Jl(V, t) + N(V)IITt - IIILoo] 

Proof. For any element IE V(JRN) the inequality (2.105) directly follows from 
our calculations. Thus for I E W2,I(JRN) one can use the standard density 
argument, because the space V(JRN) is dense in the space W2,1(JRN). 0 
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Proposition 2.36 gives the derivative of the mapping t -t f 0 Tt in L1(IRN). 
From the point of view of examples considered in this book it is advantageous 
to show the differentiability of the mapping in W1,I(IRN ). Assume that the 
element f is given in W2,I(IRN ). We shall examine, in the same way as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.36, the following convergence 

1 t [V1(f 0 Tt ) - V1 fl -t V1(V1 f· V(O)) 

in the norm of the space LI = L1(IRNjIRN) as t -t o. From 

V1(f 0 Tt} = * DTt • (V1 f) 0 Tt 

it follows that 

~ [V1(f 0 Tt ) - V1 fJ = ~ * DTt . [(V1 f) 0 Tt - V1 fl + ~ [* DTt - I] . V1 f . 
t t t 

For the second term on the right-hand side of this expression we have 

On the other hand 

* DTt -t I in 1)k-I(IRNj IRN2
) as t -t O. 

The foregoing results may be stated as the following proposition 

Proposition 2.37 Let there be given a vector field V E C(O,Cj1)k(IRNjIRN)), 
k ~ 1, and an element f E W2,I(IRN ). 

Then 

as t -t O. 

1 
-[f 0 Tt - fJ-t V1f· V(O) 
t 

o 
Finally the form of partial derivative of the mapping t -t f(t) 0 Tt with 

respect to t will be determined. 

Proposition 2.38 Let f be a given element in 

C(O, cj W2,I(IRN )) n CI(O, cj Wl,l (IRN)) 

and let V be a vector field, V E C(O,cj1)k(IRNjIRN)), where k ~ 1 is an integer. 
Then the mapping t -t f(t) 0 Tt is differentiable in W 1,1(IRN), the derivative at 
t = 0 is given by 

(2.106) 
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Proof. We have 

f(t) 0 Tt - f(O) = [f(t) 0 Tt - f(t)) + [J(t) - f(O)) 

By our assumptions the second term on the right-hand side of this equation 
converges to 1'(0) in the norm of space W1J1(JRN). Hence one has to consider 
the first term. From the inequality (2.105) appearing in Proposition 2.36 we get 

11 ~(f(t) 0 Tt - f(t)) - '\'f(t)· V(O)II ~ t £l(RN) -

II'\' f(t)llwl.l(RN)[Jl(V, t) + N(V)11Tt - IllLoo . 

Making use of our assumptions on f, we can show that the mapping 

is continuous. 0 
In reference to Proposition 2.38 the following question can be formulated: let 

D be a given domain, D C JRN and let f be in L2( D), is the mapping t -+ f 0 Tt 

differentiable in H-1(D) ? 
The answer to this question is positive provided that the weak topology of 

the space H-1(D) is considered. 

Proposition 2.39 Let f E L2(D), V E C(O,c; Vk(D)) be given, k ~ 1, then 
the mapping t -+ f 0 Tt i3 weakly differentiable in the 3pace H-1(D) . 

Proof. Let </J E HJ(D) be given and let us introduce the following notation 

St = Tt- 1 , 

A(t) = ,(t)-l 0 Tt- 1 = ,(t)-l 0 St 

We have 

~ r (f 0 Tt - f)</Jdx = ~ j f(A(t)</J 0 St - </J)dx 
tiD t D 

Furthermore 

111 
i(A(t)</J 0 St - </J) = A(t)i(</J 0 St - </J) + i(A(t) -1)</J, 

the right-hand side of this equality converges to -'\'</J. V(O) + N(O)</J strongly 
in L2(D) as t -+ O. Moreover it is evident that 

A'(O) = -divV(O) . 

It should be remarked that St = Tt- 1 is the transformation associated with the 
speed vector field - Vt. Therefore 
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r ~(f 0 Tt - f)¢>dx --+ - r jdiv(¢>V(O))dx = (J. V(0),¢»H-l(D)XH1(D) JDt JD 0 

as t --+ 0; this proves Proposition 2.39. o 

Remark. We present the following counterexample showing that one cannot 
expect that the mapping t --+ j 0 Tt is strongly differentiable in H-1 (D) for any 
j E L2(D). 

Let D = (-1,1), V(x) = 1-x2 and Tt = etV , i.e. Ttx = x+ Jot[I-(Tsx)2]ds. 
The transformation Tt maps D onto D, because V = 0 on aD. 

We have V(O) = 1 and for t > 0, t small enough, Tt(O) = tI + o(t), where 
o(t)/t --+ 0 in ill. as t --+ o. Let us assume that 

j(x)={1 ~fx>O 
o If x < 0 . 

Hence j E L2(D). For ¢> E HJ(D) C C(D) it follows that 

1 1 1 1° 1 1° 1 1° - (f 0 Tt - f)¢>dx = - ¢>(x)dx = - ¢>(O)dx + - (¢>(x) - ¢>(O))dx 
t D t -t t -t t -t 

Obviously, the first term on the right-hand side of this equality converges to 
¢>(O) = (80, ¢» and the second one converges to zero as t --+ o. However, this 
convergence is not uniform with respect to ¢> on the unit ball of the space 
H6(D). Let 

We have 

hence 

{ 
t + ft if _2t2 ~ x ~ _t2 

¢>t(x) = -ft if _t2 ~ x ~ 0 
o elsewhere 

lI¢>tIlHJ(D) = 1 

whence it follows that the element ¢>t belongs to the unit ball of the space 
HJ(D). For the element ¢>t, 

and 

Therefore 

Thus 

11° 11° xII 1 - ¢>t(x)dx = - --dx = - . _[x2]0 =-
t -t t -t 2t t 2t -t 2 

I} 1 - (f 0 Tt - f)¢>tdx = - 'Vt. 
t D 2 
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~ll[loTt-llIIH-l(D)= sup 1 r ~[IOTt-ll¢>dxl ~~ 
t </>EH~(D) JDt 2 

1I</>IIHJ(D)~l 

and we cannot show that 

limll~[1 0 Tt - 1111 = 0 
t ..... o t H-l(D) 

This is why the conclusion of Proposition 2.39 is optimal for I E L2(D) and one 
is not in a position to improve it. 

Now we shall consider the differentiability of the mapping t -t 10 Tt , where 
I is a measure or a distribution and I cannot be represented in a form of an 
integrable function. Let D C IRN be an open set with the piecewise smooth 
boundary aD. We make use of the following notation: 

H-1(D) = (HJ(D))' 
= {h E V'(D)lh = 1+ divg, where IE L2(D) and 9 E L2(D; IRN)} 

Let h E H-1 (D) be a distribution, the transported distribution f * Tt is defined 
as follows: 

Applying the change of variables x = Tt(X) we have 

h * Tt = f 0 Tt + i(t)-ldiv(DTt- 1 • 9 0 Tt} 

Let f E L2(D), 9 E L2(D; IRN) be given, then from Proposition 2.39 it 
follows that the mappings t -t f 0 Tt , t -t 9 0 Tt are weakly differentiable in 
H-1(D) and H-l(D; IRN ), respectively. For any distribution h E H-1(D) we 
can prove the following result on the differentiability of the mapping t -t h 0 Tt 

Proposition 2.40 Given an element h E H-1(D) of the form 

h = I + divg, where (f, g) E L2(D; IRN+1) . 

The distribution transformed to the fixed domain il, i. e. the mapping 

t -t h * Tt = f 0 Tt + i(t)-ldiv(DTt- 1 . 9 0 Tt} 

is weakly differentiable in H-1(D). 
D 
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The strong material derivative of an element f E L2(JRN) exists in the 
Soholev space H-2(JRN). 

Proposition 2.41 Let f E L2(JRN), V E C(O,C:)jVk(JRNjJRN)) be given, then 
the mapping t -+ HfoTt(V)- f] i8 8trongly differentiable in the space H-2(JRN). 

Proof. Using the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.39 and applying 
Proposition 2.37 one can show that 

~b(t)¢> 0 Tt - ¢>]-+ div(¢>V(O)) strongly in Hl(JRN) 
t 

as t -+ 0 for all ¢> E H 2(JRN). 0 

2.15. Derivatives for t > 0 

In the ahove section the derivatives of different terms with respect to t were 
determined at t = O. Using the formulae and Lemma 2.43 one can construct the 
form of these derivatives for t > O. 

First, the following lemma is to be proved. 

Lemma 2.42 We have 

(2.107) 

where Vi 8tands for the translated speed vector field 

Vi(s,x) = V(t + s,x) (2.108) 

Proof. It can be shown that 

I t+e 

Tt+e(V)(X) = X + 0 V(s, Ts(V)(X))ds = 

i t rt+e 
[X + 0 V(s, Ts(V)(X))ds] + 1t V(s, Ts(V)(X))ds = 

Tt(V)(X) + l e Vi(p, Tt+p(V)(X))dp . 

Thus 
(2.109) 

This proves Lemma 2.42. 0 
Making use of Lemma 2.42 we are in a position to construct the form of the 
derivatives of transformations Tt(V) with respect to t for t > O. 
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Lemma 2.43 
For t > 0 

! Tt(V)(X) = (! Te(Vi)) le=o (Tt(V)(X)) = Vet, Tt(V)(X)) (2.110) 

For the sake of simplicity, we write :t Tt = V(t)oTt. Using the same approach 
one can determine the derivatives with respect to t of the Jacobian matrix DTt 

and the determinant 'Y(t) = det(DTt). 

Proposition 2.44 Let D C lRN be a bounded domain, and V E C(O, ej ck(Dj 
lRN )), k ~ 1, be a vector field, (V,n)IRN = 0 a.e on aD. Furthermore it is 
assumed that V = 0 at any singular point of aD, i. e. at any point where the 
normal vector field n is not defined. Then the mappings 

t ~ DTt(V) and t ~ 'Y(t) 

are strongly differentiable in Ck - 1(Dj lRN) and C k - 1(D), respectively. The 
derivatives are as follows 

and 

and 

! 'Y(t) = divV(t, Tt(V)h(t) 

For the sake of simplicity we shall write 

a at DTt = DV(t) 0 Tt . DTt , 

! 'Y(t) = 'Y(t)divV(t) 0 Tt 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that 

DTt+e(V) - DTt{V) = D[Te{V) 0 Tt(V)] - DTt(V) 
= (DTe(Vi) - I) 0 Tt(V)· DTt(V) , 

and 

(2.111) 

(2.112) 

o 
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2.16. Derivatives of domain integrals 

Let V E 1)k(rn.N; rn.N), k ~ 1, Y E W1,1(rn.N), and let il C rn.N be a measurable 
subset. Moreover the standard notation is used, 

We shall consider the following domain functional 

J(il) = in Ydx . 

Proposition 2.45 The domain functional J(fl) is shape differentiable, 

dJ(il;V) = (! [Ydx)1 = [ div(YV(O))dx . J at t=o Ja 
(2.113) 

Proposition 2.46 If il is a domain with the boundary r of class Ck , k ~ 1, 
then 

dJ(fl; V) = l Y(V(O), nhRNdr . (2.114) 

Proof. First using the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) the integral defined on 
ilt is transformed to the domain il, hence 

J(ilt} = [ Y dx = [ Yo Tt(vh(t)dx, J at J a 
where ,(t) = det(DTt), DTt is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation Tt(V). 
From Proposition 2.44 it follows that ,'(0) = divV(O), thus 

dd J(flt)1 = 1 ('Vy. V(O) + ydivV(O))dx 
t t=o a 

because of 
'Vy. V + ydivV = div(yV). 

H r is a C k manifold, then Stokes' formula yields (2.114). o 

2.17. Change of variables in boundary integrals 

Let r be a C k manifold, and let V E C(O,c;1)k(rn.N;rn.N)), f E Ll(r), where 
r t = Tt(V)(r). The manifold r t is covered by the family of open sets Uf = 
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Tt(Uj). We define the functions c: = Cj 0 Tt- 1 from Ut into B, i = 1, ... , m, and 
h: = (cD-1 = Tt 0 c;l. By the same reasoning as in Sect. 2.1 it follows that 

where rt = rj 0 Tt- 1 , i = 1,2, ... , m, are such that E~l rf == 1 in an open 
neighbourhood of rt in JRN j we use the notation (rtf) 0 ht = [ri(f 0 Tt )] 0 c;l. 
It can be verified that the following chain rule formula holds: 

M(g 0 h) = M(g) 0 h· M(h), 

where M is the cofactor matrix defined in Sect. 2.1. Hence 

M(hD = M(Td 0 h j • M(h j ) 

and 

The normal field on rj = r n Uj is given by 

n = IIM(h j )· eNlliR~M(hd' eN 

Furthermore 

and i. fdrt = t i r;J 0 TtIIM(Td· nlllRNdr . 

The foregoing will enable us to derive, using the transformation Tt , the formula 
for the transformation of boundary integrals: 

Proposition 2.47 For any f E L1(rt}, 

(2.116) 

where M{Td = det{DTt ) * DT-1 i8 the cofactor matrix of the Jacobian ma
trix DTt • 

Let 
w(t) = IIM(DTd . nilIRN (2.117) 

or equivalently 
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w(t) = ,(t)II*(DTtr1 • nilIRN , (2.118) 

where ,(t) = det(DTt), ,(t) > 0 on r. 
The unit normal field nt on Tt 

The normal vector field mt is defined locally on r t 

where 
e = (Tt 0 h )-l(x) for x E r t n Tt(Uj). 

Hence the outward unit normal field on r t is given by 

On the other hand it can be shown that 

M(T 0 h) = M(T) 0 h· M(h) 

whence 

nt(x) = (IIM(Tt) 0 h· M(h) . eN 11;1 M(Tt} 0 h· M(h) . eN )(0 

Since we have 

then the form of the unit normal vector field on r t can be derived from (2.116). 

Proposition 2.48 The unit normal vector field on r t is given by 

for X E r. 

2.18. Derivatives of boundary integrals 

Let f E W 2 ,1(IRN), V E C(O, e; Vk(IRN; IRN)), k ~ 1, and let fl C IRN be a 
domain with the boundary r of class Ck. We shall consider the following surface 
integral on rt : 

J(flt) = [ jdrt = [ j 0 Ttw(t)dr . 
In Jr 

Making use of Proposition 2.45 we can state the following lemma 
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Lemma 2.49 The mappingt -+ w(t) is differentiable from [O,b') into Ck-l(JRN), 
b' > 0, the derivative w'( t) at t = 0 is given by 

w'(O) = divV(O) - (DV(O) . n, n)ntN . (2.119) 

Furthermore for any compact " efland all multi-indices a E lNN, 10'1 = 
0'1 + ... + aN ~ 1, 

lim m~ II (aa ) 0/ [w(t) - 1 - w'(O)] II = 0 . 
t-O xEO x t JRN 

Proof. From (2.118) it follows that 

W(t)2 = (A(t) . n, n)nlN, 

where A(t) is the N x N matrix, 

Using the differentiability properties of 'Y(t) and DTt- 1 with respect to t, at 
t = 0, one can prove the proposition as stated. 0 

Proposition 2.50 Let IE W 2,I(JRN) and V E C(O, c; Vk(JRN; JRN)), k ~ 1 be 
given. The functional 

J(fl) = hIdr 

is shape differentiable. The Eulerian derivative is given by 

dJ(fl;V) = (!!r/drt)lt=o (2.120) 

= h f\l I· V(O) + J[divV(O) - (DV(O) . n, nhRN ]}dr . 

Proof. Applying the change of variables, the same as used in (2.116), we obtain 

~(J(flt) - J(fl)) = r ~(f 0 Tt - f)w(t)dr + r I (w(t) - 1) dr . 
t 1r t 1r t 

From Proposition 2.37 it follows that 

1 
-(f 0 Tt - f) -+ \11· V(O) strongly in W 1,I(JRN) 
t 

as t -+ O. For the trace operator on r we have 'Yr[i(f oTt - f)] -+ 'Yr' (\1 I· V(O)) 
strongly in Ll(r) as t -+ O. It can be verified that w(t) -+ 1 strongly in LOO(r) 
as t -+ 0, hence 
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~ {UoTt-J)w(t)dr-t (Vj.Vdr 
t ir ir 

as t -t 0. Since j E Ll(r) and (w(t) -l)/t -t w'(O) strongly in LOO(r) as t -t ° 
thus 

{ ~(w(t) - l)jdr -t ( w'(O)jdr 
ir t ir 

as was to be shown. o 

2.19. The tangential divergence of the field V on r 

Let D be an open set in JRN with the boundary aDj it is assumed that aD is 
piecewise C1 • For any bounded domain il C D, with the boundary r = aD of 
class Cl, the domain functional 

il -t J(il) = l jdr 

is shape differentiable for any element j E W 2,1(D). In other words for any 
vector field V E C(0,cjC1(DjJRN )), 

(V(t,x),n(t))JRN = 0 for x E aD, 

(except for the singular points x of the boundary aD, at which it is supposed 
that V(t,x) = 0), the mapping 

t -t ( jdrt 
iT,(V)(r) 

is differentiable. (2.120) implies that the Eulerian derivative 

~ ( ( jdr) = dJ(ilj V) 
iT,(V)(r) t=o 

is linear and continuous with respect to the vector field V E C(O, cj C1(Dj JRN)). 
By the reasoning presented in the previous section it follows that the shape 
functional J(.) is shape differentiable for r = ail of class Cl and for V E 
C(O, cj C1(Dj JRN)). 

Now let us suppose that il is a given domain with the boundary r of class 
CHI. In particular, if k = 1, then r is of class C2 • From Theorem 2.27. it follows 
that the shape gradient G can be given in the following form G = *,r(gn), where 
g E 1)-1 (r) is a scalar distribution supported on r. The outward normal field 
n on r is chosen as an orientation on r. In particular, the transverse order of 
the distribution G is zero and we have 
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(G, V(O)) = 1r g(V(O), nhRNdr . 

It now remains to identify the element g, referred to as the density of the shape 
gradient G. 

Proposition 2.51 Let neD be aJ,iven domain with the boundary r of cla33 
C2. Supp03e that Vi, V2 E CI(D;JR ), and 
(i) (Vi, n)RN = 0 on aD except for the 3ingular point3 of aD at which Vi = 0, 

i = 1,2. 
(ii) VIlr = V21r, where Vilr E CI(r), i = 1,2. 
Then for all x E r the following identity hold3 

divVI(x) - (DV2(x)· n(x), n(x)hRN = 

divV2(x) - (DV2(x)· n(x), n(x))RN . 
(2.121) 

Proof. Let V stand for V2 - VI; hence V == 0 on r. In particular (V, n)RN = 0 
on r and 

(G, V) = 1r g(V, nhRNdr = 0 

From (2.120) it follows that 

Ir ![div V - (DV . n, n}RN )dr = 

(g, Crr V) . n)v-l(r)xvl(r) - 1r '\l!. V dr = 0 . 

The element! E HI(r) is arbitrary, hence 

divV - (DV. n,n}RN = 0 on r . 

o 
From the foregoing it is evident that we are in a position to define the 

tangential divergence of V on r. 

Definition 2.52 
(i) Let n be a given domain with the boundary r of class C2, and V E 

CI(U; JRN) be a vector field; U is an open neighbourhood of the mani
fold r c JRN. Then the following notation is used to define the tangential 
divergence 

divrV = (divV - (DV . n, n}RN) IrE C(U) . 
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(ii) Let n be a bounded domain with the boundary of class C2, and let V E 
C1(rj lRN) be a given vector field on r. The tangential divergence of Von 
r is given by 

divrV = (divV - (DV. n,nh'tN )Ir E C(r), 

where V is any Cl extension of V to an open neighbourhood of r c lRN. 

It should be remarked that the notion of tangential divergence introduced 
above is known in the differential geometry and in fact for any vector field 
V E C1(rj lRN) we have 

divrV == VOla, 

where ula is the so-called covariant derivative on the manifold r (see e.g. (Kosin
ski 1986)). 

The notion of tangential gradient 'V r on r 

is also introduced. 

Definition 2.53 Let an element hE C2(r) be given and let h be an extension 
of h, h E C2(U) and hl r = h on rj U is an open neighbourhood of r in lRN. 
The following notation is used: 

- ah 
'Vrh = 'Vhlr - an n (2.122) 

It can be shown that such an extension h exists: for this purpose we shall use 
the notation of Sect. 2.1. Let x E U, e = c(x) and eo = (e',O) E Eo, then 
h(x) = h(c-l(~o)). The functions c and c- l are in C2(U) thus h E C2 • 

Finally we can prove that the term 'Vhl r - ~~n on the right-hand side of 
(2.122) is well defined and independent of the choice of the C2 extension h of 
h. For this purpose the functional 

J(n) = l hdr 

is to be considered, where h is an extension of hj for V E 'Dl(Dj lRN) we have 

dJ(nj V) = 1r ('Vh. V + hdivrV)dr = 

l (Vh- a;,n) . VdT+ l (;~vn + hdiVrV) dr . 
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From Proposition 2.26 it follows that 

dJ(flj V) = (g(h), V . n)v-l(r)XV1(r) 

The vector field V is chosen such that 

V . n == (V, n)IRN = 0 on r. 
Hence 

l( Vh- :~+ Vdr=-i hdivrVdr. (2.123) 

Now let us suppose that h = 0 on r, in view of (2.123), 

Therefore (V'h - ~!n)(x) is an element of the tangent space Txr for any x E r. 
Since it is supposed that h E C2(U), then one can choose V so that V = 

V'h - ~!n on r. Hence 

2 r V'h _ ah dr = 0 
ir an IRN 

and 

for all x E r. This indicates that the following proposition can be stated: 

Proposition 2.54 Let h E C2(U) be a given element. The restriction to r of 
the vector field V'h - ~!n depends on the restriction h = hlr, i.e. h = 0 implies 

- ai. that "\' h - an n = 0 on r. 
o 

Remark. divr V and V'rh are defined on r for fields V E C 2(Uj IRN) and 
h E C2(U). These definitions can be easily extended to elements V and h in 
the spaces HS+! (Uj IRN) and HS(U) for any s > 1, respectively. It can be 
accomplished by means of the usual density argument of the space V(U) in the 
Sobolev space HS+! (U). Let a sequence {Vd C V(Uj IRN) be given such that 
Vk -+ V in the space HS(Uj IRN) as k -+ 00. In other words, if divVk - (DVk . 
No,No)IRN converges to divV - (DV ·No,No)IRN (where No is a Ck - 1 extension 
of n to U) in the norm of Sobolev space HS-!(U), then divrVk converges in 
the norm of Sobolev space Hs-!(r) to divrV, where V is defined as follows 
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v = Vir E HS(r; lRN) 

Furthermore let a sequence {hk} C D(U) be given such that hk ~ h in the 
space HS+~ (U) as k ~ 00. Then "hk - :n hkn converges to "h - :n hn in the 
space HS- 1(r)j the limit element is denoted by "rh, where h = hlr E H8(r). 

Proposition 2.55 For all V E HS(rj lRN) and hE HS(r) with s > 1, divrV 
and" rh are well defined element3 of the space3 HS- 1(rj lRN) and Hs-I(r), 
re3pectively. 

2.20. Tangential gradients and Laplace-Beltrami 
operators on r 

o 

First, an equivalent definition of the Sobolev space Hl(r) on the manifold r is 
given. We introduce the scalar product 

(cjJ, 1/J )Hl(r) = l (cjJ1/J + "rcjJ • "r1/J )dr 

which is well defined for all cjJ,1/J E C k( r), r is of class C k , k ~ 1. The Sobolev 
space Hl(r) is the closure of the space Ck(r) with respect to the norm induced 
by the scalar product. Therefore the space Ck(r) is dense by definition in the 
space Hl(r), and the formula (2.113) can be extended to the space HI(r) in 
the following way. 

Definition 2.56 For any element h E HI cr), "rh is by definition an element 
of the space L2(rj IRN) such that for all vector fields 

V E Cl(rj IRN ), (V, nhtN = 0 on r 

we have l "rh · Vdr = -l hdivrVdr . (2.124) 

Remark. By means of (2.124) we can define the tangential divergence divr V of 
any vector field V E H},(rj lRN ), where 

H},(r; lRN) = {V E Hl(r; lRN)I(V, nhtN = 0 a.e. on r} . 

divr V E L2(r) is defined as follows 

l divrVhdr = -l "rh · Vdr, 
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for all h E Hl{r). 
Finally the foregoing result may be stated as the following proposition: 

Proposition 2.57 Let {J C JRN be a domain of cla.,., C 2 • For all elements 
(h, V) E Hl{r) x H}(rj JRN) we have 

£ Vrh· Vdr = -£ hdivrVdr . (2.125) 

If for V E Hl{rj JRN) the tangential component of V is defined in the following 
way 

then 
divr{V) = divr(Vr ) + 1I:(V,nhtN 

here II: stands for the mean curvature of r. 
o 

Proposition 2.58 Let {J be a domain of class ck for k ~ 2, N = 3, i.e {J C JR3. 
If 5 C r is a smooth manifold with the boundary 85, then (~.1~5) represents 
the well known Stokes' formula 

[ divrVdr = [ V· vdl, 
ls las (2.126) 

where v is the' unit tangent vector to the manifold r, normal to the boundary 
85 of 5, v is outward pointing on 8S. 

o 
The identities (2.125) and (2.126) provide formulae for integration by part 

on the boundary: the former for the manifold r without boundaryj and the 
latter for a part 5 of the manifold rj 5 has the boundary 8S which is a (N - 2) 
- dimensional manifold. 

In the next section the formula (2.125) will be extended to any vector field 
V E Hl(rj JRN) which in general is not tangent to r. 

Definition 2.59 Let h E H2{r), then we have V rh E H}(rj JRN). The 
Laplace-Beltrami operator Llr on r is defined as follows 

Llrh = divr(Vrh) Vh E H2(r) . 

Hence Llrh E L2(r), and from (2.125) it follows that the element Llrh E L2(r) 
is uniquely detennined by the integral identity 

(2.127) 
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It can be inferred from (2.127) that for any fixed element h E HI (r) the map-
ping 

'IjJ ~ t ~rh'IjJdr 
is well defined as a linear continuous form on the Sobolev space HI(r). Thus 
for any element h E HI (r) we have 

The linear subspace HI (r)jJR of HI(r) can be defined in the standard way. 
The scalar product on HI(r)jJR is defined as follows 

(<p,'IjJ)r = t'Vr<P'Vr'IjJdr . 

If (<p,'IjJ)r = 0 for a given element <p E HI(r), then 'Vr<P = 0 a.e. on r and 
<p = constant. Since <p E HI(r), then there exists (Lions et al. 1968) an element 
~ E H3/2(n), the extension of <p, and 

~Ir = <p, 
o~ 

furthermore an = 0 on r . 

Therefore 'V~ = 'V r<p on r, and <p is a constant, that is <p = 0 as an element of 
the quotient space HI (r) JJR. 

Re.mark. It should be noted that on the right-hand side of (2.127) there is the 
scalar product of vector fields 'V rh and 'V r'IjJ tangent to the manifold r = an. 
On the other hand, if 'IjJ is a smooth function defined in an open neighbourhood 
of r in JRN, then 

'V rh . ('V'ljJIr) = 'V rh . 'V r'IjJ 

because of 
o'IjJ 
an n . 'V rh = O. 

Hence, if'IjJ is the restriction to r of a given function 'IjJ defined in JRN, then 

2.21. Variational problems on r 
Let us introduce the following bilinear form 
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are eP, 1/1) = l (A· \1 reP, \1 r1/1)IRNdr, (2.128) 

where A(x) is a N x N matrix defined for x E r, A E LOO(r; IRN2
) with 

for all e E IRN , where 0 < a < /3; a, /3 are given constants. 
Let 

(2.129) 

be a given linear form. By direct application of Theorem 2.3 one can prove the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution to the variational problem associated 
with the bilinear form (2.128). 

Proposition 2.60 There exist3 the unique element y E HI (r)jIR such that 

(2.130) 

o 
A simple example of the linear form L(.) E (HI(r)jIR)' is as follows. Let 

the following condition holds 

(2.131) 

for a given f E L2(r). 
We define the linear form 

For such a choice of L(·) the corresponding solution y = y( r) to the problem 
(2.130) satisfies the Laplace-Beltrami equation on the manifold r: 

(2.132) 

Here it is supposed that r is a sufficiently smooth manifold without boundary. 
In Chap. 3 variational problems will be considered for r only piecewise C k and 
boundary conditions defined on the singular part of r. 

Finally the fourth order problem on the manifold r is discussed. The scalar 
product « eP, 1/1)) is given by 

« eP, 1/1)) = l (L1reP L1r1/1 + \1 reP . \11/1 + eP1/1 )dr (2.133) 
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The Sobolev space H2(r) is the closure of the space C2(r), r is Ck for 
k ~ 2, with respect to the norm induced by the scalar product (2.133). 

For a given matrix function A(·) satisfying the same conditions as in (2.128), 
and an element h(·) E LOO(r), 

o < ao ~ h( x) ~ /30 for a.e. x E r, 
where 0 < ao ~ /30, the following bilinear form is constructed 

a( </>, t/J) = l {hL1r</>L1rt/J + (A· '\I r</>, '\I rt/J)IR N (2.134) 

+ </>t/J }dr \:1</>, t/J E H2(r) . 

Using Theorem 2.3 one can prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
to the variational problem associated with the bilinear form (2.134). 

Proposition 2.61 Let f E L2(r) be given. There exists the unique element 
y( r) E H2 (r) such that 

(2.135) 

o 
The quotient space H2(r)/IR equipped with the scalar product 

can be examined in the same way as in the case of the second order problems on 
r. For any element f E L2(r) satisfying the condition (2.131), one can prove 
the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to the problem 

2.22. The transport of differential operators 

We have 
('\I</» 0 Tt = * DTt- 1 • '\I(</> 0 Tt} 

Making use of the notation 

the following formulae can be derived. 

(2.136) 
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(.1~) 0 Tt = ')'(t)-ldiv(A(t) . '\l(~ 0 Tt}) 
(.12 <p) 0 Tt = ')'(t)-ldiv(A(t) . .1(')'(t)-ldiv(A· '\l(<p 0 Tt)))) 

o 
Next the transport of tangential operators on the manifold r is to be consid

ered. Let h E C2(JRN) be given and let r be a manifold of class C2; for a given 
vector field V E C(O, C; 1)1 (JRN; JRN)) the transformed boundary is denoted by 
r t = Tt(V)(r). Let ht = hlr, E C2(rt ); the tangential gradient '\l r,ht is defined 
as follows 

Hence 

and we have 

Moreover 

where 

Furthermore 

(B(t) . n, n)JRN = 1, * B(t) = B(t) and B(O) = I . 

Thus (2.137) can be rewritten as follows 

('\l r. ht ) 0 Tt = 

*(DTt}-1 . '\l r, (h 0 Tt) + ((B(t) - I) . n, '\l(h 0 Tt))JRN *(DTt )-1 . n 
(2.138) 

By this means we get the formula for the transport of the tangential gradient 
on the manifold r. 

2.23. Integration by parts on r 
For vector fields V E C1(r; JRN) the formula similar to (2.123) will be derived. 
In general the condition (V, n)JRN = 0 on r is not satisfied for such vector fields. 

Let us consider the domain n c JRN with the boundary r = an of class 
C2 , hence the unit normal vector field n on r is ct. For V E VI (JRN; JRN) the 
field (V,No)JRNNo is defined in JRN, where No is a smooth unitary extension 
to JRN of the normal vector field n on r. Let f E H2(JRN) be given. We shall 
consider the following integral 
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J(Q) = £fdr. 

For the Eulerian derivative of J(Q) we have 

that is 

(2.139) 

where Vn = (V, n)JRN stands for the normal component of V on r. Thus Vn E 
Cl(r). Using Definition 2.52 of the tangential divergence on r the following 
formulae are derived. 

Lemma 2.63 Let c/> E Hl(r) and V E Cl(rj IRN ), then 

divr(c/>V) = ('Vrc/>, V)JRN + c/>divrV, 
divr(vnn) = vndivr(n) . 

Proof. We show that (2.141) holds. From (2.140) we get 

(2.140) 

(2.141 ) 

Since 'Vrvn is a tangent vector on r, it can be inferred that ('VrVn,n)JRN = 0, 
which proves (2.141). 0 

To determine the form of div rn on r, one has to make use of the following 
simple lemma: 

Lemma 2.64 Let No E c l (IRN j IR N) be an unitary extension of the vector field 
n on r, then 

(D(No)' n,n)JRN = 0 on r . (2.142) 

Proof. We have 

(No,No)JRN = 1 in an open neighbourhood of r. 
Therefore 

whence 

o 
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Lemma 2.14 For any unitary extenJion No of the normal vector field n on r 
we have 

divrn = divNo on r . 

From (2.139), (2.141) and (2.143) the following identity is obtained 

1r (V f· V + fdivrV)dr = 1r (:~ Vn + fvndivNo) dr . 

(2.143) 

o 

(2.144) 

This is the formula for integration by parts on the C2 manifold r, where r is 
the boundary of the domain n. 

When (2.144) is considered the element divNo = divrn E C(r) does not 
depend on Vn and f. We shall show that divrn is the mean curvature I>, of the 
manifold r. 

From Lemma 2.65 it follows that the restriction to r of divNo is independent 
of the choice of an unitary extension No E C1(JRN; JRN) of the normal field n 
to an open neighbourhood of the boundary r. 

We shall construct, in a very simple way, an extension No such that we 
shall be able to evaluate the term div rNo. First, let us consider n c JR2, then 
r = an is a one-dimensional curve on the plane. Thus, r is locally the graph 
of a C2 function p. For any point Xo E r we define the unit orthogonal vectors 
70 and no tangent and normal to r at Xo, respectively. Then there exist: 

(i) a neighbourhood U of Xo in JR2 such that n n U is a hypergraph: x = 
0:70 + (3no for any point x E U, 

(ii) a mapping 0: -+ p(o:), p(.) E C2(-e,e), p(O) = 0, 

Un n = {x = 0:70 + (3no for (3 < p(o:)} 

and 
r n U = {x = 0:70 + (3no for (3 = p( o:)} . 

The normal field is of the form 

n(o:,p(o:)) = (1 + [P'(o:W)-~ (-p'(o:) + 1) 

We define 
No(o:,(3) = n(o:,p(o:)) 

The direct calculations yield 

div(No)(o:,p(o:)) = -(1 + P'(0:)2)-~ p"(o:) = I>,(x) 

The particular case of N = 3 is discussed in (Zolesio 1979a). 
Let us now direct our attention again to the formula for integration by parts 

on r. Taking into account that divrn = 1>" where I>, is the mean curvature ofthe 
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surface r and making use of (2.141), we get the following formula for integration 
by parts on r: 

l(Vf' V + fdivrV)dr = l (~~ + Kf) vndr, (2.145) 

where Vn = (V,n)IRN on r. 
If V = 4>e; = 4>(0, ... , 1,0, ... ,0) in a neighbourhood of r, then -....-..... 

;-1 

It is known that divr(4)e;) = div(4)e;) - (D(4>ej)' n,n)IRN on r. However 

div( 4>ej) = V 4>ej = ~4> , 
vXj 

D(4)e;)kl = nO (4)ejh = nO (4)Dj,k) = ~4> Dj,k, 
VXj vXj VXj 

where bj,k is the Kronecker delta. Then 

Finally we have 
. 04> 04> 

d1Vr( 4>ej) = - - -nj 
OXj on 

From the foregoing it is evident that the following proposition can be stated. 

Proposition 2.66 (Integration by parts on r) Let il be a domain of class 
C2 with the boundary r, f,4> E H2(il). Then 

l!:j4>dr=-lf!!jdr+ l(:n(f4»+KN)njdr. 

Proposition 2.67 Let f E H2(il) and 4> E H3(il). Then 

l Vf· V4>dr = -If£j4>dr+ 

[ [Of 04> 2 04>] ir on on + f(D 4>. n,n)IRN + Kf on dr . 

o 
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Prool. We have 

1 81 81jJ 1 821jJ 1 ( 8 ( 81jJ) 81jJ ) -8 '-8 .dr=- 1 82 dr + -8 1-8 , +/'\,1-8 , njdr. r x, x, r Xj r n x, x, 

Furthermore 

N 8 ( 81jJ) 81 81jJ 2 2:- 1- nj=--+/(D ljJ.n,n)IRN 
. 8n 8Xi an an ,=1 

Since 

then 

N a (aljJ) a21jJ 2: an ax' ni = 2: ax.ax' njnj 
i=l ' j,j I } 

o 
In the particular case of :n I = 0 on r we obtain 

Moreover 

and l 'V r I . 'V rljJdr = - l j.tJljJdr 

from which the following representation of the Laplacian on r can be derived. 

Proposition 2.68 Let r be 01 class C2 and let IjJ E H 3( fl), then 

o 

Proposition 2.69 Let us suppose that y E HS(fl) is the solution to the Dirichlet 
problem on fl: 

-Lly = I in fl, 
y = g on r, 

where IE HS-2(fl) and g E HS-~ (r) are given elements. Then we have 
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provided that s is sufficiently large, say s > ~. 

Proposition 2.70 Let us suppose that y E HS(il) is the solution to the Neu
mann problem on il: 

-Lly = f in il, 
8y 
- =g onr, 
8n 

where f E HS-2(il) and g E HS-~(r) are given elements. Then we have 

82 y 
Llry + 8n2 = - f - Kg on r 

provided that s is sufficiently large, say s > ~. 

2.24. The transport of Laplace-Beltrami operators 

Let h E H 5 /2(JRN), then 

hlr, E H2(rt} and Llr, hE L2(rt ), 

where Llr, is defined as follows 

[ Llr,h'1jJdrt = - [ \1r,h· \1'1jJdrt Jr, Jr, 

o 

for all '1jJ in V(JRN). To derive the formula one has to make use of the identity 

\1r,h·\1'1jJ=\1r,h·\1r,'1jJ . 

Using the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X), 

l (Llr, h) 0 Tt,pw(t)dr = -l {(\1 r,h) 0 Tt, * DTt- 1 • \1,p)w(t)dr = 

for all ,p E V(JRN)j from (2.132) and (2.137), 

= -l (C(t)· [\1(h· Tt ) - (B(t)· n, \1(h· TdhR.NnJ, \1,phR.Ndr, 

where 
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C(t) = w(t)DTt- 1 • * DTt- 1 , 

B(t) = 11* DTt- 1 • nlliR~DTt-l . * DTt- 1 , 

W(t) = 'Y(t)lI* DTt- 1 • nllIRN, 
'Y(t) = det(DTt) . 

Finally integration by parts on r yields 

l (fj,nh) 0 Ttl/>w(t)dr = 

-l divr(C(t)· [~(h 0 Tt) - (B(t)· n, ~(h 0 Tt))IRNn])l/>dr 

+ l (:~ + 11:1/» (C(t)· [~(h 0 Tt) - (B(t) . n, ~(h 0 Tt})IRNnj, n)IRNdr . 

Let I/> be an element such that * = 0 on r, hence the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
transformed to the domain [l using the standard change of variables is of the 
form: 

(fj,r, h) 0 Tt = w(t)-l {-divr(C(t)· [~(h 0 Tt) - (B(t) . n, ~(h 0 Tt})IRNn]) 
+ II:C(t)· [~(h 0 Tt) - (B(t) . n, ~(h 0 Tt})IRNn)} (2.146) 

This expression may be of advantage in calculations however the transformed 
Laplace-Beltrami operator is not in the divergence form. The equivalent expres
sion in the divergence form can be derived in the following way. 

Let I/>t E H 3/ 2 (JRN) denote for any t an extension of I/> E Hl(r), 

8 
I/>tlr = I/> and 8(C(t). n/t = 0 on r . 

It is evident that the vector field C(t). n is transverse on r, i.e. 

(C(t)· n, n)IRN = w(t)lI* DTt- 1 • nlliN > 0 . 

Hence the extension I/>t exists. We define 'l/Jt E H 3/ 2 (JRN) by 

'l/Jt = I/>t 0 Tt(V)-l for V E Vl(JRN; JRN) . 

Let h E H2(JRN), then 

l (fj,r,h)oTtl/>w(t)dr=l fj,r,h"ptdrt=- f ~r,h·~r,,,pdrt 
r r, Jr, 

This follows from the fact that the gradient ~ r"pt is a tangent vector field on 
r. Accordingly we have 
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(nt, "il'l/Jth'tN 0 Tt = 
(*(DTt)-l . n, *(DTt )-l . <pthtNW(t)-l = 

w(t)-2(C(t). n, "il<pthtN = 0 . 

Making use of the assumption 8<pt/8(C(t) . n) = 0 on T which implies that 
C (t) . "il<Pt is a tangent vector field on T, we get 

- { "ilr,h. "ilr,1/JtdTt = Jr, 
- ( "il h . "il tPtdTt = Jr, 
-l (C(t). "il<Pt, "il(h 0 Tt))JRNdT = 

C (t) . "il<Pt is also a tangent vector field on T, 

= -l (C(t)· "il<Pt, "il r(h 0 Tt})JRNdT = 

-t("il<Pt,C(t)."ilr(hoTt)}JRNdT= 

Integration by parts on T yields 

= t(l1r,h) 0 Tt<pw(t)dT = 

l<Pdivr(C(t). "il r(h 0 Tt))dT . 

On the other hand, tP == tPt on Tj therefore 

whence 

Thus 

where 

8tP 0= (C· n, "il tP}JRN = (C· n, "il rtP}JRN + (C· n, n}JRN-
8n 

8<p -1 
8n = -(C· n, n}JRN (C· n, "il rtP}JRN 

-l ! <Pt(C· n, "il r(h 0 Tt))JRNdT = 

t E· "il rtPdT = t (-div rEtP + K¢E . n )dT, 

In particular 
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Therefore two terms involving the mean curvature '" cancel each other. As a 
result we obtain 

i(Llr1h) 0 Tt 4>w(t)dr = i4>divr (C(t). "Vr(h 0 Tt))dr 

-i4>divr ((C'n,n);};(C'n,"Vr(hoTt})RNC.n)dr. 

This leads to the transported Laplace-Beltrami operator in the divergence form: 

(Llnh) 0 Tt =w(t)-ldivr[C(t). ("V dh 0 Tt]-

(C(t) . n, n)iR~ (C(t) . n, "V r(h 0 Tt))RNn )], 
(2.147) 

where 

2.25. Material derivatives 

Let il C D be a bounded domain, where aD is piecewise smooth, ail = r is 
C k (i.e. il is a domain of class C k , see Sect. 2.1) and let V be a vector field 
such that (V, n)RN = 0 on aD, except for the singular points of aD where we 
suppose that V = O. Moreover we assume that an element y(il) E W',P(il), 
s E [0, kJ, 1 ~ P < +00, is given. 

From Theorem 2.3 it follows that 

(2.148) 

Definition 2.71 The element iJ( il; V) E W',P( il) is the material derivative of 
y(il) E W',P(il) in the direction of a vector field V E C(O, C; Vk(D)) if there 
exists the limit 

y(il; V) = lim ~(Y(ild 0 Tt(V) - y(il)). 
t->O t 

As far as this limit is considered we can take into account the strong or weak 
convergence in W·,P(il). In the first case y(il; V) is called the strong (s,p) 
derivative, in the second - the weak one. 

Remark. In general, we shall be concerned with an element y( il) E W( il), where 
W(il) is a Banach space. It is said that iJ(il; V) is the weak (strong) material 
derivative of y in W if i(y( ilt) 0 Tt - y( il)) is weakly (strongly) convergent to 
y(il; V) in W(il) as t lO. 

A simple but useful example of the material derivative is as follows: 
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Let Y E Wm,P(D) for some m E IN, p ~ 1, and let y(il) = Yin denotes the 
restriction of Y to ilj hence y(il) E Wm,P(il) and 

that is 

Using the same arguments as in the proofs of Proposition 2.32 and 2.39, one 
can show that the mapping t ---+ yo Tt is strongly differentiable in Wm-1,P(D) 
at t = 0 for m ~ 1, and weakly differentiable in Wm-1,P(D) for m ~ O. Hence 
the regularity of the mapping t ---+ (y 0 Tt)ln can be described as follows: 

Proposition 2.72 Let Y E Wm,P(D), m ~ k, mE IN, where k determines the 
regularity of the vector field V. Then 
(i) For m ~ 1 the mapping il ---+ Yin is differentiable in the sense that there 

exits the strong (m, p) material derivative of the form: 

y(iltj V) = VYln . V(O) . 

(ii) For m ~ 0 the mapping il ---+ Yin is weakly differentiable in the sense that 
there exits the weak (m, p) material derivative of the form: 

y(ilti V) = VYln . V(O) 

Here it is assumed that V(O) E Ck(D), k ~ 1. 

Proof. It is evident that for m ~ 1 we have 

// ~((Y 0 Tdln - Yin) - VYln . V(O)// ~ 
t wm-1.p(n) 

I I ~(Y 0 Tt - Y) - VY· V(O)II . 
t wm-1.p(D) 

From the assumptions adopted it follows that the last term on the right-hand 
side of this inequality converges to zero as t ---+ O. 

ii) For m ~ 0 by our assumptions we have 

~(Y 0 Tt - Y) -->. VY . V(O) weakly in Wm-1,P(D) 
t 

as t ---+ O. Since for t > 0, i(Y 0 Tt - Y) remains bounded in Wm-1,P(D), then 
for some C > 0, C independent of t, 
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whence it follows that there exists a subsequence tn 1 0 such that 

1 
tn [(Y 0 Tt n - Y)lnl ~ z weakly in Wm-1,P(Q). 

Since 
(z, cP)r"(D)X'D(D) = (V'Y . YeO), cP)'D'(D)X'D(D) 

for all cP E w-(m-l),p(Q), the dual space of w(m-l),p(Q), here we recall that 
m - 1 ~ 0, it follows that z = V'Yln . YeO). 0 

2.26. Material derivatives on r 

Let us define the material derivative of an element y(T) E Wr,P(T), it is assumed 
that this derivative is well defined for all the boundaries T of domains Q of class 
Ck• Hence for a given domain Q with the boundary T and for 

y( Tt} is well defined as an element of the space Wr,p (Tt ) 

Definition 2.74 We say that 

y = y(T; V) E Wr,P(T) 

is the weak (strong) (r,p) material derivative of an element yeT) at T, in the 
direction of a field V, if there exists the limi t 

~(Y(Tt) 0 Tt(V) - yeT)) -+ y(T; V), 

as t -+ 0 for weak (strong) convergence in the space wr,p(T). 

Proposition 2.75 Let y( Q; V) be the weak (strong) (s, p) material derivative 
of an element y(Q) at Q, in the direction of a field V. Then for s > ! there 

P 
exist" the weak (strong) (s - .; ,p) material derivative y( T; V) of the element 
y(T) = y(Q)lr 

I 
y(T; V) = y(Q; V)lr E WS-p,P(T) . 

Proof. Since 

Zt = ~(y(Qd 0 Tt - y(Q)) -+ y(Q; V) 

weakly (strongly) in the space WS,P(Q) as t 1 0, then we can make use of the 
continuity of the trace operator on T which implies that 
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1 
Zt -+ y(n;V)lr weakly (strongly) in W'-p,P(r) 

as t ! o. 0 
U sing this result we can determine the form of the Eulerian derivative of a 

given domain functional J(n) depending on the element y(r). 
For a given vector field V tangent to r one can derive the explicit form of 

the material derivative. 

Proposition 2.76 Let V E Vk(D; IRN) be a given vector field such that 
(V, n)RN = 0 on r = an and let y(n; V) be the weak (s,p) material derivative 
of y( n). If it is supposed that the derivative y( n; V) exists for all admissible 
directions V, then for the vector field V we have 

y(n; V) = Vy(n) . V E w·,p(n) 

Proof. The condition (V, n)RN = 0 on r implies that Tt(V)(n) = n t = nand 
y(nt) = y(n), hence 

1 1 
"t(y(nd 0 Tt - y(n)) = "t(y(n) 0 Tt - y(n)) . 

The weak limit in w·,p(n) of the left-hand side of this equality is equal to 
y(n; V) by our assumption, the weak limit of the right-hand side is equal to 
Vy(n) . V, this concludes the proof. 0 

The same result remains valid for the boundary material derivative. 

Proposition 2.77 Let y(r; V) be the weak (r,p) material derivative of y(r), 
and suppose that the material derivative y(r; V) exists for any admissible di
rection 

V E C(O,cjV(DjIRN )) 

such that (V, n)RN = 0 on r = aD, then 

y(rjV) = Vry(r)· V E wr,p(D) 

2.27. The material derivative of a solution to the Laplace 
equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions 

Let us consider the homogeneous Dirichlet problem 

-Lly(Dt ) = h in H-1(Dt}, 
y( nd = 0 on r t • 
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This section is concerned with the particular case of the Dirichlet problem for 
h E L2(f1t ). For this case the form of the material derivative y(f1j V) of the 
solution y( f1) can be derived in a simple way. 

Assume that V E C(O, ej C2 (IRNj IRN )), i.e. k = 2. We shall determine the 
form of the weak (0,2) material derivative y( f1j V) of the solution y( f1) to the 
Dirichlet problem. 

First the Dirichlet problem is transformed to the fixed domain f1 using the 
change of variables Tt(V), in other words the form of boundary value problems 
for elements yt == y(f1t ) 0 Tt , t E [O,e), is derived. 

The right hand-side of the Laplace equation is transformed to the fixed 
domain f1. Hence one has to consider two elements: 

and 
(hln,)*Tt E H-1(f1). 

We shall derive sufficient conditions for the mapping 

to be weakly differentiable in the Sobolev space H-1(D). 
Let hE H-l(D) be a given element, the transformed distribution h * Tt E 

H-1(D) is defined as follows 

(h * Tt , c/J) H-l(D)xHJ(D) = (h, (-y( t)-l c/J) 0 Tt- 1 ) H-l(D) xH~(D) 

Yc/J E H~(D) . 

The restriction 
hln E VI(f1) 

of the distribution h E H-1(D) is given by 

(hln, c/J)'D'(D)X'D(D) = (h, c/J°)'D'(D)X'D(D) Yc/J E V(n), 

where c/J0 denotes the extension of c/J E V(f1) to D, c/J°(x) = a on D \ f1. Since 
hln E H-1(f1), then 

IIhlnIlH-l(n) = sup I(h,c/J)I ~ sup I(h,c/J)I = II hIIH-l(D) . 
lI"'IIHJ(n)~l lI"'IIH~(D)~l 

The transformed distribution is defined by 

(hln,)*Tt = (xn,h)*Tt E H-1(f1) 
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Proposition 2.78 Let ilt = Tt(V)(il) then 

(hln,)*Tt = (h*Tt)ln . 

Proof. For any 4> E HJ(il) we have 

(2.149) 

(hln, * Tt, 4» H-l(n)xHJ(n) = (hln" ('Y(t)-l4» 0 Tt- 1) H-l(n,)xHJ(n,) 

Making use of the extension 4>0 of 4> one can show that 

= (h, (-y(t)-l4>0) 0 Tt- 1) H-l(D)xHJ(D) 

= (h * Tt, 4>0) H-l(D)xHJ(D) = 
and since 4>0 = 0 on D \ il 

= ((h * Tt)ln, 4»H-l(n)XHJ(n) . 

For the element y(ilt ) = Yt E HJ(ilt ) the following integral identity holds: 

(2.150) 

or equivalently 

(-div(xn, VYt), 4» H-l(n,)xHJ(n,) = (hln" 4» H-l(n,)xHJ(ne) . 

Applying the standard change of variables, i.e. replacing x by Tt ( x) in the left
hand side of this equality, 

10 (A(t) . V(Yt 0 Tt), V( 4> 0 Tt )}IRNdx = (hln" 4>), 

where A(t) = 'Y(t)DTt- 1 • * DTt- l . Thus 

(-div(xnA(t) . V(Yt 0 Tt)), 1/J} H-l(n)xHJ(n) = 
(hln" 1/J 0 Tt) H-l(n,)xHJ(n,) \/1/J = 4> 0 Ttl E HJ(fl) . 

Let us observe that for any element A E V'(D), the element A * Tt- l is defined 
as follows: 

Therefore 

(-'Y{t)-ldiv(xnA(t). V(Yt 0 Tt)),'Y(t)1/J)H-l(n)XHJ(n) = 

(hln" (-y(t)1/J) 0 Tt )H-l(n,)xHJ(n,) . 

Whence it follows that 
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or 

o 
Let yt = y( Dt ) 0 Tt E HJ (D) be a solution to the following problem 

It has been already shown that the mapping t -+ h * Tt is weakly differentiable 
in the space H-2(D), however the mapping t -+ (h * Tt)Ja fails to have this 
property in the space H-2(D). In order to obtain the required differentiability 
of the mapping t -+ yt, it is necessary to introduce additional assumptions on 
the distribution h, the domain D and the speed field V. 

It is assumed that the support of the singular part of h is included in D 
and in Dt for t > 0, t small enough. For any element h E H-l(D) one can find 
elements f E L2(D) and 9 E L2(D; rn.N) such that h = f - divg. Therefore we 
assume that there exists a compact set 0, 0 c D U DC, 

g( x) = ° for a.e. x E D \ 0 . (2.151) 

Lemma 2.79 Let us suppose that the condition (2.151) is satisfied, then the 
mapping t -+ (h * Tt)Jn is weakly differentiable in (HJ (D) n H 2 (D))', the dual 
space of the space HJ(D) n H2(D). 

Proof. Let IjJ E HJ(D) n H2(D) be a given element, then on the set D \ 0 the 
element IjJ can be modified, i.e. there exists an element ~ E H2(D) such that 

From (2.150) it follows that 

(\1 g, 1jJ) H-l(D) xHJ(D) = (\1 g, ~) H-l(D) xHJ(D) 

thus 

o 

Proposition 2.80 Let V E C(D; rn.N), and h = f + divg, where f E L2(D) 
and 9 E L2(D; rn.N) are given elements. Moreover it is assumed that for a given 
compact set 0, 0 c D U DC, 9 satisfies the assumption {2.151}. Then the 
mapping t -+ yt = y(Dt ) 0 Tt E H1(D) is weakly differentiable in L2(D), its 
derivative is given by 
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V1jJ E L2(n): L y(ilj V)1jJdx = 

-in (( divV(O)I - 2f(V(O)))· '\7y(il), '\7(( -L1)-I1jJ)}JRNdx+ 

L div(fV(O))(( -L1)-I1jJ)dx + in '\7('\7(( _L1)-I1jJ). V(O)). gdx 

Proof. For a given element ~ E HJ(il) n H2(il) we have 

in (A(t)· '\7~, '\7yt}JRNdx = in f 0 Tt'Y(t)~dx -l '\7((~O) 0 Tt}· gdx, 

where ~ E H~(il) is an element such that ~ = ~ in an open neighborhood in 
IRN of the compact set O. Let ~o be an extension of ~ to D. Using Green's 
formula one can show that 

Since the inverse (_L1)-1 of the Laplace operator with the homogeneous Dirich
let boundary condition is an isomorphism from Y(il) onto H2(il)nHJ (il), the 
right-hand side of (2.152) is differentiable with respect to tat t = O. The deriva
tive of the right-hand side of this equation is given by 

L ydiv(A'(O). '\7~)dx + l '\7('\7~o . V(O)). gdx . 

On the other hand 

'\7('\7~O . V(O)) = '\7('\7~. V(O)) on 0 . 

Since 9 == 0 on il \ 0, then it can be assumed that 9 # 0 on O. Therefore the 
integral on D can be written in the form, ~ E H2(il) n HJ(il), 

l '\7('\7~o . V(O))· gdx = In '\7('\7~. V(O))· gdx . 

Let ~ E H2(il) n HJ(il), -L1~ = 1jJ, or equivalently ~ = (_L1)-11jJ, where 
1jJ E L2(il). Therefore 

LY(il j V)1jJdx = LYdiV(A'(O). '\7~)dx + L div(fV(O))~dx 

+ in '\7('\7~. V(O))· gdx, 

where 
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A'(O) = (~A(t»)t=O= divV(O)I - 2e(V(O)), 

e(V(O» is the symmetrized part of DV(O), 

e(V(O» = ~(* DV(O) + DV(O)), 

i.e e(V(O)) is the strain tensor associated with the speed V(O). Applying Green's 
formula we obtain 

in iJ(il; V)1/1dx = in -(A'(O)· Vy, V4»IRNdx 

+ in div(JV(O»4>dx + in V(V4>· V(O»· gdx, 

as was to be shown. 0 
For the particular case of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value prob

lem with the right-hand side f E L2(il), the following corollary can be stated. 

Corollary 2.81 Let y(il) E HJ(ilt ) be the solution to the problem: 

-Lly(ilt ) = f in ilt, 
y(ilt ) = 0 on Tt , 

where f E L2(D) iJ a given element. Moreover, let V E C1([O,c);C2(D;JRN )) be 
a given vector field. Then the mapping t -4 y( ilt ) 0 Tt is weakly differentiable in 
L2(il) and the weak (0,2) material derivative iJ given by the following formula 

in iJ(il; V)1/1dx = 

-in ((divV(O)I - 2e(V(O»)· Vy(il), V(( _.1)-1 ·1/1»)IRNdx 

+ in div(JV(O)((-Ll)-l1/1)dx V1/1 E L2(il) . 

(2.153) 

The right-hand side of (2.153) is linear and continuous with respect to 
1/1 E H-1(il), because the inverse operator (_.1)-1 is an isomorphism from 
H-1(il) onto HJ(n). Thus the material derivative iJ(il; V) is defined for any 
vector field V E C1([O,e); C2(D; JRN». In fact for f E Hl(D) it is easy to show 
that the strong material derivative exists. 
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2.28. Strong material derivatives for Dirichlet problems 

It is assumed that f E Hl(D) is a given element, {} is a given domain of 
class Ck in D, k ~ 1, and V E C(O, c; Vk(D)) is a given vector field; the 
transformed domain is denoted by ilt = Tt(V)(il). Let us consider the element 
y(ilt ) E HJ(ilt ): a weak solution to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value 
problem in ilt , 

-Lly(ilt ) = f in ilt , 
y(ilt} = 0 on r t = ailt 

The element Yt = y(ilt ) satisfies the integral identity 

for all 4>t E HJ( ilt}. 

(2.154) 

Using the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) one can show that for the 
element transformed to the domain il, 

the following integral identity holds 

Let us assume that 

then 

1 
zt = _(yt - y) E H~(il) 

t 

[ V zt . V1jJdx = -~ [((A(t) - I) . Vyt, V1jJ)IRN dx in tin 
+~ [(-y(t)f 0 Tt - f)1jJdx tin 

From (2.155) it follows that 

(2.156) 

Moreover, using (2.156) we can show that yt converges strongly to y(il) in 
HJ(D) as t ---+ O. Applying this convergence result to the right-hand side 
of (2.156) we have 

and 

~(A(t) - I) ---+ A'(O) strongly in LOO(D; IRN) 
t 
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~(-'Y(t)f 0 Tt - J) ---+ div(JV(O)) strongly in L2(D), 
t 

it is assumed here that k ~ 1. From the foregoing it can be inferred that zt is 
bounded, i.e. 

IlztIlHJ(n) ~ C . 

We can suppose that zk = ztk -"" z weakly in HJ(il) (for a sequence {td, 
tk ---+ 0 as k ---+ 00); for the weak limit z the following integral identity holds 

1 Vz· V¢>dx = -1 (A'(O). Vy, V¢»JRNdx+ 

1 div(JV(O))¢>dx 'tI¢> E HJ(il) . 
(2.157) 

Let us assume that in (2.156) ¢> is taken as zk = ztk. It is known that the se
quence {Vytk} converges strongly to Vy in L2(il;]R N) as k ---+ +00; furthermore 

!..(A(tk) - I)· Vytk ---+ A'(O) . Vy strongly in L2(il; ]RN), 
tk 
Vzk -"" Vz weakly in L2(il; ]RN) . 

We can pass to the limit in (2.156) and obtain 

IIzk II~J(!J) ---+ Ilzll~J(n) as k ---+ +00 

As it has been already shown, the convergence of zk to z in HJ (Q) assures the 
strong convergence; the element z is uniquely determined, hence from (2.157) it 
can be inferred by usual reasoning that zt converges to z strongly in HJ(D). 

Proposition 2.82 Let il be a given domain of class Ck in D, k ~ 1, and let 
V E C(O,cjVk(D)) be a given vector field. Suppose that f E HI(D) is given, 
then the solution y( ilt ) of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value problem 
(2.153) has the strong (1,2) material derivative z in the direction V, that is 

1 
-(y(ilt ) 0 Tt(V) - y(il)) ---+ z strongly in HJ(il) 
t 

as t ---+ 0; the element z is uniquely determined as the unique solution to (2.157). 

We now turn to the case k ~ 2. Taking into account the classical implicit 
function theorem one has to consider the mapping 

which is given by 

4i(t, y) = -div(a(t)Vy) - ,(t)f 0 Tt • 
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By standard regularity results applied to the elliptic problem defined in the 
domain a with the boundary r of class Ck (see e.g. (Necas 1967)), it follows 
that for any t, 0 ~ t < e, y --+ iP(t, y) is an isomorphism from H2(il) n HJ(n) 
onto L2(n). 

On the other hand, from our assumption that f E H1(D) it follows that 
the mapping t --+ ~(t, y) is differentiable in the L2(Q) norm. By the implicit 
function theorem it follows that the mapping t --+ yt, where the element yt is 
given as the unique solution to (2.154) and satisfies ~(t, yt) = 0, is differentiable 
in H2(Q) n HJ(Q). The derivative at t = 0 is of the form 

-1 8t~ 
Z = -Dy~(O, y) . 8t (0, y) . 

This proves the following result: 

Proposition 2.83 Let Q be a domain of class C k in D, k ~ 2, let V E 
C(O,ej Vk(D)) and f E Hl(D)) be given. Then the solution y(Qt) to the homo
geneous Dirichlet boundary value problem (2.159) has the strong (2,2) material 
derivative z in the direction V, that is 

as t --+ 0; the element z is given as the unique solution to (2.157). 

2.29. The material derivative of a solution to the Laplace 
equation with Neumann boundary conditions 

Let Q be a domain in D with the boundary r of class Ck, k f; 1, let V E 
C(O, ej Vk(D)) and let f E L2(D) be given elements. It is assumed that y(Qt} E 
H1(Q)jJR is the solution to the following Neumann boundary value problem 

-Lly(Qt} = f - -1-1 fdx in Qt , 
IQtl n. 

8y 
-8 (Qt) = 0 on rt , 

nt 

where IQI = meas(Q). 
For all elements <Pt in HI (Qt)/JR we have 

Applying the usual change of variables to the above integral identity, 

(2.158) 

(2.159) 
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we obtain 

The element 

F(t) = 'Y(t)f 0 Tt - I~tll 'Y(t)f 0 Ttdx 

satisfies 

1 F(t,x)dx = 1 fdx - I~ 11 fdxj 'Y(t)dx = 0 . n n, t n, n 
This result is due to the fact that 

{ 'Y(t)f 0 Ttdx = j fdx and ( 'Y(t)dx = j dx = l.Qtl 
in n, in n, 

Assuming that in (2.160) <fJ is taken as yt we have 

IlytIlHI(n)/rn. ;;; C 

because k ~ 1 and 

IIA(t)llwI.OO(D;rn.N2) ;;; C for t E [O,e) . 

(2.160) 

(2.161) 

For f E L2(D) we have that F(t) -+ F(O) strongly in L2(D) as t -+ 0, where 

F(O) = f - I~I In fdx . 

From (2.160) it follows that yt -+ Y strongly in HI (.Q)/IR. 
First assuming that <fJ = yt in (2.160) we get 

lIytll~l(n)/rn. ~ C . 

Let us consider a subsequence 

yk = yt~, tk -+ 0 as k -+ 00, 

then 
l-'y=y(.Q) 

weakly in Hl(.Q)/IR as t -+ 0, hence yt -' y(.Q) weakly in Hl(.Q)/IR as t -+ O. 
For zt = i (yt - y) one obtains 

1 t lIt V'z . V'<fJdx = - (-(A(t) - I)· V'y ,V'<fJ)rn.Ndx+ 
n n t 

{ ~(F(t) - F(O))<fJdx V<fJ E Hl(.Q)/IR . 
in t 
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Furthermore ~(A(t) -I)· vV converges weakly in L2(iljJRN) to the element 
A'(O) . Vy. For f E Hl(D) we have 

~(F(t) - F(O)) -+ div(JV(O» + divV(O) '~'21 fdx 

Thus 

- I~I L div(JV(O»dr = F'(O) E L2 il) strongly in L2(il) as t -+ 0 . 

l F'(O)dx = l f(V(O), nhRNdr + 1~12l (V(O), nhRNdr L fdx 

-l f(V(O), nhRNdr = 1~12l (V(O), n)IR.Ndr l fdx 

From the foregoing we obtain 

Proposition 2.84 Let il be a given domain of class Ck in D, k f; 1, and 
let V E C(O,cjV(DjIRN » be a given vector field. Then for a given element 
f E HI(D) and the field V, 

l (V(O), n)IR.Ndr l fdx = 0, 

the solution y(il) to the Neumann boundary value problem (2.158) and (2.159) 
has the weak material derivative in HI (il)/IR in the direction of the speed vector 
field V. 

2.30. Shape derivatives 

We denote by D a given domain in IRN. Let il be a domain of class Ck in D, 
and let y(il) be an element of the specific Sobolev space denoted by W(il). It 
is assumed that the following conditions are satisfied: 

The weak material derivative y(ilj V) exists in W(il) and Vy(il) . V(O) E 
W(il) for all vector fields V E C(O, cj Vk(D», k f; 1. 

Definition 2.85 The shape derivative of y{il) in the direction V is the element 
y'{ilj V) E W{il) defined by 

y'{ilj V) = y{il; V) - Vy(il) . V(O) . (2.163) 

Proposition 2.86 If the mapping V -+ y(il; V) is continuous from C(O, cj 
Vk(D» into W{il), then 
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y'(il; V) = y'(il; V(O)) . (2.164) 

Proof. Let us consider the domain functional 

J(il) = In y(il)4>dx, 

where 4> is an element given in W(D). Applying the change of variables x = 
Tt(V)(X) to the above integral we have 

J(ilt ) = In y(ilt} 0 Tt 4> 0 Tt/(t)dx . 

The Eulerian derivative of this functional is of the form 

dJ(il; V) = In y(il; V)4>dx + In y(il)div(4>V(O))dx 

By Proposition 2.21 it follows that dJ(il; V) = dJ(il; V(O)). Therefore y(il; V) 
= y(il; V(O)) and we obtain (2.164). 0 

Proposition 2.87 Let UlJ alJlJume that the mapping V -+ y(il; V) ilJ linear and 
continuoulJ from C(O, C; 1)k(D; JRN)) into W(il). If VI and V2 are two vector 
jieldlJ in C(O,c;1)k(D;JRN )), 

(VI (0), n)IRN = (V2(0), n)IRN on r = ail, 

then 

Proof· 

y'(il; Vt) - y'(il; V2) = y'(il; VI - V2) = y'(il; VI (0) - V2(0)) . 

We have ((VI(O) - V2(0)),n)IRN = 0 on r, then from Proposition 2.25 it fol
lows that y(il; VI(O)) - V2(O)) = 'Vy(il) . (VI(O) - V2(0)); hence as a result we 
get (2.165). 0 

2.31. Derivatives of domain integrals (II) 

We shall extend the results obtained in Sect. 2.16 to the case of y(il) having 
the weak material derivative in L1(il). 

Let D be a given domain in JRN and let y(il) E LI(il) be a given element 
such that there exists the weak material derivative y( /2; V) in L1 (/2) as well as 
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the shape derivative y'(Oj V) in L1(0) for any vector field C(O, cj '[)k(Dj m.N)). 
In other words 

( !(y(O) 0 Tt(V) - y(O)1>dx - ( y(O; V)1>dx V1> E Loo(O) in t in 
as t _ O. Furthermore it is assumed that 'Vy(O) E L1(0; m.N). Let us consider 
the domain functional 

J(O) = In y(O)dx . 

Applying the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) to the integral we obtain 

It is assumed here that the mapping t - 'Y(t) is differentiable in the norm of 
the space Loo(D) (for k ~ 1). The Eulerian derivative of J(O) has the form 

dJ(O; V) = In y(O; V)dx + In y(O)divV(O)dx 

From (2.163) it follows that 

dJ(O; V) = In y'(O; V)dx + In div(y(O)V(O»dx . 

In other words, (2.167) constitutes a generalization of (2.113). 

(2.166) 

(2.167) 

Finally, if 0 is a Ck domain, k ~ 1, then by Stokes' formula it follows 

dJ(O; V) = l y'(O; V)dx + 1r y(il)(V(O), n)IRNdr . (2.168) 

2.32. Shape derivatives on r 

We denote by D a given domain in m.N; for any domain 0 in D with the 
boundary r of class Ck , k ~ 2, an element z( r) of the specific Sobolev space 
denoted W(r) is considered. It is assumed that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

(i) The weak material derivative y(r; V) exists in W(r). 
(ii) 'V rz(r) . V(O) belongs to the space W(r) for all vector fields V E 

C(O, c; '[)k(Dj m.N)), 

where k ~ 3 is a fixed integer. 
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Definition 2.88 The shape derivative of z in the direction V is the element of 
W(r) defined by 

z'(rj V) = i(rj V) - V rz(r) . V(O) . (2.169) 

Proposition 2.89 As.mme that the mapping V --+ y(ilj V) is continuous from 
C(O, ej 1)k(Dj mN)) into W(r). Then 

z'(rj V) = z'(rj V(O)) . (2.170) 

Proof. Let us consider the domain functional 

J(il) = l z(r)¢>dr , 

where ¢> is an element given in 1)(D). 
Using the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) we have 

J(ilt ) = l z(rt ) 0 Ttw(t)dr. 

Hence the Eulerian derivative is given by 

dJ(ilj V) = l i(rj V)¢>dr + l zV¢>· V(O)dr . (2.171) 

According to our assumptions C(O, ej 1)k(Dj mN)) :3 V --+ dJ(ilj V) E mN is 
a continuous mapping, thus from Proposition 2.26 it follows that dJ(ilj V) = 
dJ(ilj V(O)). Moreover by (2.171) it follows that i(rj V) = i(rj V(O)) as was 
to be shown. D 

Proposition 2.90 Let us assume that the mapping V --+ i(rj V) is linear and 
continuous from C(O, ej 1)k(Dj mN)) into W(r). If VI and V2 are two vector 
fields in C(O, ej 1)k(Dj mN)), 

(VI (0), n)IRN = (V2(0), nhtN on r, 
then we have 

Proof. Denote by V the difference V2 - VI, then (V(O), n)IRN = 0 on r and 
z'(rj V) = z'(r; V(O)). It can be inferred that Tt(V(O))(il) = il. Hence from 
Proposition 2.87 it follows that 

i(r; V(O)) = Vrz(r) . V(O) . 
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Making use of (2.169) we can conclude the proof. 0 

2.33. Derivatives of boundary integrals (II) 

We extend the results obtained in Sect. 2.18 to the case of z(r) having the weak 
material derivative in Ll(r). 

Let D be a given domain in rn.N and let z(r) E Ll(r) be an element such 
that there exist the weak material derivative z(rj V) in Ll(r) and the shape 
derivative z'(rj V) E Ll(r) for any vector field V E C(O, cj Vk(Dj rn.N)), where 
k f; 2 is an integer. Therefore 

[ ~(z(rt)' Tt(V) - z(r))</>dr - [ z(rj V)</>dr V</> E LOO(r) 
lrt lr 

as t - O. Furthermore 

Let us consider the domain functional 

The change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) yields 

J(il) = t z(rt) 0 Ttw(t)dr, 

where t - w(t) is differentiable in the norm of the space LOO(r) for k f; 2. 
Therefore the Eulerian derivative of J is of the form 

dJ(iljV) = t z(rjV)dr+ t z(r)divr(V(O))dr. (2.172) 

From (2.163) it follows that 

dJ(ilj V) = t z'(rj V)dr + tr'VrZ(r). V(O) + z(r)clivr(V(O))]dr, 

that is 

dJ(ilj V) = i z'(rj V)dr + i divr(z(r)V(O))dr . 

On the other hand, in view of (2.141), we have 

i divr(z(r)V(O))dr = i z(r)I\:(V(O), n)"RNdr, 

where I\: is the mean curvature on the manifold r. Finally we obtain 
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dJ(flj V) = l[z'(r j V) + II:z(r)(V(O), n)JRN ]dr . 

In the particular case of z(r) = y(fl)lr we obtain 

z'(rj V) = y'(flj V)lr + ;~ (fl)(V(O), n)JRN 

and (2.173) can be rewritten in the form 

(2.173) 

dJ(flj V) = l y'(flj V)lrdr+ l (:n y(fl)+lI:y(fl)) (V(O), n)JRNdr . (2.174) 



3. Shape Derivatives for Linear Problems 

In this chapter the form of the material derivatives and the shape derivatives 
for linear boundary value problems as well as initial boundary value problems 
is derived. 
In Sect. 3.1 the form of the shape derivative for a second order elliptic boundary 
value problem with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions is deter
mined. In Sect. 3.2 the same problem but with non-homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions is considered. 
In Sect. 3.3 the necessary optimality conditions for the general shape optimiza
tion problem are established, and two specific examples are presented. In par
ticular, the form of the second order shape derivative of the integral domain 
functional discussed in the first example is obtained. In the second example, 
the same as in Sect. 2.6.1, the domain functional involves the perimeter of a 
given domain. Such a term is essential for the applications, in particular, to free 
boundary problems. Parabolic equations are considered in Sect. 3.4. 
The shape derivative of the solution to the system of equations of linear elas
ticity is determined in Sect. 3.5. In Sect. 3.6 the multiple eigenvalue problem is 
investigated by means of non-smooth analysis. In Sect. 3.7 the shape derivative 
of the solution to the Kirchhoff plate problem is derived. Domains with corners 
in the plane, and in IRa are studied in Sect. 3.8. Sect. 3.9 presents results on the 
shape sensitivity analysis of elliptic boundary value problems with singularities. 
Finally in Sect. 3.10 an initial boundary value problem of hyperbolic type is 
considered. 
The results discussed in this chapter can be applied, in particular to shape op
timization problems for linear partial differential equations or systems of equa
tions of elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic types. 
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3.1. The shape derivative for the Dirichlet boundary 
value problem 

Let D be a given domain in IRN. It is assumed that for any domain il 
of class Ck in D there are given three elements h( il), z( il), y( il) such that 
h(il) E L2(il),z(r) E H~(r), and y(il) E Hl(il) is a solution to the Dirichlet 
boundary value problem 

-Lly(il) = h(il) in L2(il), 

y(il) = z(r) on r . 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

It is assumed that for any vector field V E C(O, ej 1)k(Dj IRN» and for the given 
elements h(il), z(r), y(il), there exist the shape derivatives h'(il), z'(r), y'(il) 
in L2(il), H~(r), Hl(il), respectively. In particular we have 

~(Y(ilt) 0 Tt(V) - y(il» --'0 y(ilj V) weakly in Hl(il) (3.3) 

as t -+ 0, and 
\7y(il) . V(O) E Hl(il) . (3.4) 

Let us consider the weak form of the equations (3.1) and (3.2) written as the 
integral identity 

l y(il)LlifJdx = l z(r) :: dr VifJ E H2(il) n Ht(il) . (3.5) 

Let ifJ E 1)(IRN), then from (3.2) it follows that 

f y( ilt )ifJdrt = f z( ilt )ifJdrt Jr, Jr, 
Taking the derivative with respect to t at t = 0 of both sides of this identity, we 
obtain 

l y'(ilj V)lrifJdr + l [! (y(il)ifJ) + KY(il)ifJ] (V(O), n)IR.Ndr = 

l (z(r)ifJ)'(rj V)dr + l KZ(r)ifJ(V(O), nhRNdr . 

For a given element ifJ E 1)(IRN) we have 

ifJ'(rj V) = :: (V(O), nhRN 

If it is assumed that ~ = 0 on r, then 
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l y'(Q; V)Ir4>dr + l (:n y(Q) + Ky(Q)) 4>(V(O), n)RNdr = 

l Z'(r; V)4>dr + l KZ(r)4>(V(O), n)RNdr . 

From (3.2) it follows that 

Y'(Q;V)lr=-:ny(Q)(V(O),n)RN+Z'(r;v) onr. (3.6) 

On the other hand, since 4> E V(Q), then 4> E V(Qt). Thus for t > 0, t small 
enough, we obtain 

(3.7) 

Taking the derivative with respect to t at t = 0 of both sides of this identity we 
have 

[ "Vy'(Q; V)· "V4>dx = [ h'(Q; V)4>dx , 
Jn Jn t 

that is 
-Lly'(Q; V) = h'(Q; V) in V'(Q) . (3.8) 

Proposition 3.1 Let (h(Q), z(r)) E L2(Q) x H!(r) be given elements such 
that there exist the shape derivatives (h'(Q),z'(r)) in L2(Q) x H1/ 2(r). Then 
the solution y(Q) to the Dirichlet boundary value problem {9.1} and {9.2} has 
the shape derivative y'(Q; V) in HI(Q) determined as the unique solution to the 
Dirichlet boundary value problem {3.6} and {3.8}. 

3.2. The shape derivative for the Neumann boundary 
value problem 

Let D be a given domain in IRN. It is assumed that for any domain Q of class Ck 

in D there are given three elements h( Q), z( r)andy( Q) such that h( Q) E L2( Q) 
and z(r) E Hl(Q)/IR, 

In h(Q)dx + l z(r)dr = 0 . (3.9) 

In this section y( Q) denotes a solution to the Neumann boundary value problem 
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-..1y(Q) = h(Q) in L2(Q), 

8 
8ny(Q)=z(Q) inH!(r). 

Let us consider the following integral identity 

where ¢ E 1)(IRN) is a given element and y(Qt} E H1(Qt)/IR. 
Taking the derivative of (3.10) with respect to t at t = 0 we obtain 

In \7y'(Q;V).\7¢dx+ l \7y·\7¢(V(O),n)JRNdT= 

In h'(Q; V)¢dx + l h(Q)¢(V(O), n)JRNdT+ 

l [Z'(T; V)¢ + z(T) :~ + Kz(T)¢(V(O), n)JRN] dT . 

Assuming that ¢ is in 1)( Q) we get 

-..1y'(Q; Y) = h'(Q; V) in Q . (3.11) 

If the test function ¢ is such that ~ = 0 on T, then Green's formula yields 

£ :n y'(Q; V)¢dT -£ divr( (V(O), n)JRN \7 ry)¢dT = 

£ [h(n)(V(O), n)JRN + z'(T; V) + Kz(T)(V(O), n)JRN] ¢dT . 

If Vn = (V(O), n)JRN on T, then the following Neumann boundary conditions 
can be set out for y'(Q; V) 

:n [y'(Q; V)] =divr(vn \7ry(Q))+ (3.12) 

[h(Q) + Kz(T)] Vn + z'(T; V) on T . 

We shall show that the compatibility condition (3.9) is satisfied in an appropriate 
way for the problem (3.11) and (3.12). 

Proposition 3.2 For the terms on the right-hand side of formulae (9.11) and 
(9.12) the compatibility condition (9.9) holds, i. e. 

In h'(Q; V)dx -£ divr(vn \7 ry(Q))dT+ (3.13) 

l [y(Q) + Kz(T)] vndT + l z'(T; V)dT = 0, 
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hence there exi8U the unique 8olution y'(il; V) E Hl(il)/JR to the problem 
(9.11) and (9.12). 

Proof. From (3.9) it follows that in (3.10) 1 can be replaced with 1 + c , where c 
is any constant. Differentiation with respect to t does not change this property. 
Therefore 1 can be replaced with 1 + c in the integral identity obtained by 
differentiation of (3.13) with respect to t. This yields 

On the other hand we have 

as was to be shown. o 

Proposition 3.3 Let (h( n), z( T)) E L2( il) x H~ (r) be given element8 8uch 
that there exi8t the 8hape derivative8 (h'(il;V),z'(T;V)) in L2(il) x Hl/2(T). 
Then the 8olution y(il) to the Neumann boundary value problem has the shape 
derivative y'(il; V) in HI (il)/JR. This derivative is given as the unique solution 
to the Neumann boundary value problem (3.11) and (3.12). 

3.3. Necessary optimality conditions 

Let us consider the domain functional J(fl) defined for any domain fl of class 
Ck in D and depending on an element y(fl) E W 8,P(fl) 

J(il) = in F1(x,y(fl)(x), V'y(il)(x))dx+ 

t Fo(x, y(il)(x), V'y(il)(x))dT . 
(3.14) 

We assume that for any vector field V E C(O, c; Vk(D)), where s > 3/2, 1 ~ 
p < 00, there exists the shape derivative y'(il; V) in W8,P(il) of y(il) E 
W8,P(il). 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the elements Fo(x,y,q) and F1(x,y,q) are suf
ficiently smooth with respect to y = y(il)(x),q = V'y(il)(x), respectively. The 
Eulerian derivative of J(il) in the direction of a vector field V E C(O, c; Vk(D)) 
has the form 
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dJ(il; V) = 10 ~1 (x, y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))y'(il; V)(x)dx+ (3.15) 

10 VqFl(X,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))· V(y'(il; V))dx+ 

£ Fl(X,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))(V(O,x),n)ntNdr+ 

£ a~O (x, y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))z'(r; V)(x)dr+ 

£ VqFo(x,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x)). Vy'(il; V)dr+ 

£ (V qFo(x, y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x)), D2y(il) . n)JRN (V(O), nhRNdr+ 

£ K(x)Fo(x,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))(V(O,x),n(x))JRNdr, 

where z(r) = y(il)lr. Moreover for x E r we have 

Z'(r; V)(x) = y'(il; V) + :~ (il)(x)(V(O; x), n(x))JRN (3.16) 

Let us assume that the shape derivative y'(il; V) E W8,P(il) = W is determined 
as the unique solution to the following linear problem 

(3.17) 

where A E LeW; W') and L(V,·) E W' are given elements. 
Let p( il) E W' be the adjoint state defined as a weak solution to the following 
adjoint problem 

(1f,A*p)wxw' = in ~1 (x,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))1fdx+ (3.18) 

in V qF1(x,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))· V1fdx+ 

£ a~o (x, y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))1fdr+ 

£ VqFo(x,y(il)(x), Vy(il)(x))· V1fdr V1f E W . 

To obtain the Eulerian derivative dJ(il; V) of the domain functional J(il) we 
have to make use of the identity 

(y'(il; V), A*p) = (Ay'(il; V),p) = L(V,p) . 

Hence 
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dJ(nj V) = L(V,p) + l FI(x, y(n)(x))(V(O), nhRNdr+ (3.19) 

[ aFo ay ir ay (x,y(n)(x) an (V(O),n)JRNdr+ 

l ('fJ qFo(x, y(n)(x), D2 y . n)JRN (y(0), n)JRN dr + 

l K(x)Fo(x,y(n)(x)(V(O),n)JRNdr . 

In general, the mapping V ~ L(V,p) is linear and continuous on C(O, cj Vk(D)) 
and depends only on Vn = (V(O), n)JRN. As far as the second order elliptic 
boundary value problems are concerned, see Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 for details. Let 
us consider the following example of the shape functional (3.14): 

(3.20) 

where Zg is a given element in HI(n), i.e. we have 

1 
Fo(x,p,q) = '2(y(n) - Zg(x)? (3.21) 

and 

FI == O. 

Here y( .0) denotes the solution to the following Dirichlet boundary value prob
lem 

-L1y(n) = hen) in .0, 

yen) = 0 on r . 
(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Using the results of Sect. 3.1 one can show that the domain derivative y'(nj V) 
is given as the unique solution to the following problem 

-L1y'(n; V) = h'(n; V) in .0, 

'( ) ay y .0; V = - an (.0; V)(V(O), n)JRN on r . 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

In particular, ifthe element hen) is defined as the restriction ton of an element 
f E HI(D), then h'(n; V) = 0 and the adjoint problem is of the form 

Therefore we have 

-L1p(n) = yen) - Zg in .0, 

pen) = 0 on r . 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 
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dJ(!Jj V) = In (y(!J) - Zg)y'(!Jj V)dx (3.28) 

+ ~ l (y(!J) - Zg)2(V(O), n)RNdr 

and from (3.26) it follows that 

dJ(!Jj V) = -In Llp(!J)y'(!Jj V)dx (3.29) 

+ ~ ((y(!J) - Zg)2{V(O),n)IRNdr . 2Jr 
Using Green's formula we obtain 

In Llp(!J)y'(!Jj V)dx = In Vp(!J) . Vy'(!Jj V)dx (3.30) 

l :nP(!J)y'(!Jj V)dr . 

Making use of (3.25) it is possible to show that 

fop, {apoy Jr On y (!Jj V)dr = - Jr an an (V(O), n)IRNdr , (3.31) 

and 

In Vp· Vy'dx = -In Lly'pdx + l ~~ pdr = 0 . (3.32) 

Finally we get 

dJ(!Jj V) = l g(V(O), n)IRNdr, 

where 

1 
g(x) = -Vy(!J)(x)' Vp(!J)(x) + '2(y(!J)(x) - Zg(x»2 on r, (3.33) 

here y(!J) and p(!J) are given as the unique solutions to (2.183) and (2.185), 
respectively. 
The results of Sect. 2.13 enables us to show that the derivative with respect to 
tat t '" 0 of the mapping t -+ J(!Jt ) is of the form 

d 
dt J(!Jt) = dJ(!Jt, Vi) , 

with Vi(s) == Vet + s)j hence from (3.33) it follows that 

dd J(!Jt) = { (V(t), nt)IRNdrt , 
t Jr, (3.34) 
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where 

y(ilt) and p(ilt) denote solutions to (2.183) and (2.185), respectively. These 
solutions are associated with the domain ilt of class Ck • 

Let us consider the particular case of an autonomous vector field V (i.e. V is 
independent of t). From (3.34) it can be inferred that the second order derivative 
of J(ilt ) with respect to t is defined as follows 

:2 J(ilt)lt=O = ~(ir [-(B(e)· vV;, V'pe)n~N+ (3.35) 

where 

~(ye _ Zg 0 Te)2w(e)] (V 0 Te, n<)JRNdr) , 
2 le=O 

ye = y(il,) 0 Te , 
pe = p(il,) 0 Te , 
ne = ne 0 Te , 
B(e) = w(e)DTe-1 . *(DT£)-l , 

wee) = IIM(Te)' nllJRN , 

M(Te) = det(DTe) * DTe- 1 

It should be remarked that 

w'(O) = divrV, B'(O) = divrVI - 2f(V) , 

where feY) is the symmetrized part of DV 

feY) = ~(DV + * DV) . 

Furthermore we have 

ne 0 Te = IIM(Te)· nll;~M(Te)' n on r . 

Therefore 

ddne = (-divrVI + divVI - * DV)· n 
e le=O 

= (DV . n, n)JRNn - * DV . n . 

Lemma 3.4 We have 

ncr; V) = ~ nje=O = -(* DV . n)r , 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

where (* DV . n)r is the tangential component of the vector field * DV . n on r. 
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Finally we shall derive the form of the second order derivative of the domain 
functional J(nt ) with respect to the parameter t: 

:2 J(nt) = -l [\7Y' \7p + \7y. \7p + (B'(O) . \7p, \7Y)IRN 1 (V, n)IRNdr 

+ l [(y - Zg)(Y - \7Zg' V) + ~(y - zg)2divrV] (V,n)IRNdr (3.39) 

+ l [\7y.\7p+~(y-zg)2] ((DV.V,n)IRN -(V,(*DV·n)T)IRN)dr, 

where y = y(nj V) and p = p(nj V) denote the material derivatives of y(n) and 
p( n), respectively. 

In.order to the derive necessary optimality conditions for the minimization 
problems formulated in Sect. 2.6.1 with the domain functional (2.46), we have 
to determine the shape derivative of the perimeter PD( nt ). Assuming that n is 
a domain of class C k we have 

(3.40) 

and 

dd PD(nt) = [ Kt(V, nt)IRNdrt , 
t Jr, (3.41) 

where "'t is the mean curvature of the manifold r t . Let us recall that 

Kt = divrnt (3.42) 

that is 

(3.43) 

where Nt is any smooth C k - 1 extension of the normal field nt to a neighbour
hood of rt. The following identity will be used below. 

Lemma 3.5 For any extension N of the normal vector field n on r we have 

divNoT=Tr[D(NoT). *DT-1 ] . (3.44) 

In a similar way one can show that 

(3.45) 

Remark. Making use of (3.43) and (3.45), an explicit form of the material 
derivative i£(rj V) on r can be determined. 
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Necessary optimality conditions. We derive necessary optimality condi
tions for the shape optimization problem with the cost functional (2.46). Let us 
suppose that no is a smooth domain included in D, 

1 dx = lilol, 
no 

and 
J(ilo) + o:'PD(ilo) ~ J(il) + o:'PD(il) 

for all domains il in D, where 0: > 0 is given. 
Then for all vector fields V E Vk(D) with 

l (V, nhRNdr = 0 , 

the following necessary optimality conditions hold 

dJ(iloj V) + 0: lll:(V, n)IRNdr = 0 , 

(d£i22J(ilt )) +0: [ 11:[ (divrV)(V,n)IRN + (DV· V,n)IRN 
t It=o lr 

- (V, (* DV . n))IRN 1 dr + 0: lli:(rj V)(V, n)IRNdr ~ 0 . 

3.4. Parabolic equations 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

In this section the standard notation of (Lions et al. 1968) is used. Let il C IRN 
be a bounded domain with the sufficiently smooth boundary r = ail. 
Let H C HI (il) be a closed subspace such that 

Moreover the following notation is introduced 

I=(to,t l ) 

W(IjH) = {if> E L2(IjH) I ~~ E L2(IjH' )}, 

where H' denotes the dual space, to < tl are given. 
Furthermore the following Cartesian products are defined 

Q = il x I, E = r x I . 

Using these products the space H2,I( Q) is introduced 

(3.51 ) 
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H2,l(Q) = {I/> E L2(Q) 181/>, 81/>,~ E L2(Q) 
at 8xj 8xj8xj (3.52) 
i,j = 1, ... ,N} . 

3.4.1. Neumann boundary conditions 

Under the assumption that H = Hl( il) the following parabolic initial-boundary 
value problem is formulated 

z -,,1Y = f in Q, (3.53) 

8y = ° E 8n on, (3.54) 

y( to, x) = z( x ) in il, (3.55) 

where f E L2(Q) and z E L2(Q) are given elements. 
The weak form of (3.53)-(3.55) is as follows 

y(t) E Hl(il) : in (Z (t)1/> + ~y(t). ~I/> )dx = in f(t)l/>dx (3.56) 

for a.e. tEl = (to,tl) and for all I/> E Hl(il), 

y( to) = Yo in il . 

It can be shown, see e.g. (Lions et al. 1968), that any weak solution y E W(I; H) 
to (3.56) has the property 

(3.57) 

Let us suppose that f E L2(JRN+l) and Z E HI (JRN); under this assumption 
parabolic problems, defined in the cylinders Qs = ils x I with ils = Ts(V)(il), 
are formulated, here V(.,.) E C(O,e;C1(JRN;JRN)) is given and s E [O,e) is 
a parameter. For a given parameter s the parabolic problem has the following 
form: 

Find an element Ys E W(I; HI (ils )) such that 

Ys(t) E Hl(ils) : in (8~s (t)1/> + ~Ys(t). ~I/> )dx = in fs(t)l/>dx (3.58) 

for a.e. tEl = (to, tt) and for alII/> E Hl(ils ), 

Ys(to) = Zs in il, 
where 
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Zs = zln" fs = fin, . (3.59) 

In order to determine the form of the material derivative y = y(ilj V) of the 
solution to (3.53)-(3.55) in the direction of a vector field V(·, .), it should be 
remarked that for the element Ys E W(I; HI (ils )) the following integral identity 
holds 

1tll 84> {-Ys(t,x) at (t,x) + VYs(t,x)' V4>(t,x)}dxdt = 
to n, 

(3.60) 

tl [ is(t, x)4>(t, x)dxdt + 1 Zs(x)4>(to,x)dx 'V4> E H 2 ,1(Qs) ito in, n, 
with 4>(tI, .) = O. 
Let us assume that the integral identity (3.60) is transformed to the fixed cylin
der Q = il x I using the change of variables x = Ts(V)(X); this yields the 
element yS =: Ys 0 Ts E W(Ij Hl(il)). It can be shown that the following integral 
identity is satisfied: 

1ft 1 84> {-/,(s)(x)yS(x, t)-8 (x, t)+ 
to n t 

(3.61 ) 

(A( s)( x) . VyS( x, t), V4>(x, t))JRN }dxdt = 

tl ( r(x,t)4>(t,x)dxdt + 1 zS(x)4>(to,x)dx ho in n 
for all 4> E H I,2( Q) with 4>( i l , x) = 0 in il, 

where 

Lemma 3.6 The strong material derivative y = yea; V) in Wei; H1(a)) of the 
solution to (9.59)-(9.55) is given as the unique solution to the following system 

~; -.1.y = -/,'(0): + div(A'(O) . Vy) + div(fV) in Q, (3.62) 

: + (A'(O) . Vy, n)JRN = 0 on E, (3.63) 

y(to) = div(zV) in il . (3.64) 

Proof. Let s E [0,8) be given. From (3.61) it follows that the element Ys E 
W( Ij HI (il)) satisfies the following system of equations 

8ys 
/,(s) at - div(A(s) . VyS) = r in Q, 

(A(s). VyS,n)JRN = 0 on E, 

yS(to) = z· in il . 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 
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Multiplying (3.65) by y8 and integrating over Q x (0, t) we obtain 

for all t E (to, tl]' From this identity it can be inferred that 

Il y8(t, ·)II£2(n) + IIy"II£2(I;Hl(n» ~ 

C{IIrllL2(I;(Hl(n»') + IIz"II£2(n)} . 

This inequality is due to the fact that for s > 0, s small enough, we have 

,(s) = 1 + s,'(O) + o(s) in LOO(Q) . 

From (3.65), (3,69) and (3.70) it follows that 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

II : II ~ C{IIrll£2(I;(Hl(n)') + IIz"II£2(n)} . (3.71) 
£2(I;(Hl(n)') 

Therefore 

IIy"IIw(I;Hl(n» + IIy"(t)II£2(n) ~ 
C{lIrll£2(I;(Hl(n)') + IIz"II£2(!1))} 

Let us consider the following system of equations 

(3.72) 

,(s) !(yS - y) - div(A(s)· V'(y" - y» = (3.73) 

r - f + (1 -,(s»: + div(A(s) - I)· V'y) in Q, 

(3.74) 

By the same reasoning as above it follows that 

lIy8 - yIlW(I;Hl(n» ~ {lir - fll£2(I;(Hl(!1»') + 111 -,(S)IILOO(n) (3.75) 

+ IIA(s) -IIILOO(!1:IRN2) + liz" - ZIl£2(n)} . 

Let w" stands for 
.. 1(.. ) . w == - y - y - y, 

s 
(3.76) 

then the element w" E W(Ij HI(Q» is a weak solution to the following linear 
parabolic problem 
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fa 8;s </>dx + fa \1ws . \1</>dx = Ls(</» (3.77) 

for a.e. tEl = (to,tt) and for all </> E Hl(il), 

wS(to) = ~(zs - z) - div(zV) in il, (3.78) 
8 

where 

[ 1 8ys ,8y 1 
Ls( </» = 1 fl {-;(1 - "1(8 ))at</> + "I at 1> + -; ((A(8) - I)\1yS, \1 1>hRN (3.79) 

- (A' . \1y, \11>htN + ~(fs - f)1> - div(fV)1>}dx . 
8 

From (3.79) and (3.75) it follows that 

I Ls (1)) I~C{II~(1- "1(8)) - 'Y'(O)IILOO(fl)+ (3.80) 
8 

as 8 --t O. 
Furthermore 

hence 

1I~(A(8) - I) - A'IILoo(fl;JRN2)+ 

1I~(fS - f) - div(fV)lIp(I;(H!(fJ)I)+ 

lI yS - yllw(I;H!(fl»}II1>llp(I;H!(fl» --t 0 

as 8 --t 0, which concludes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 

(3.81) 

o 
Let us consider the shape derivative y' = y'(ilj V) of the solution to the 

system (3.53)-(3.55). 
It should be emphasized that the shape derivative exists 

y' = if - \1y. V E W(I; Hl(il)) (3.83) 

provided that \1y belongs to W(Ij Hl( ilj IR N)). To satisfy this requirement some 
regularity assumptions are to be imposed upon the solution to (3.53)-(3.55). In 
order to determine the form of y', we make use of the following integral identity 

if! 1 81> {-ys at + \1ys . \11> }dxdt = 
to fl, 

(3.84) 

it! [ f1>dxdt + [ z(x)1>(to,x)dx . 
to lfl, lfl, 
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Differentiation with respect to s at s = 0 yields 

l t11 81> {-y' at + V' y' . V' 1> }dxdt+ 
to fl 

(3.85) 

l t11 81> {-y at + V'y. V'1>}(V,n)JRNdrdt = 
to r 

t1 f f1>(V, n}JRNdrdt + f z{x)1>(to,x)(V{x), n{x))JRNdr 
ho ~ ~ 

for all 1> E H2,1{Q) with 1>{tb ·) = 0 in fl . 

Considering the boundary integrals we have to note first that the Neumann 
bound~ condition * = 0 on E implies V'y = V'rY on E, hence 

l V'y. V'1>(V,n)JRNdr = (3.86) 

l V'y. V'r1>(V, n)JRNdr = 

l divr((V,n)JRNV'rydr + l K1>y(V,n)JRNdr 

The first equality results from the assumption ~~ = 0, and the second one is 
obtained by integration by parts. 
Thus we have the following result 

Lemma 3.7 The shape derivative of the solution to the system (3.53)-(3.55) is 
determined as the solution to the following parabolic problem 

8y' A' - 0 . Q 7it - ~y - m, (3.87) 

8y' 8y . 
8n = {- at - Ky + J)(V, n)JRN + dlvr( (V, n)JRN) on E, (3.88) 

y'{to) = 0 in fl . (3.89) 

Proof. Integration by parts of (3.85) with 1> E V( Q) yields (3.87). The initial 
condition (3.89) follows from (3.55) because of (3.83). Finally the boundary 
condition (3.88) is obtained by integrations by parts of (3.85), in view of (3.87) 
and (3.86). 0 

3.4.2. Dirichlet boundary conditions 

Let U E H2,1{JRN+1), U = U{t,x), be given; we shall use the following notation 
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u = UI17 (3.90) 

and suppose that ~~ = 0 on E. 
Let us consider the following parabolic problem 

8w at - Llw = f in Q, (3.91) 

w = u on E, 

w(to, x) = z(x) in il, 

where f E L2(JRN+I) and z E Hl(JRN) are given elements. 

(3.92) 

(3.93) 

Lemma 3.8 The strong material derivative w E W(I;Hl(il)) of the solution 
w E H2,1(Q) to (9.91}-(9.99) is determined as the unique solution to the fol
lowing parabolic problem 

~ - Llw = -')'(0) ~ + div(A' (0) . \1w) + div(fV) in Q, (3.94) 

w = \1 ru . Vr on E, 

w(to,x) = div(z(x)V(O, x))) in il, 

here Vr stands for the tangential component of V on r, 
Vr = V - (V, n)rn.Nn on r . 

(3.95) 

(3.96) 

(3.97) 

Proof. Let ils = Ts(V)(il), and let Ws be a solution to the parabolic equation 
(3.91)-(3.93) defined in the cylinder Qs for a given s E [0,8); if it is assumed 
that 

~s == Ws - UIQ, 
then es E W(I; HJ(ns». Furthermore 

(3.98) 

t1 [ {-(es + U): +\1(es+U).\1¢>}dxdt (3.99) lto ln, 
= t1 [ f¢>dxdt + [ z(xh(s)¢>(to,x)dx 

lto ln, ln, 
for all ¢> E H2 ,1(Q) with ¢>I17 = 0 and ¢>(tl'X) = 0 in ils 

Applying the change of variables x = Ts(V)(X) to the integral identity (3.99) 
we have the following integral identity, e = ~s 0 Ts E W(I; HJ(ils)), 

t1 [{-(C+US)~')'(s)+(A(s).\1(C+US),\1¢»rn.N}dxdt (3.100) 
lto ln 
=lt1 [r¢>dxdt+ [zS(xh(s)¢>(to,x)dx 

to ln ln 
for all ¢> E H 2 ,1(Q) with ¢>(tl'X) = 0 in il, 
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where Us = U 0 Ts . 
By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 it follows that for the strong 
material derivative t E W(I; HJ(il» the following integral identity holds 

l tl { {-(t + iT/a</J + (V(t + iT), V </J) IRN }dxdt+ 
to in t 

l tll a</J {_')"(O)W at + (A'· Vw, V</J)IRN }dxdt = 
to n 

l tl { div(fV)<jJdxdt + ( div( z V)</J( x, 0 )dx 
~ in in 

for all </J E H 2 ,1 (Q) with </J(tl, x) = 0 in il, 

where iT = VU· V in Q. Moreover 

We have 

(3.101) 

(3.102) 

(3.103) 

Hence from the existence of the strong material derivative iT E W(I; HI (il), it 
can be inferred that the strong material derivative tV = t + iT E W(I; HI(il» 
exists. Furthermore, from (3.101) it follows that (3.94) and (3.96) are met. Fi
nally using (3.102), (3.95) is obtained. 
The shape derivative w' E W(I; HI(il» of the solution w E H2,1(Q) to (3.91)
(3.93) exists and is of the form 

w' = tV - Vw· V (3.104) 

provided that Vw E W(I; Hl(il; IRN ». Therefore to derive the form of w' we 
shall use the integral identity (3.99). 
First let us note that (3.96) and (3.104) yields 

w' (to, x) = 0 in il (3.105) 

Furthermore by means of (3.95) we have 

I aw( ) w = - an V, n IRN on E . (3.106) 

Finally let </J E D(IRN +1), then spt</J c Qs for s > 0, s small enough. 
Differentiation of (3.99) with respect to s at s = 0 results in the following 
integral identity 
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aw' 
- - Llw' = 0 in Q . at 

Therefore we have the following result. 
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(3.107) 

(3.108) 

Lemma 3.9 The shape derivative w' E W(Ii HI(il)) for the solution to (3.91)
(3.93) is given as the unique solution to (3.105),(3.106) and (3.108). 

o 

3.5. Shape sensitivity in elasticity 

This section is concerned with the elliptic boundary value problems in elasticity. 
The standard notation is used (e.g. (Washizu 1982)): 

</J,i = a<PjaXi, i = 1,2,3, 

V</J=COl(</J,I,</J,2,</J,3) . 

It is assumed that </J E HI (il). If r = ail is a smooth manifold, then 

8¢> 
V </J = V r¢> + an n, 

where 
a</J 3 a</J -a = V</J· n = </J ini = Ei=ln i -a ' n ' Xi 

and 
v r</J is a tangent vector field on r. 

In these equations we have made use of the summation convention over repeated 
indices i,j, k, 1 = 1,2,3. For any vector function </J E HI (IR?, JR3) the following 
notation is used 

(D</J)ij = </Ji,j, (*D</J)ij = hi i,j = 1,2,3 . 

The linearized strain tensor to( </J) is of the form 
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Let us consider the fourth order tensor function C(·) = {Cijkl(·)}, i,j,k,l = 
1,2,3, such that the following symmetry conditions are satisfied 

Cijkl(X) = Cjikl(X) = Cklij(X) x E JR3, i,j,k,l = 1,2,3. (3.109) 

Furthermore CijklO E L~c(JR N), i, j, k, 1 = 1,2,3, and there exists 0'0 > 0 such 
that 

(3.110) 

for all x E JR3 and for all second order symmetric tensors ~. The stress tensor 
a = a( cp) is defined by 

a = C: f(cp), 
l.e. (Tij = Cijklfkl = CijklCPi,j i,j, k, 1 = 1,2,3. 

The normal component an of the stress tensor on the boundary r, 
an = n . a . n = aijninj 

and the tangential component a r, 

are well defined, e.g. for cP E H2(JR3 j JR3). Let us assume that 

a(z, cp) = In f(Z):C: f(cp)dx Vz, cP E Hl(ilj JR3), 

(F, cp) = f f· t/Jdx + f p. t/Jdr, 1n 1r2 

(3.111) 

(3.112) 

(3.113) 

(3.114) 

(3.115) 

here il C JR3 is a given domain with the smooth boundary r = To U r 1 U r 2 , 

ri n rj = 0, i ::J j, measro > OJ f E L2(ilj JR3) and P E Hl(r2j IR?) are given 
elements. 

Under these assumptions there exists a weak solution to the variational 
equation 

u E H: a(u,t/J) = (F,cp) Vt/J E H, (3.116) 

where 

H={CPEH1(iljJR3 )lcp=0 onTo, CPn=CP·n=O onr2}. (3.117) 

It can be shown (Fichera 1972) that for the weak solution u, the following system 
of equations is satisfied 

-diva = f in il, 

u = 0 on ro , 
(J'. n = P on r 1 , 

u· n = 0 on r 2 , 

aT = 0 on r 2 , 

(3.118) 

(3.119) 

(3.120) 

(3.121) 

(3.122) 
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in the weak sense. 
It has been known (Fichera 1972) that for measro > 0 the bilinear form a(·,·) 
is coercive, i.e. there exists a constant Q > 0 such that 

(3.123) 

This implies the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution to (3.118)
(3.122) defined by (3.116). The equivalent form of (3.118)-(3.122) expressed 
in terms of the displacement U is for i=1,2,3, as follows 

-(Cijkl(X)Uk,I(X)),j = Ji(X) in il, 
Ui = 0 on ro , 
Cijkl(X)Uk,l(x)ni(x)nj(x) = Pi(X) on r l , 
ui(x)ni(x) = 0 on r2 , 

Cijkl(x)uk,lnj(x) = O"n(x)ni(x) on r 2 • 

(3.124) 

(3.125) 

(3.126) 

(3.127) 

(3.128) 

Frictionless contact problems and contact problems with given friction for linear 
elastic solids are formulated in Sects. 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. The contact 
problems take the form of variational inequalities. 

Let us examine the linear model (3.124)-(3.128). The principal aim of our 
consideration is the shape sensitivity analysis of the system (3.124)-(3.128), 
therefore it is assumed that data are smooth enough, e.g. 

P(.),J(.) E C l (IR3; IR3), 

CijklO E C l (IR3) i,j,k,l = 1,2,3 

(3.129) 

(3.130) 

The system (3.124)-(3.128) is to be defined in the domain Dt E IR3 , with the 
-t -t -t 

boundary rt = rOur l ur2 for t E [0,8). For this purpose the following notation 
is introduced 

at(z,</J)= r Dz:C:D</Jdx Vz,</JEHt, (3.131) ln, 
Ht = {</J E Hl(ilt; IR3)1</J = 0 on r~, </J. nt = 0 on ri}, (3.132) 

(Ft, </Jh = 1 J. </Jdx + /, p. </Jdr V</J E Ht . (3.133) 
n, r: 

The following variational equation holds 

Ut E Ht : at(ut,</J) = (Ft,</J)t V</J E Ht (3.134) 

for a weak solution to (3.124)-(3.128). 
For the transported solution 

(3.135) 
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the following equation is satisfied 

where 

at(z, ~) = at(z 0 Tt- I , ~ 0 Tt- I ) 

= in 'j'(t)et(z): Ct: et ( ~)dx Vz, ~ E H, 

(Ft,~) = (Ft, ~ 0 Tt-I}t 

= [ t· ~dx + [ pt. ~dr V~ E H . In In 
In thes~ equations the following notation has been used 

et(~) = ~{D~' DTt- 1 + *(DTt}-1 . * D~}, 
t = 'j'(t)f 0 Tt, pt = w(t)P 0 Tt . 

(3.136) 

(3.137) 

(3.138) 

(3.139) 

It can be shown that the derivatives a' (', .), (F' , .) of the bilinear form at (-, .) 
and the linear form (Ft ,.) with respect to t at t = 0 are given, respectively by 

where 

a'(z, ~) = in {e'(z): O'(~) + e'( ~): O'(z) + f(Z): C': f( ~ )}dx (3.140) 

Vz,~EH, 

(F',~) = !n{divVf.</>+</>.Dj.V}dx+ (3.141) 

[ {divrVP'</>+</>jVrPj,Vr}dr V</>EHI(il;1R?), 
Jrl 

e'(~) = -~{D~' DV + * DV· * D</>}, 

c' = {c~ikl}' c~ikl = divVCiikl + VCiikl' V . 

(3.142) 

(3.143) 

Theorem 3.10 The following variational equation 

it E HI(il; JR3): a(it,~) = (F', </» - a'(u,~) V</> E H (3.144) 
with it = 0 on To, it· n = n . DV . U r on n (3.145) 

holds for the strong material derivative it E HI (il; JR 3) of the solution u( il) to 
(9.124)-(9.128) in the direction of a vector field V(·, .). 
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Proof. From our assumptions it follows that the mappings 

[0,8) 3 t -t f 0 Tt E L2(il; ffi3), 

[0,6) 3 t -t Po Tt E L2(Tl; ffi3) 

are strongly differentiable. 
Moreover 

(Df· V)i = \1fi' V, 
(DrP, Vr)i = \1 rPi . Vr , Vr = V - n(V, n)JR3 . 

(3.146) 

(3.147) 

Therefore we can differentiate the integral identity (3.136) with respect to t at 
t = o. This yields the integral identity (3.145). Since u t = 0 on To, then u = 0 
on To. On the other hand, Ut . nt = 0 on Ti, thus 

u t . nt = 0 on T2 , 

where 

Hence 
d (t t) dt u . n It=o = 0 on T2 , (3.148) 

or equivalently 
u . n - u . * DV . n = 0 on T2 (3.149) 

Taking into account (3.127), one can show that (3.144) holds. 0 
Finally the form of the shape derivative u' = u'(ilj V) of the solution u(il) to 

(3.124)-(3.128) is derived. It is assumed that the following regularity assumption 
is satisfied 

Du . V E Hl(ilj JR3) . (3.150) 

Therefore the shape derivative exists, is defined by 

(3.151) 

and satisfies the following variational equation 

a( u' , if» = (F', if» - a' ( u, if» - a( Du . V, if» . (3.152) 

Let us suppose that V = 0 on To nl\,I\ nT2,To nT2 , (V,n)JR3 = 0 on T, 
then il = ilt . Thus u' = 0 and 

(I' , if» - a' (u, if» - a( Du . V, if» = 0 . (3.153) 

Let us recall, that for Ut E Hl(ilt; JR.3) the following integral identity holds 

[ (7t: f (if»dx = [ f· if>dx + [ p. if>dT. 
ln ln, lr: (3.154) 
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Differentiation of (3.154) with respect to t at t = 0 yields 

[ u': e(cP)dx + [ vnu: e(cP)dr = [ vnf· cPdr + [ vn",p· cPdr (3.155) 
in ir ir irl 

for all cP E H2(ili JR3). 
Let us assume that acP / an = 0 on r, and let cPT = cP - cP . n, then 

Hence 

lVnu:e(cP)dr = l vnu:DcPdr = l vnu:DrcPdr = 

l {-divr(vnu)cP + vn",n· U· cP}dr = 

l {-cPndivr(vnu)n - cPTdivr{vnu) + vn",n· U· cP}dr . 

1 u': e( cP )dx = -1 divu' . cP + In. u' . cPdr = 

l {-cP' divr(vnu) + vn",n' U· cP + vnf· cP + Vn"'· p. cP}dr = 

(3.156) 

(3.157) 

In this equation the use has been made of the conditions: cP = 0 on ro and 
cP . n = 0 on r 2• Hence cP = cPT on r 2 , u . n = P on r l and u . n = unn on r 2 

because of U T = 0 on r2 • Thus using (2.125) we have 

(3.158) 

o 

Theorem 3.11 If for the vector field V{.,') the following conditions are satisfied 

(3.159) 

then the shape derivative u' = u'(ili V) E HI(il; JR3) of the solution u(il) 
to (9.124)-(9.128) satisfies the following system of equations (representing a 
boundary value problem) 

divu' = 0 in il, 

u' = -Vn ~: on r o , Vn = (V(O), n)nv, 

u'· n = vnf + vn"'P - divr{vnuT) on r 1 , 

u' . n = U T • * DV . n on r 2 , 

UT = vnfT on r 2 • 

(3.160) 

(3.161) 

(3.162) 

(3.163) 

(3.164) 
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Proof. The equation (3.160) follows from (3.157) for the test functions t/> E 
V(.o; IR3 ). We derive the boundary conditions (3.161)-(3.164). We have 

, . au au 
u = u - Du· V = -vn - - Vr · Dru = -vn - on ro an an (3.165) 

Hence (3.161) is obtained. The condition (3.162) follows from (3.157). In order 
to derive the condition (3.163), the following equation 

Ut • nt = 0 on ri = Tt (r2 ) 

is to be used; from (3.166) it follows that 

u' . n = -u . n' on r2 . 

On the other hand 

n' = it - "'i1 rn . Vr = - * DV . n . 

Since Vr = 0, then 
u' . n = u . * DV . n . 

(3.166) 

(3.167) 

(3.168) 

(3.169) 

Taking into account that (3.166) holds on r2 we get (3.163). Finally (3.164) 
follows from (3.157), which concludes the proof. 0 

3.6. Shape sensitivity analysis of the smallest eigenvalue 

Let us consider the following eigenvalue problem: 

Find (,x, z) E IR+ X H such that 

a(z,t/» = >..p In h(x)z(x)t/>(x)dx "It/> E H(.o) (3.170) 

In this formulation we use the notation of the previous section; it is assumed 
that p > ° is a given number, and h(.) E C(IR2) is a given function such that 
0< hmin ~ h(x) ~ hmax for all x E IR3. 

Let >"(.0) be the smallest eigenvalue and M(.o) c H(.o) the set of eigen
functions corresponding to >..( .0). It is assumed that for the elements of the set 
M( .0) the following identity holds 

p In h(x)t/>(x)t/>(x)dx = 1 "It/> E M(.o) . (3.171) 

It is well known that the smallest eigenvalue can be determined as follows 
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A(a) =min{a(cP, cP)/(p l hlcPl2dx)lcP E H, cP "1= O} (3.172) 

=min{a(cP, cP)lp fil hlcPI2dx = 1, cP E H} . 

Since a(cP,cP) G o:lIcPIIH1(il;IR3) for all cP E H, then from (3.172) it follows that 

A( a) > 0. Let the family {ad c IR3 , t E [0, b), be given and let At be defined 
as follows 

(3.173) 

We shall derive the form of the directional derivative 

~ = dA(aj V) = lim(A(at} - A(a))/t . 
t!O 

(3.174) 

Since the bilinear form at(.,.) is coercive and continuous uniformly with re
spect to t E [0, b) we can assume that there exists a constant e such that 

IlcPtIIHl(il,;1R3) ~ e for all t E [0, b). 

Lemma 3.7 We have 

~ = inf{a'(cP, cP) - p l div(hV)lcPI2dxlcP E M(a)} (3.175) 

Proof· 
Since 

(3.176) 

then the transformation of the integrals defined on at to the fixed domain a 
yields 

where 

Let us assume that 

then 

At = inf{F(t, cP)llIcPIIH1(il;IR3) ~ e}, 

F(t, cP) = at(cP, cP)/(p l,(t)ht'cP,2dx) . 

Mt = {cP E HIAt = F(t,cP)}, 

cP E Mt if and only if cP 0 Tt- 1 E M(at ) t E [0, b), 

and by (3.177) it follows that 

IIcPIIH1(il;IR3) ~ e for all cP E M t and for all t E [0, b) . 

(3.177) 

(3.178) 

(3.179) 

(3.180) 
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Let {tdk:l be a given sequence such that tk --+ 0 as k --+ 00. For any sequence 
{zd C Mtk c H, there exists a subsequence also denoted by {Zk} such that 

Zk --->. z* weakly in Hl(Qj JR3), where z* E Mo = M(Q) . (3.181) 

F(., I/J) is right-differentiable at t=O for any fixed element I/J E HI (Qj JR 3 ), 

8;'(0,1/J) =lim(F(s,l/J) -F(O,I/J))js 
u~ sio 

= a'(I/J,I/J) - PA In div(hV)11/J1 2dx . 

The right-derivative of At at t = 0 is determined in two steps. 
Step 1 : 

thus 

Step 2 : 

At - AO =F(t, I/Jt) - F(O, I/J) 

~F(t,I/J)-F(O,I/J) VI/JEM(Q), 

lim SUp(At - AO)jt ~ lim(F(t, I/J) - F(O, I/J))jt 
tiO tiO 

8F 
=8t(0,1/J) VI/J E M(Q) . 

At - AO = F(t, I/Jd - F(O, I/J) ~ F(t, I/Jt) - F(O, I/Jd 

VI/Jt E M t and VI/J E M(Q) 

There exists s, 0 ~ s ~ t, 

F(t,l/Jt)-F(O,l/Jt) _ 8F( ).,) 
t - at s, '/'t • 

(3.182) 

(3.183) 

(3.184) 

(3.185) 

(3.186) 

For t t 0 we have that s t 0 and there exists an element I/J* E M(Q) such that 

(3.187) 

Hence 
lim inf 8!lF (s, I/Jd 2: 8; (0, I/J*) 

tiO ut - ut 
(3.188) 

and 

liminf(At - Ao)jt ~ 8;' (0, I/J*) . 
tiO u~ 

(3.189) 

Finally from Step 1, 

8F( ).,*)<1' . f(At-AO) <1' (>.t->.O) 
!l.J. O,,/, - Imm - Imsup 
u~ - t-O t - t-O t 

<8F( ) =8t 0, I/J I/J* E M(Q) and VI/J E M(Q) (3.190) 
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Therefore 

~ = lim(At - Ao)/t = inf{aaF (0, ¢»I¢> E M(il)} 
t-O t 

which concludes the proof of Lemma 3.12. 
Let us observe that from (3.191) it follows that 

. {aF } A = dA(il; V) = min m(O, ¢»I¢> E coM(il) 

(see Sect. 2.12 in Chap. 2 for details), where 

H :::> coM(il) = weak closure of co(M(il» 

In (3.193) the following notation is used 

co(M(il» = {¢> E HI¢> = (Xi¢>i, (Xi ~ 0, Ei(Xi = 1, ¢>i E M(il)} 

(3.191) 

o 

(3.192) 

(3.193) 

(3.194) 

Since the set M(il) is bounded, then the weak closure of co(M(il» can be 
determined in the following way 

¢> E coM(il) if and only if 3{¢>k} c co(M(il» such that 

¢>k ->. ¢> weakly in Hl(il; JR3) as k -+ 00 

It may be useful to characterize the sub differential of A as 

-'\(il) = max{a(¢>, ¢»I¢> E H with p l hl¢>1 2dx = I} (3.195) 

The form of this sub differential can be used to derive the necessary optimality 
conditions for related shape optimization problems. 

From (3.183),(3.192), and Propositions 2.36 and 2.38 in Sect. 2.14 it follows 
that 

(3.196) 

where for any ¢> E H the distribution G(¢» E 'D'(JRN) which is supported on r, 
sptG(¢» C r = ail, is defined by the identity 

(G(¢», V(O»)VI(RN)xV(RN) = a'(¢>,¢»-

p'\ in div(hV(0»1¢>1 2dx V¢> E H . 
(3.197) 

From (3.196) using the classical result of non-smooth analysis, see e.g. (Ekeland 
et al. 1976) we obtain: 

Lemma 3.13 The subdifferential of '\(il) has the form 

a(A)(il) = {-G(¢» E 'D'(JRN)I¢> E coM(il)} (3.198) 
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For </> sufficiently smooth the form of the distribution G( </» can be identified 
as follows. 

Let us suppose that V = 0 on to n n, t1 n t2 and to n t 2, furthermore let 
us assume that Vr = 0 on ail. We have 

(3.199) 

where the bilinear form at(.,.) is defined by (3.114). 
Let </> be a sufficiently smooth function defined in IR3 , </> = 0 on rJ, </>. nt = 0 

on rio Then 

(3.200) 

For the first term on the right-hand side of this equation we have 

l Vnrr: fdr = l Vnrr: D</>dr = l vnn· rr· ~~ dr + l Vnrr: Dr</>dr = (3.201) 

Integration by parts on r yields 

= l vnn· rr· ~~ dr -l divr(vnrr)· </>dr + l VnKn· rr· </>dr = (3.202) 

Taking into account (2.125) and the boundary conditions: </> = 0 on ro, rr· n = 0 
on Tt, </>. n = 0, rrr = 0 on r2, we get 

(3.203) 

Therefore the following representation of G(</» E V'(JRN) can be obtained for 
</> sufficiently regular: 

Remark. If ail = ro, then </> = 0 on ro and 

(3.205) 
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3.7. Shape sensitivity analysis of the Kirchhoff plate 

In this section the linear model of thin, solid elastic plate is considered. The 
static response of the plate w = w( D)( x), xED C m?, can be determined 
using the Kirchhoff plate equation 

(bijkl(X)W,kl(X)),ij = f(x) in D (3.206) 

with the following boundary conditions given on r = aD = 1'0 U 1'1 U 1'2 

w=O, 
aw 
-=0 
an 

on ro , (3.207) 

w=O, Mn=O on r1 , (3.208) 

Mn =0, Q=O on r2 , (3.209) 

i.e. the plate is clamped, simply supported and free on the portions ro, r1 and 
r 2 of the boundary aD. Mn denotes the moment and Q is the effective shear 
force given by 

(3.210) 

(3.211) 

where 
Mij = bijklW,lk, Mnr = MklnlTk . 

For the tensor function B(.) = {bijkl(.)} E C 2(m?; IRI6 ), i,j, k, I = 1,2, the 
usual symmetry conditions hold 

bijk1(X) = bjikl(X) = bk1ij(X) xED, i,j, k, 1= 1,2 . (3.212) 

Let us assume that there exists a constant v > 0 such that 

(3.213) 

and for all the symmetric second order tensors~. For a weak solution wE H2(D) 
to (3.206)-(3.209) the following integral identity is satisfied 

wE H(D): a(w, ¢» = (I, ¢» \I¢> E H(D), (3.214) 

where 
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8¢> 
H(il) = {¢> E H2(il)l¢> = 0 on Fo un, 8n = 0 on Fo}, (3.215) 

a(z,¢» = in bijkl(X)Z,ij(X)¢>,kl(X)dx 'v'¢>,z E H2(il), (3.216) 

(f,¢» = In f(x)¢>(x)dx 'v'¢> E H(il) . (3.217) 

The following Green's formula holds for all z E H4(il) and ¢> E H2(il) : 

a(z,¢» = !n(bijk,(X)Z"k(X)),ii¢>(x)dx+ l{Q¢>+Mn:~}dr. (3.218) 

Using the formula (3.218) it is possible to define the weak form of the equation 
(3.206), along with the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions prescribed on 
To, Tt and r2 , respectively. However for the sake of simplicity we restrict our 
considerations to the system (3.206)-(3.209) with the homogeneous boundary 
conditions. 

Let w E H(ilt ) denote a solution to the system (3.206)-(3.209) defined in 
the domain ilt C IR?, ilt = Tt(V)( il), t E [0, <5), 

where 

Ht = {¢> E H2(ilt )l¢> = 0 on r~ u r: , 

at(z, ¢» = [ bijkl(X)Z,ii(X)¢>,kl(X)dx In, 
(f, ¢»t = [ f(x)¢>(x)dx 'v'¢> E Ht . ln, 

(3.219) 

8¢> = 0 r.t} on 0 , 
8nt 

(3.220) 

(3.221) 

(3.222) 

To proceed further with a discussion we have to derive the form of the material 
derivative 

(3.223) 

From (3.219) it follows that for wt = Wt 0 Tt E H2(il) the following variational 
equation is met 

where 

at(z,¢» = In e(z):Bt:e(¢»dx 'v'z,¢> E H2(il), 

e(z) = D(* DTt- 1 . \7z)· DTt- 1 , 

Bt = {b~ikl}' biikl = ,(t)(biikl 0 Tt ), 

P = ,(t)(f 0 Tt) . 

(3.224) 

(3.225) 

(3.226) 

(3.227) 

(3.228) 
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Lemma 3.14 For the 8trong material derivative w the following variational 
equation i8 8ati8jied 

where 

wE H(n): a(w, </J) = (I', </J) - a'(w, </J) V</J E H(il), 

!' = div(lV), 

a'(z,</J) = in {e(z):B:~(</J) + ~(z):B':~(</J)+ 

~(z):B:e(</J)}dx Vz,</J E H2(il), 

e(z) = -D(* DV· Vz) - D(Vz). DV, 

B' = {b~ikl}, b~jkl = div(bijk1V), 
~(</J) = D(V</J) = {</J,ij} 

Proof. Since the mapping 

[O,e:):;) t ~ f 0 Tt E (H(il))' 

(3.229) 

(3.230) 

(3.231) 

(3.232) 

(3.233) 

(3.234) 

is strongly differentiable (see Proposition 2.41), then we can prove this lemma 
using Theorem 4.30 of Chap. 4. 0 

Finally the form of the shape derivative w' is to be determined 

w' =w-Vw· V . (3.235) 

It is supposed that 
(3.236) 

therefore w' E H2(il). 
Differentiating (3.219) with respect to t at t=o and assuming that </J E 

H2(IR.2) is a given function, </J E H2(ilt) for t > 0, t small enough, we have 

! at( Wt, </J )It=o = in bijk1W:kl</J,ijdx + l VnbijklW,kl</J,ijdr, (3.237) 

! (I, </J)tl'=O = l vnf</Jdr, (3.238) 

here it is assumed that the trace 'Yr f E L2(r) is well defined. 
Integration by parts of the first integral on the right-hand side of (3.237), 

yields 
(3.239) 

Hence 
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It should be remarked that on r = 8il we have 

Therefore 

and integrating by parts on r we get 

where 

= lr {M~ :~ - divr(M' . n)1/> + KM~I/>}dr 

= lr {M~ :~ - divr(M~T)I/>}dr, 

M~T = M' . n - M~n 

(3.241) 

(3.242) 

(3.243) 

(3.244) 

Integration by parts on r accomplished for the second term on the right-hand 
side of (3.237) leads to 

(3.245) 

accompanied by the appropriate extension N of the nOTIllal vector field on r 
with 8N j8n = 0, and for I/> such that 82 ¢>/8n2 = 0 on r, yields 

(3.246) 

Integrating by parts on r we have 

= -lr {divr(vnMnT) :~ + divr(vnMT) . n :~ + divr(vnMT)· \7 rl/>}dr 

= -lr{:~(divr(vnMT)-divr(vnMnT) 

+ divr(vnMT)· n) + I/>divr(divr(vnMT)T)}dr . 

From (3.237) and (3.238) it follows that 
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In M:j,ji</>dx + i (M~ :~ - </>(n· divM' + divr(M~r))dr+ 

i {- :~ (divr(vnMnr) + divr(vnMr) . n) 

+ </>divr(divr(vnMr)r)}dr = i vn!</>dr 

(3.247) 

Hence the shape derivative w' is a solution to the following boundary value 
problem 

(bijkl(X)W'(X),kl),ij = 0 in il, (3.248) 
aw' a2w 

w' = 0, an = -Vn an2 on ro , (3.249) 

w' = -Vn ~:, M~ = divr(vnMnr ) + divr(vnMr)· n on Tt ,(3.250) 

M~ = divr(vnMnr + div(vnMr )· n on r 2 , 

Q' = -n· divM' - divr(M~r) 

= -div r( div r( vnMr )r ) + vn! on r 2 • (3.251) 

The boundary conditions for w' and aw' jan in (3.249) and (3.250) are derived 
from (3.235). 

3.8. Shape derivatives of boundary integrals: the 
non-smooth case 

Let us consider a non-smooth domain il C IRN , N = 2,3. First a non-smooth 
domain in the plane will be examined. Let il C IR2 be a given domain with 
the piecewise smooth boundary r, i.e. it is supposed that there exist ai E r, 
1 ~ i ~ m, m an integer, such that r = r \ {al, ... ,am} is of class C k , k f; l. 
Moreover it is assumed that r has corners located at points aj, i = 1, ... ,m; 
therefore the unit tangent vector T on r is not continuous at these points. The 
tangent and normal vectors at ai are defined as follows 

(3.252) 

where, e.g. nt (n;-) denotes the right (left) limit at aj E r of the outward unit 
normal vector field n on r. It should be remarked that the existence of limits r± 
at aj is equivalent to the existence of limits n± of the normal field n at aj. Here 
it is assumed that the unit tangent vector T on r corresponds to the natural 
orientation on r. 
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Let V E C(O, c; 1)k (1R? , 1R?)) be given and let Tt(V) be the associated trans
formation of 1R? We shall examine the domain flt = Tt(V)( fl) with the bound
ary r t = T(V)(r) and corners located at the points a! = Tt(V)(ad, 1 ~ i ~ m. 

Let f E H3 /2 (IR?) and let us consider the shape functional J (flt} = J r, f drt . 

Applying the change of variables x = Tt(V)(X) to the shape functional we 
obtain 

(see Sect. 2.17 of Chap. 2). 
Let rj = (ajai+t), i = 1, ... m - 1, be the part of r which joins the points 

aj,aj+l, in the positive direction of r. For i = m we set rm = (am, at). Finally 
by the application of Stokes' formula on rj we obtain (see Chap. 2, Sect. 2.34) 
for 1 ~ i ~ m, 

where 

fr. divr(fV(O))dr =f(ai+d(V(O, ai+l), r-(ai+l))JR2 

- f(a;)(V(O, ai+d, r+(ai))n~h 

lim rex), 
Z- 4 i+l 

"e r .=(· •. ·.+l ) 

lim r(x). 
Z- 4 i 

"er.=(· •. ·.+tl 

For r+(am) and r-(al) the same formulae on rm = (am, at) can be used. Here 
wet) = IIM(Tt ) . n11R2. Furthermore the mapping t -+ wet) is differentiable in 
Ck-1(JRN), and the derivative at t = 0 is of the form 

w'(O) = divV(O) - (DV(O) . n, n)R2 on r . 

Hence 

dJ(ilj V) = 1r CV7 f· YeO) + fdivrV(O))dr, 

where divV(O) is defined everywhere in JR2, thus almost everywhere on r. Using 
the identity 

divr(fV) = 'V r' V + fdivrV 

we obtain 

dJ(ilj V) = [ divr(fV(O))dr + [ of (V(O) . n)R2dr . lr lr an 
Therefore the following proposition can be formulated 

Proposition 3.15 Let U3 suppose that f E H 3 / 2 (JRN), then 
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m (3.253) 

L(V(O, ai), r-(ad - r+(ai))1R2 

i=1 

Finally let us consider an example of a non-smooth domain in IR. 3 . Let il C 
IR.3 be a given bounded domain, and let r = ail be piecewise C k • Furthermore 
it is assumed that ail = r 1 U r 2 U S, where S = r 1 n T2 is a one-dimensional 
manifold without boundary of class C k and r i , i = 1,2, are of class C k • For 
any point x E ri, Txri stands for the tangent space to Ti at x E r i, i = 1,2. 
Let r E Ck - 1(S) be a vector field, 

r(x) E Txr1 n TxT2 

for any x E Sj r is a unit tangent vector on S oriented along S according to 
the positive orientation. Let us assign to each xES a unit vector J.li(X) E TxTi 
such that 

(r(X),J.li(X))IRS = 0 . 

We assume that J.li(X) is outward pointing on rio From Stokes' formula it follows 
that 

[ div(fV)dr = [ fV· J.lid£ . 
In Js 

Thus 

[ div(fV)dr = f f(V, J.l1 + J.l2)IRSd£ Jar Js 
This result makes it possible to determine the form of the shape derivative of 
the surface integral on ail 

Proposition 3.16 Let us suppose that f E H 3/ 2 (IR.3 ), then 

(~ ian, fdrt)lt=o = ian(:~ + Kf)(V(O),n)IRSdr+ (3.254) 

Is f(V(O), J.l1 + J.l2)IRSd£ . 

If the boundary ail of the domain fl is piecewise C k , k ;;; 1, then the form of 
the shape derivatives of surface integrals on ail can be derived in the same way. 
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3.9. Shape sensitivity analysis of boundary value 
problems with singularities 

Let Q C IR? be a given domain with the sufficiently smooth boundary r = aQ. 
Let r = ro U Ft U {A} U {B}, with ro = ro U {A} U {B} and r 1 

Ft U {A} U {B} (see Fig.3.17). We shall make use of the following notation 

Hh(Q) = {<p E Hl(Q)I<p = 0 on ro} . 

It is well known, see e.g. (Temam 1985), that there exists Q' > 0 such that 

in IV <p1 2dx ~ Q'1I<P1I~f1(n) V<p E Hh(Q) 

provided that fro dl > o. 

A 

Fig.3.17. Domain n E 1R 2 

The following boundary value problem is considered 

-..1u = f in Q, 

u = 0 on ro , 
au 
- = 0 on r 1 , an 

where f E L2(IR?) is a given element. 

B 
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For a weak solution to this problem the following integral identity holds 

11, E Hfo(il): in VU· V</>dx = in f</>dx V</> E Hfo(il) . 

Lemma 3.18 The weak material derivative 

it = it(ilj V) E Hfo(il) 

of the solution 11, E Hfo (il) is given as the unique solution to the following 
integral equation 

it E Hfo(il) : 

in Vit· V</>dx = in div(fV)</>dx - in (A' . Vu, V</>hR.2dx 

V</> E Hfo(il) . 

Proof. Let 

Us E H}.(ils): 
o 

r Vus.V</>dx= r J4>dx V</>EH},(ils), jn, jn, 0 

where ils = Ts(il) and r~ = Ts(ro). Let US stand for 

u8 =us oTsE Hh(il) . 

Then 

11," E Hh(il): L (As' Vu s, V</»IR.2dx = L r</>dx 

where r = "I ( s)f 0 Ts , s E [O,b} 
The mapping 

[0,15):1 s -+ r E (Hfo(il))' 

V</> E Hh(il), 

is weakly differentiable at s = 0, its derivative is given by 

f' = div(fV) . 

(3.255) 

Therefore we can differentiate (3.255) with respect to s at s = 0, as was to be 
shown. D 

Remark. In order to ensure the existence of the strong material derivative 
it( ilj V) E Hh (il) the following assumption is necessary: 
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The mapping 
[0, S) 3 s --t f 0 T .. E (Hh (.(1))' 

is strongly differentiable. If f E Hr(1R?), r > 2, then the assumption is satisfied. 
Let us consider the shape derivative u' = u'(n; V) of the solution u E 

Hh(n) to the above elliptic equation. Since V'u· V E L2(n) for all admissible 
vector fields V thus 

u' = u - V'u . V E L2(n) . 

Let 4> be a given smooth function, then for US E Hh(n) we have 

In V'u"· V'4>dx = - In uS J14>dx + l u":~ dr . 

If it is assumed that 

whence 

a4> = 0 on n , an 

In V'u"· V' 4>dx = - In u" J14>dx 

because US = 0 on roo From the foregoing it can be inferred that 

J V'u· V'4>dx = - In uJ14>dx 

hence 

-In uJ14>dx = In div(fV)4>dx -In (A' . V'u, V'4>hR2dx 

It should be noted here that we use the same symbol for the scalar product in 
L2(n) and the duality pairing between (Hh(S~»)' and Hh(n). 

Therefore the following integral identity 

l u' J14>dx = L(u, V, 4» = -l V'u· V J14>dx 

-In div(fV)4>dx + In (A' . V'u, V'4>hR2dx 

holds for the shape derivative u' E L2( n). For any sufficiently smooth vector 
field V with 

V(A) = V(B) = 0, Vn = (V, n)1R2 = 0 on r 

we have that u' = O. Thus there exist: 

distributions IA(4)), IB(4)) E V- 1(r;1R?), 

go(4)) E V-1(ro), gl(4)) E V-1(r1) 
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such that 

Furthermore 

spt IA(</» = {A}, 

spt IB(</» = {B} . 

in u'.1.</>dx =(£A(</», V(A))JR2 + (£B(</», V(B))JR2+ 

(go( </», Vn)V-l (ro) xVl(ro) + (gl (</», Vn)V-l (rd xVl(rd 

for all </> E Hh (51) with .1.</> E L 2 (D), 

where we denote (£A(</», V(A))JR2 = (IA(</», V). Hit is assumed that </> E V(D), 
then 

in u' .1.</>dx = in.1.U' </>dx = 0 

Hence 
.1.u' = 0 in V'(D) . 

The boundary conditions for u' are non-smooth, because we have 

Thus 

u' = u - Vn :~ E H-1/ 2(r) on r . 

au 
u' = -vn - on ro , an 

u' = u on rl . 

In order to determine the form of distributions lA, IB, go, gl, the form of the 
singularity of u is to be obtained first, i.e. 

where u - Ul E H2(D), U2 is the singular term, see (Grisvard 1985) for the 
details. 

The form of distributions lA, IB can be determined making use of the term 
L( u, V, </» provided that the explicit form of the singular part U2 of the solution 
u is known. 

3.10. Hyperbolic initial boundary value problems 

Let fl C JRN be a given domain of class C k , k integer, k ~ 1; the following 
notation is used: I = (to, tI), tl > to, Q = I x D C JR N +1. For a given vector 
field V E C(O,e;Vk(JRN,JRN)), Ts(V) denotes the associated transformation. 
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In this section t denotes the time variable, t E I, while s is the transformation 
parameter, s E [0,6), 0 < 6 < c. 

Let ils = Ts(V)(il), s E [0,6), and let Qs = I X ils C JRN+1. 

For any s, 0 ~ s < 6, we have to consider a partial differential equation of 
the hyperbolic type, i.e. the wave equation defined in the cylinder Qs. 

Let f E £1(1; L2(JRN)) be given, and denote by D the wave operator: 

(3.256) 

Let y = Ys, s E [0,6), be a solution to the following mixed hyperbolic problem 

Dy = f in Qs , 
ay 

y(to) = at (to) = 0 in ils , 

y = 0 on Es , 

where Es = I x rs is the lateral boundary of Qs, and rs = ails. 

(3.257) 

(3.258) 

(3.259) 

We derive the standard a priori estimates for solutions to (3.257)-(3.259). 

Proposition 3.19 For any <I> in COO(Qs) such that <l>IE, = 0 we have 

1I<I>IIL<>O(I;HW1,» ~ II D <1>11£1(1;£2(51,» 

and 

Proof. Let us assume that the quadratic energy functional is defined by 

Since <I> = 0 on r s , then using Green's formula we get 

E'(t) = r D <1>: dx ~ II D <1>11£2(51,) II ~<I> II ln, t £2(51,) 

From E(to) = 0, it follows that for any t E 1 

E(t) ~ it II D <1>11£2(51,) II 8a<l> II dt 
to t £2(51,) 

~ itl II D <1>11£2(51.) II: II dt 
to £2(51,» 

~ II D <1>11£1(1;£2(51,» II: II 
£00(1;£2(51,» 

(3.260) 

(3.261) 
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Hence for any t E 1 we obtain 

-21 [ (a:.) 2 dx ~ E(t) ~ II 0 <p1IL1(I;L2(fJ.)) II aa<P II J fJ, V~ t Loo (/;L2(fJ.)) 

which leads to (3.261). 
For any t E 1 we also have 

This proves (3.260). 0 
Let the problem (3.257)-(3.259) be defined in the cylinder Qs. We denote 

by 
Ys E Loo(1; HJ(ils)) 

a weak solution to the problem (3.257)-(3.259). 

Proposition 3.20 Let f E L1(1; LFoc{IRN )). For any bounded domain of cla33 
ck, k ~ 1, and for any s E [0,6), there exi3i3 the unique 30lution Ys to (3.257)
(3.259) 3uch that 

Ys E Loo(1;HJ(ils)) 

a~s E Loo(1; L2(ils)) . 

(3.262) 

(3.263) 

Proof. Applying Galerkin's method and making use of a priori estimates (3.260)
(3.261), one can show that (3.262) and (3.263) hold. 0 

Proposition 3.21 Let Ys be the 30lution to (3.257)-(3.259), then the following 
inequality i3 met 

(3.264) 

Let yS = Ys 0 Ts denote the element transported to the fixed domain il, i.e. 
defined by 

yS(t,x) = Ys(t,Ts(x)) . 

It can be shown that for all s, 0 ~ s < 6, we have 

yS E Loo(1; HJ(il)) 

~s E Loo(I; L2(il)) . 

The transported wave operator Os is defined in Q, 

(3.265) 
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(Dcfo)oT,,=D,,(cfooT,,). (3.266) 

Since the variables t and s are independent, then 

It should be remarked that 

(Llq,) 0 T" = '}'(s)-1div(A(s)· '\1(q, 0 Ta)), 

where 
A" = '}'(s)DT;1. *DT.-1 . 

Thus 

(3.267) 

Using the change of variables x = T,,(X) in the estimate (3.264) we obtain the 
following estimate of the transported solution y". 

Lemma 3.22 There exists a constant a > 0 such that for any s, 0 ~ s < S, 

ally"IILoo(I;HJ(n» + a II 8!" II ~ (3.268) 
Ut Loo (I;L2(n» 

1t1 (1 [( )-1 82Y"]2 ! 2 - V'}'(s) div(A(s) . '\1y") + V'}'(s)-8 2 dX) 2 dt = 
~ n t 

211 V'}'( s )D"y" II £1 (I;£2(n» 

Proof. Applying the change of variables x = T.(V)(X) in (3.264), it follows that 
(3.268) holds. By the assumptions adopted, a > 0 is a given constant, 

A,,(x) = A(s,x) ~ aI 

'}'(s)(x) = '}'(s,x) ~ a 

for all s E [O,S) and x E n. 0 
Let us assume that z" = y" - y. Hence, from (3.268) it follows that 

allz"IILoo(I;HJ(n» + a II 8~" II ~ 
U~ Loo(I;£2(n» 

1 

211'Y(s )lIioo(n) liD"z"IIL1(I;L2(n» . 

On the other hand 
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Dszs = DsYs - DsY (3.269) 

= (0 Ys) 0 Ts - DsY 
= (f 0 Ts - f) + (0 -Ds)Y 

In order to determine an estimate of the norm of the element ~ Zs (as s ap
proaches zero) for s > 0, it is sufficient to examine the last two terms. 

Proposition 3.23 Let c/J E Ll(I;H2(il)) be given such that %'f E Ll(I;L2(il)). 
Then the mapping s --+ Os . c/J is differentiable in the norm of the space 
£1(1; L2(il)), and the derivative at s = 0 is given by 

where 

(~ Os' c/J) Is=o = D'c/J = divV(O)L1c/J - div(A'(O). \1c/J), 

A'(O) = divV(O)I - 2€(V(0» 

€(V(O» = ~(DV(O) + * DV(O» 
2 

(3.270) 

Proof. Under our assumptions the mappings s --+ ')'( s, .) and s --+ As (') are 
differentiable in Ck- 1(il) and Ck-1(il; IRN ), respectively. Then from (3.267) it 
follows that (3.270) holds. D 

Proposition 3.24 Let us suppose that f E £1(I;Hloc(IRN», then the map
ping s --+ f(t, Ts (')) is differentiable in the norm of the space Ll(I;L2(il», the 
derivative at s = 0 is given by 

(3.271) 

The proof of Proposition 3.24 is similar to that of Proposition 2.32 given in 
Chap. 2, Sect. 2.14. Therefore it is omitted here. D 

Lemma 3.25 Let us assume that D'y E Ll(I;L2(il)). The material derivative 
y E Loo(I; HJ(il)), with ay/at E Loo(I; L2(il», of the solution y to (9.257)
(9.259) satisfies the equation 

o y = div(fV) - D'y in Q, 
y = 0 on E, 

ay 
y(to) =0, at(to)=O inil. 

Proof. We shall show that 
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~(y8 _ y) _ y -+ 0 strongly in Loo(I; HJ(il)) 
s 

~ (BYS _ By) _ By -+ 0 strongly in Loo(1; L2(n)) as s -+ 0 . 
s at at at 

Let us assume that 

then 

where 

S I( S ) • z = - y - y - y, 
s 

DszS = Fs in Q, 

ZS = 0 on E, 
Bzs 

ZS(to) = 0 , at (to) = 0 in il, 

Fs = ~(-Y(s)f 0 Ts - f) - div(fV) + ~(D -Ds)Y - D'y 
s s 

From Proposition 3.22 and 3.23 it follows that 

Fs -+ 0 strongly in L1(I; L2(il)) as s -+ 0 . 

Using a priori estimates we obtain 

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.25. 0 
Now we are able to determine the form ofthe shape derivative y' = y'(fl; V). 

Lemma 3.26 Let UJ JuppOJe that 

then the Jhape derivative y' iJ given aJ the unique Jolution to the following 
hyperbolic problem 

D y' = 0 in Q, 

I ay ( ) y = - an V, n JRN on E, 

ay 
y'(tO) = 0, at (to) = 0 in il 

Proof. Since y' = iJ - \ly. V, then 
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Thus 

o y' = 0 iJ - D(\7y· V) E Ll(I; L2(il)) 

y'(to) = ~' (to) = 0 in il, 

y' = iJ - \7 y . V = - :~ (v, n)nt N on E . 

y' E Loo(I; Hl(il)) 

~' E LOO(I; L2(il)) 

Finally in order to show that 0 y' = 0 in Q, we have to consider under assump
tion that s E [0,15) the following integral identity 

Differentiating with respect to s at s = 0 we obtain the integral identity 

1tll 82 ¢> {y' at2 +\7y'·\7¢>}dxdt=O V¢>EV(Q), 
to {} 

as was to be shown. 
o 



4. Shape Sensitivity Analysis of Variational 
Inequalities 

This chapter is concerned with the shape sensitivity analysis of variational in
equalities. First we shall examine a simple example. 

Example 4.1 Let y denote the deflection of an elastic membrane of the reference 
configuration Q C IR? subjected to the pressure f. It is assumed that the deflec
tion of the membrane is constrained by an obstacle 1/;, therefore the following 
unilateral condition 

(4.1) 

must be considered. 
The deflection y is determined by minimizing the energy functional 

I(e/» = ~ [ IVe/>1 2dx - [ fe/>dx 
2 in in (4.2) 

subject to (4.1). This problem has a unique solution provided that, e.g. y = 0 
on aQ. Therefore y minimizes the functional (4.2) over the convex closed set 

K = {e/> E HJ(Q)Jc/>(x) ~ 1/;(x) in Q} . 

This set is non---empty for 1/;(.) E L}oc( Q), 1/; ~ 0 on aQ. The necessary and suffi
cient optimality conditions for the minimization problem under discussion have 
the form of a variational inequality. The problem considered can be formulated 
as follows: 

Find an element y = y(Q) E K = K(Q) such that 

In Vy· V(e/> - y)dx ~ In f(e/> - y)dx \:Ie/> E K; 

here it is assumed that f E L2(Q), 

or in an equivalent way: 

Find a solution to the following complementary problem 

y -1/; ~ 0, -L1y - f ~ 0 in Q, 

(y - 1/;)( L1y + f) = 0 in Q . 
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From the regularity results obtained by Brezis et al. (1968) (see also (Kinder
lehrer et al. 1980)) it follows that 

y E H2(il) n HJ(il) . 

Let us denote by Z C il the so-called coincidence set 

Z = {x E illy(x) = t/>(x)} . 

Fig.4.1. Domain {} C IR 2 

It is evident that t/> + y E K for any t/> E HJ (il), t/> ~ 0, therefore 

1 Vy· Vt/>dx -1 Jt/>dx '?, 0 \:It/> '?, 0 . 

Hence there exists a non-negative Radon measure J.l given by 

J t/>dJ.l = In (-.1y - f)t/>dx 

= In C'vy· Vt/> - JIjJ)dx 'V1jJ E Cg"(il) 
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with the property that for Z compact 

/L(D \ Z) = 0 

It should be noted that in general the set Z is not closed. 

Let II : H-1(D) 3 J ~ y E HJ(il) be the non-linear mapping associated with 
the unilateral problem under consideration. 
It can be shown (Mignot 1976; Haraux 1977) that the mapping II is directionally 
differentiable and the differential of II in a direction h E H-l (il), denoted by 
II'(h), minimizes the quadratic functional 

over the convex cone 

s = {¢ E HJ(il)l¢ ~ 0 q.e. on Z, In ¢d/L = O} . 

Here q.e. means quasi-everywhere, i.e. everywhere possibly except for a set 
of capacity zero. The definition of capacity is given in Sect. 4.3 by the formula 
(4.54). 

Making use of the approach relying on the material derivative method it can 
be shown (Sokolowski et al. 1985a; 1987a), that the domain derivative y' of the 
solution y to the unilateral problem is the unique minimizer of the functional 

over the cone 

provided that the obstacle 'IjJ is sufficiently smooth (see Sect. 4.3 for the details). 
Finally let us observe that the solution y to the unilateral problem can be 
characterized as the metric projection in the Sobolev space HJ (il) of an element 
F E HJ (il) onto the convex set K C HJ (il) 

[ 1\1(y - FWdx = min [ 1\1(u - FWdx, 
jn uEKjn 

where F = ..::1-1 J, i.e. 
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It should be noted that we use the same symbol for the duality pairing between 
H-l(il) and HHil) and for the scalar product in L2(il). 
We shall briefly outline the main results on the differential stability of the metric 
projection in a Hilbert space onto a closed and convex subset. They will be used 
in the shape sensitivity analysis of variational inequalities. First we shall discuss 
some examples. 

Example 4.£ Let us consider the projection mapping in 1R onto the set K = [0,1]. 
We have 

{
Ix> 1 

'v'xE1R: PK(X)= x O~x~l 
0, x < 0 . 

It is evident that the mapping x -+ PK(X) is differentiable everywhere except 
at x = 0 and x = 1. For h = ±1 and for c > 0, c small enough, it can be shown 
that at the point Y = 0 we have 

where 
h+={h' h~O 

0, h < 0 . 

Thus for c > 0, c small enough, the following equality holds 

Hence at y = 0 we have 

PK(Y + ch) = PK(Y) + cQ(h) + o(c), 

where the mapping Q(.) : m, -+ m, is defined by Q(h) = h+ for all hEm.. 
The mapping Q(.) is called the conical differential of the projection PKO at 
Y = 0, this name will be used throughout. 
Let us recall a way in which a variational inequality can be used to characterize 
the mapping PK(·). Since for a given x E 1R we have 

(PK(x) - x)2 ~ (v - x)2 'v'v E K, 

then by the standard reasoning it follows that the element PK( x) is given as the 
unique solution to the following variational inequality: 

Example 4.9 Let K C 1RN be a compact, convex set with non-empty interior 
and oK of class C2. It is assumed that a convex function 'IjJ E C2(m,N) is given 
such that 'IjJ(x) ~ 0 for some x E m,N and 
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8K = {x E IRNI?f(x) = O} . 

It can be shown, e.g. using the results obtained by Malanowski (1985), that the 
projection in IRN onto the set K is directionally differentiable, i.e. for given 
elements f, hE IRN and for c > 0, c small enough, we have 

PK(f + ch) = PK(f) + cQ(h) + o(c) , 

where the element Q = Q( h) E IRN is given as the unique solution to the 
following variational inequality 

Q E SK(f) : 
(AQ,x - QhtN ~ (h,x - Q)IRN \Ix E SK(f) . 

In this inequality the following notation is used: 

A = 1+ oXV2?f(u) , 

U = PK(f) , 

oX = { Ilf - UIIIRN IIIV?f(u)IIIRN f ¢ K; 
o otherwise 

SK(f) = { ~~ IRN : V?f( u ).x ~ 0 and OXV?f( u ).x = 0 if f ¢ intK 
if f E intK 

In the case under consideration Q(.) : IR N -+ IR N is the metric projection 
onto SK(f) with respect to a scalar product in IRN depending on the Lagrange 
multiplier oX. 

4.1. Differential stability of the metric projection III 

Hilbert spaces 

We shall briefly outline the main results on the directional differentiability of 
the projection in a Hilbert space onto a convex, closed subset. 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and let K c H a convex, closed subset. 
Moreover, it is assumed that there is given a bilinear form 

a(·, .) : H x H -+ IR 

which is coercive and continuous, i.e. 

a(v,v) ~ allvllh \Iv E H 

la(v,z)1 ~ MllvllHllzlIH \lv,z E H, 
(4.3) 

where a > 0 and M are given constants. 
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For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the bilinear form is symmetric 

a(v,z) = a(z, v) Vv,z E H . (4.4) 

Let PK(f) stand for the a-projection in H of an element f E H onto the convex 
set K. The element Y = PK(f) minimizes the quadratic functional 

1 
I(v) = "2a(v - f,v - f) (4.5) 

over the set K. Therefore to characterize y the following variational problem 
can be stated: 

Find y E K such that 

a(y - f, v - f) ~ 0 'Iv E K . 
(4.6) 

It can be shown that the mapping PK(-) : H -+ K CHis Lipschitz continuous 

Therefore by a generalization of Rademacher's theorem (Mignot 1976), there 
exists a dense subset Y CHon which PK(') is Gateaux differentiable, i.e. for 
any fEY we can find a linear continuous mapping Pk(') = Pk(f, .) : H -+ H 
such that 

Vh E H : PK(f + ch) = PK(f) + cPk(h) + o(c) , (4.8) 

where Ilo(c)IIH/c -+ 0 as c! O. 
Below we shall use the concept of the conical differential of the projection PK(')' 

Definition 4.4 The mapping PK(') is conically differentiable at f E H, if there 
exists a continuous mapping 

Q(.): H -+ H, 

Q(ah) = aQ(h) for all a > 0 and for all hE H 
(4.9) 

such that for c > 0, c small enough, 

Vh E H : PK(f + ch) = PK(f) + cQ(h) + o(c), (4.10) 

where lIo(c)IIH/c -+ 0 as c -+ 0, uniformly with respect to h on compact subsets 
of H. 

In order to determine the form of the mapping Q(.) defined by (4.10) for a 
class of sets K we need the following notation. 
For a given element y E K, CK(Y) denotes the radial cone 

CK(Y) = {</> E HI:3c > 0 such that y + c</> E K} (4.11) 
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In general the convex cone CK(Y) is not closed, we denote by TK(Y) =cl(CK(Y)) 
its closure in H, TK(Y) is the tangent cone. N K(Y) denotes the normal cone to 
K at Y E K of the form 

NK(y)={¢>EHla(¢>,z-y)~O 'VzEK}. (4.12) 

The normal cone is convex and closed. Finally we denote by SK(J) C H the 
convex and closed cone of the form 

SK(J) = {v E TK(Y)la(J - y,v) = O} , (4.13) 

where Y = PK(J) with f E H. Let us assume that there is given a continuous 
mappmg 

f(·) : [0,6) -+ H 

which is right differentiable at 0, i.e. there exists an element f'(O) E H such 
that 

lim II (J(s) - f(O))/s - !,(O)IIH = 0 . 
8!0 

The following notation is used 

y(s) = PK(J(S)) S E [0,6), 
e(s) = (y(s) - y(O))/s 

It evidently follows from (4.7) that 

lIe(s))IIH ~ M/a 'Vs E (0,6) . 

It can be shown, the reader is referred to the proof of Theorem 4.6, that for every 
weak limit point e of the function s -+ e( s) at s = 0+ the following condition is 
satisfied 

The orthogonal subspace in H to the element f - y E H is denoted by 

[f - yj.l = {¢> E Hla(y - f, ¢» = O} . 

We denote (!p,v) = a(!p, v) for all !p,V E H, 1I!pIIH = a(!p,!p)~. 

Proposition 4.5 Let K C H be a closed, convex subset of the Hilbert space H. 
Then for any f E H, and any element w E CK(U) n [f - uj.l, u = PK(J) we 
have 

(4.14) 

Therefore 
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Proof. Since the projection PK (·) is Lipschitz continuous, then by means of the 
density argument one can see from (4.14) that (4.15) holds. Before proceeding 
further with the proof we have to show that (4.14) is met. 
Since w E CK(U), then 

u+tw E K 

for t > 0, t small enough. 
On the other hand for all v E K 

(J + tw - (u + tw), v - (J + tw)) = 
(J - u, v - u) - t(J - u, w) = 
(J-u,v-u)~O. 

Hence for t > 0, t small enough, 

Theorem 4.6 Let f E H be a given element, and let u = PK f. 
If for any element wE SK(U), 

then for t > 0, t small enough, 

where PsO is the metric projection in H onto SK( u). 

Proof. (Haraux 1977) Let z E H be given, then 

By the definition of CK(U), if 

1 
-(PK(J + tz) - PK f) -" ~ weakly in Hast 1 0, 
t 

o 

(4.16) 

then ~ E TK(U) = cl(CK(U)). Furthermore, we shall show that ~ E [f - uJ.l. It 
should be remarked that for any element g E H we have 

Let us assume that 
g = f + tz, v = PK f = u , 

then 
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Hence 

and 

As a result, the following inequalities are obtained: 

o ~ Hmsup(~(t),~(t) - z) ~ liminf(~(t),~(t) - z) ~ (~,~ - z) . 
tlO tlO 

Moreover 
t(~(t),~(t) - z) ~ (J - u,~(t)) ~ 0 . 

Let ~(t) ----'" ~ E S weakly in Has t t 0, then ~ E TK(U) and 

(J -u,O = 0, 

i.e. ~ E S = S K( u), the latter remains valid for any weak limit of the function 
t -+ ~(t) at t = 0+. Let f E H be fixed, u = PKf, S = SK(U). Then for any 
element WI E S, 

limsup(~(t),wI) ~ 0 . 
tlO 

For a given element z E H, S* = {v E HI(v,<p) ~ 0 V<p E S}, 

z = w + WI with w E S and WI E S* . 

For the projection PK(') the following inequality holds 

(PKh-PKg,h-g) ~ I!PKh-PKgllk Vh,gE H . 

Therefore 

I!PK(J + tz) - PK(J + tw)IIk ~ t(Wl,PK(J + tz) - PK(J + tw)) 
= e(w,wd +t2(Wl,~(t)) = t2(WI,~(t)) . 

This result makes it possible to show that 

1. II PK(J + tz) - PK(J + tw) II 1m sup = 
tlO t H 

limsup(wI,~(t)) ~ 0 . 
tlO 

Hence 
PK(J + tz) = PK(J + tw) + oCt) = 

Proposition 4.5 implies 
= PKf + tPsz + oCt) 
=PKf+tw+o(t) . 
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o 
For some specific convex sets K, the explicit form of the tangent cone 

TK(U) = cl(CK(U)) will be determined. 

Example 4.7 (Rao et al. 1990) Let us consider the space H = H2(D) n HJ(D), 
DC JRN,N ~ 3, with the scalar product 

(y, Z)H = L .1.y.1.zdx Vy, Z E H 

Let us denote by K the following convex cone 

where t/J E H is given. 

Proposition 4.8 Let U E K be and 5 = { x E Dlu(x) = t/J(x)} be compact. 
Then 

Proof. For N ~ 3, by the Sobolev embedding theorem, it follows that H~(D) '---t 

C(D). 
It is evident that 

To proceed further with our proof, it is therefore sufficient to show that any 
element ¢ E H~(D), ¢O ~ 0 on 5, belongs to TK(U), 
Since 5 is compact, then there exists 0 ~ 'T/ E COO(D), 'T/ == 1 on 5. From the 
Sobolev embedding theorem it follows that u, t/J, ¢ E C(D). Hence for any c > 0 
there exists t > 0 such that 

t( ¢ + c'T/ ) + U - t/J ~ 0 in D 

Thus 

and 
¢ + c'T/ --+ ¢ in H~(D) strongly as c ! 0 ; 

hence ¢ E cl(CK(U)) = TK(U). 

Example 4.9 Let us introduce the following notation 

H = L2(D), DC JRN is a given domain, 

K = {¢ E L2(D)I¢(x) ~ 0 for a. e. xED} . 

o 
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Let 

then 

and 
5 = {x E illf(x) = O} . 

Therefore 
TK(U) = {¢> E L2(il)I¢>(x) ~ 0 for a.e. x E 5} . 

Example 4.10 (Mignot 1976) 
Let 

H = H~(il) , 

K = {¢> E H~(il)I¢>(x) ~ 0 for a.e. x E ill 

For any element f E HJ( il) we have 

u=PKfEK: in 'V(u-f)·'V(¢>-u)dx~O V¢>EK. 

Then 
TK(U) = {¢> E H~(il)I¢>(x) ~ 0 for q.e. x E 5} , (4.27) 

where 5 = {x E illu(x) = O}. 

Definition 4.11 A convex and closed set K CHis called polyhedric, if for all 
f E H the following condition is satisfied 

SKU) = cl( {v E CK(y)laU - y, v) = O}), (4.28) 

where y = PKf, and the cone SKU) is defined by (4.13). 

It should be noted that the inclusion 

cl( {v E CK(y)laU - y, v) = O}) c SKU) 

holds for any element f E H. 
The sets K in Examples 4.2,4.9 and 4.10 are polyhedric, however in general the 
sets K in Examples 4.3, 4.7 fail to be polyhedric. 
For any polyhedric set K C H the form of the conical differential of the metric 
projection onto K has been derived by Mignot (1976), see also (Haraux 1977). 

Corollary 4.12 Let fO : [0,6) -.. H be right-differentiable in the norm of H 
at s = o. 
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It i8 8uppoud that lor the convex and clo8ed 8et K C H the lollowing condition 
i8 Jati8jied 

where 1=/(0), g = PK(f(O)). 
Then lor s > 0, s 8mall enough, 

PK(f(S)) = PK(f(O)) + sPSK(f(O»(f'(O)) + o(s), 

where Ilo(s)IIH/S --+ 0 a8 s --+ O. 

(4.29) 

o 

In particular, it follows from (4.16) that the projection PK(-) is conically 
differentiable at 1= 1(0) E H. Moreover we have 

(4.30) 

It should be noted that in general 

Q(h) i= -Q( -h) 

Theorem 4.6 remains valid for a non-symmetric, coercive bilinear form a(·,·) 
provided that the Hilbert space H is the so-called Dirichlet space (Mignot 1976). 
It should be emphasized that from Stampacchia's theorem, see e.g. (Kinderlehrer 
et al. 1980), it follows that in the non-symmetric case there exists the unique 
solution to the variational inequality (4.6) - the reader is referred to Chap. 2 
for applications of the theorem to elliptic boundary value problems. 
In this chapter we present an example of the set K c L2(.a,JRN ) that is not 
polyhedric, nevertheless it is possible to derive the form of the conical differential 
of the metric projection onto K (Sokolowski 1985a). 

Example 4.19 Let us consider the metric projection in the space H = L2(il; JRN) 
onto the set 

1 N 
K = { v E L2(il; IRN)12 L ajv;(O ~ 1 for a.e. ~ E ill, 

j=1 

(4.31) 

where aj > 0, i = 1, ... ,N, are given constants. Let 

N ( 1" 2 N 'IjJ x) = - L...J ajxj - 1 x E IR 
2 . 

• =1 

and 
u = {x E IRNI'IjJ(x) ~ O} . 

Let PuO : IRN --+ IRN denote the metric projection in IRN onto U, 10 E 
LOO(il; IRN) be a given element, and u(O, ~ E il, be the projection of 1(0 E IRN 
onto U. We have 
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u(O = Pu(J(O) . 

Let A( e) be the associated Lagrange multiplier 

A(e) = {ollf(e) - U(e)IIIRN IIID1/J(u(O)IIIRN for f(O ¢ U 
for f(O E U 

and introduce the symmetric matrix 

where e E fl, bij = 1 for i = j, bij = 0 for i "# j. 
In the particular case of the set U C IRN , the cone (4.23) is of the form 

Su(f(O) = {x E IRN ID1/J(u(O) . x ~ 0 and A(OD1/J(u(O) . x = o} . 

It can be easily shown, in the case under consideration, that the condition (4.28) 
is not satisfied. It is evident that the projection Puc-) is differentiable at fee) 
provided that the associated Lagrange multiplier A( 0 "# o. In general the right
derivative q = q(O E IRN of Puc-) at f(O E IRN, in any direction h E IRN, is 
given as the unique solution to the following variational inequality 

q E Su(f(e)) : 
(A(e) . q - h, v - q)IRN ~ 0 Vv E Su(f(O) . 

Therefore the projection PK(·) in L2(fljIRN) onto the set (4.31) is right
differentiable at f in any direction hE L2(flj IRN). 
The right-derivative q(.) E L2(flj IRN) is obtained as the unique solution to the 
variational inequality 

q(.) E SKU) = {v(.) E L2(ilj JRN)ID¢(u(e)) . v(e) ~ 0 and 

.A(e)D¢(u(e)) . vee) = 0 a.e. in fl} 

in (A(e) . q(e) - h(O, v(O - q(e))IRNde ~ 0 Vv(·) E SKU) . 

o 
One can easily check that q "# PsKU)(h), hence the set K in Example 4.13 

is not polyhedric. This indicates that Theorem 4.6 in its present form cannot 
be extended to convex sets for which (4.28) is not satisfied. 

In the following sections of this chapter we shall examine the boundary
values problems which can be formulated as variational inequalities, with convex 
sets defined by unilateral conditions prescribed in a domain fl C IRN or on the 
boundary r = ail. Sect. 4.3 deals with obstacle problems, defined in the Sobolev 
space Hl (fl), with non-symmetric bilinear forms. The domain derivatives of 
solutions to the obstacle problems are obtained. Furthermore, we provide a 
result on the shape differentiability of the capacity, and we consider the shape 
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sensitivity analysis of the free boundaries (i.e. the boundaries of the coincidence 
sets) associated with the obstacle problems under consideration. In Sect. 4.4 the 
Signorini problems with unilateral conditions on the boundaries are investigated. 
In Sect. 4.5 we introduce the variational inequalities of the second kind cor
responding to the minimization problems with non-differentiable integral func
tionals. Using the classical approach of Cea et al. 1971, we introduce the saddle
point formulations of the variational inequalities. The differential stability of so
lutions for such formulations is investigated following (Sokolowski 1988d). The 
form of the shape and material derivatives of the solutions to the variational 
inequalities is obtained. 
In Sect. 4.6 and 4.7 the unilateral problems in elasticity are considered in two 
cases: 

(i) frictionless contact problems 
(ii) contact problems with given friction. 

We establish the abstract results on the differential stability of solutions to 
a class of variational inequalities. In particular, in the case (i) we shall show, 
using the abstract results, that the following convex set is polyhedric 

In the case (ii) we use the saddle point formulations of the variational inequalities 
of the second kind for the purposes of the sensitivity analysis. 
In Sect. 4.8 elasto-plastic torsion problems are considered. Finally in Sect. 4.9 
we provide the results on the shape sensitivity analysis of elasto-visco-plastic 
problems. 
We suppose that il C rn.N, N = 2 or 3, is a bounded domain with the sufficiently 
smooth boundary r = ail. For a given vector field V(.,.) E C(O,e;Vk(rn.N; 
rn.N)), k ~ 1, the family {ild c rn.N, t E [0,8), ° < 8 < e, is defined by 
ilt = Tt(V)( il). 

It should be remarked that for a solution Ut E K(ild of a specific unilateral 
problem, e.g. the Signorini problem in elasticity, defined in the domain ilt = 
Tt(V)( il), t E (0,8), in general 

ut == Ut 0 Tt rt K(il), 

therefore we cannot obtain a unilateral problem for Ut 0 Tt , applying the change 
of variables Tt(V)(·). 

We can circumvent this difficulty by the use of an appropriate transformation 
F(·,·) with the following property 

zt == F(t, Ut 0 Td E K(il) if and only if Ut E K(il/) . 

The element zt E K(il) is determined as the solution to an auxiliary variational 
inequality defined in il. We shall prove that the right-derivative 
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i = lim(i - ZO)/t 
fLO 

exists in the appropriate Sobolev space; in general this is equivalent to the 
existence of the strong material derivative 

Finally in the scalar case, making use of the relation 

u' = it - Vu . V, 

it is possible to show that the shape derivative exists. 
In the case of a system of elliptic equations, we use the relation 

u' = it - Du . V , 

to derive the form of the shape derivative u' = u'(il; V) for the variational 
inequality under consideration. 

First we present some results to be used below for the differential stability 
analysis of solutions to variational inequalities. They constitute an extension of 
the implicit function theorem to the case of variational inequalities. 

4.2. Sensitivity analysis of variational inequalities in 
Hilbert spaces 

Let K C H be a convex and closed subset of a Hilbert space H, and let (.,.) 
denote the duality pairing between H' and H, where H' denotes the dual of H. 

We shall consider the following family of variational inequalities depending 
on a parameter t E [0, <5), <5 > 0, 

Yt E K: VI.{) E K . (4.32) 

Moreover, let Yt = Pt(Jt) be a solution to (4.32). 

Theorem 4.14 Let us assume that 

(i) the bilinear form at(·,·): H x H ---t IR is coercive and continuous uniformly 
with respect to t E [0,8). Let At E £(H; H') be the linear operator defined 
as follows at( r/>, I.{)) = (Atr/>, 'P) Vr/>, 'P E H; it is supposed that there exists 
A' E £( H j H') such that 

At = Ao + tA' + o(t) in £(Hj H') . (4.33) 

(ii) for t > 0, t small enough, the following equality hola 
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ft = fo + tf' + o(t) in H', (4.34) 

where ItJo, f' E H' 
(iii) K c H i8 convex and clo8ed, and for the 8olutions to the variational in

equality 

IIf = Po(f) E K: ao(IIf,cp - IIf) ~ (f,cp - IIf) Vcp E K (4.35) 

the following differential 8tability re8ult hold8 

VhEH: II(fo + c:h) = lIfo + c:II'h + o(c:) in H (4.36) 

for c: > 0, c: 8mall enough, where the mapping II': H' -+ H i8 continuous 
and p08itively homogeneou8. 

Then the 8olution8 to the variational inequality (4.32) are right-differentiable 
with re8pect to t at t = 0, i. e. for t > 0, t small enough, 

Yt = Yo + ty' + o(t) in H, 

where 
Y' = II'(f' - A'yo) 

Proof. The usual argument leads to 

ao(yO - Yt, Yo - Yt) ~(ft - fo, Yo - Yt)+ 
ao(Yt,Yt - Yo) - at(Yt,Yt - yo) 

(4.38) 

Using (4.12) we obtain 

allYo - Ytll~ ~lIft - follH'lIyo - ytllH+ 
lao(yt, Yt - Yo) - at(Yt, Yt - yo)1 

(4.39) 

From the assumption (i) it follows that there exists a constant C such that for 
t > 0, t small enough, 

lao(Yt,Yt - Yo) - at(Yt,Yt - yo)1 ~ CtllYtllHIIYt - YOIiH . (4.40) 

Therefore from (4.39) and (4.40) we have that 

IIYt - YOIiH ~ Ct t E [0,6) . (4.41 ) 

With simple calculations it is possible to show that for the element Yt E H the 
following variational inequality holds 

Yt E K : (4.42) 
ao(Yt,cp - y,) 2:: (fo +t(f' - A'yo),cp - Yt) + (e(t),cp - Yt) Vcp E K, 

where 
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3 

(l!(t),cp) = L(l!i(t),CP) Vr.p E H, 
i=l 

l!l(t) = It - 10 - tf', (4.43) 
(l!2(t),cp) = ao(yo,cp) - at(Yo,cp) + t(A'yo,cp) Vr.p E H, (4.44) 

(l!3(t),CP) = aO(Yt - Yo,r.p) - at(Yt - YO,cp) Vcp E H . (4.45) 

Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply lIei(t)IIHI /t ~ 0 as t 1 0, i = 1,2. Furthermore, 
from (4.33) it follows that for t > 0, t small enough, 

where r(t) 10 as t 1 O. Therefore taking into account (4.41) we obtain 

Thus 

and 

1Il!3(t)lIH' /t ~ 0 as t 1 0 . 

Yt = Po(fo + t(f' - A'yo) + e(t)) 
= Po(fo + t(f' - A'yo)) + o(t) 
= Po(fo) + tII'(f' - A'yo) + o(t), 

( 4.47) 

( 4.48) 

( 4.49) 

where lIo(t)IIH/t ~ 0 as t 1 o. 0 
We shall present several examples of convex sets in the Sobolev spaces for 

which the assumption (iii) of Theorem 4.14 is satisfied. 

4.3. The obstacle problem in Hl(fl) 

We assume that there are given elements 9 E H 1 / 2(r) and 'IjJ E Ltoc(Q) such 
that the convex and closed set of the form 

K = {4> E H1(Q) 14> = 9 on r, 4>(x);;; 'IjJ(x) a.e. in Q} (4.50) 

is non-empty. 
In order to define an obstacle problem we introduce the bilinear form 

( N a 
a(z, 4» = in {(A(x) . Vz(x), V4>(X))JRN + t; ai(X) a:i (x)4>(x)+ (4.51) 

ao(x)z(x)4>(x)}dx \fz,4> E Hl(Q) 

and the linear form 
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(4.52) 

where A(·) = [aij(')]NXN, aO(·),aI(·), ... ,aNO, /oO,!t(·), ... ,/NO are contin
uous functions in lRN, aij(x) = aji(x) for all x E lRN and i,j = 1, ... ,N. It is 
assumed that the condition (4.12) is satisfied. 
Let us consider the following problem: 

Find an element z E K such that 

a(z,cjJ-z)~(f,cjJ-z) YcjJEK. (4.53) 

It should be remarked that the bilinear form (4.51) is not symmetric. Therefore 
we cannot apply Theorem 4.6, which was stated only for symmetric bilinear 
forms,. to the variational inequality (4.53). 

In order to define the cone (4.23) for the convex set (4.50) and the bilinear 
form (4.51) we have to direct our attention to the notion of capacity of a set in 
lRN (Ziemer 1989). 

Let A C Q be a set such that there exists cjJ E HI (Q) with cjJ( x) ~ XA (x). 
The following notation is introduced 

capa(A) = inf{a(cjJ,cjJ) I cjJ ~ XA cjJ E C~(Q)} . (4.54) 

It is said that a given condition is satisfied quasi-everywhere on Q (q.e. on Q) 
if this condition holds everywhere on Q except for a set of the capacity zero. 
We denote by z = II(f) the unique solution to the variational inequality (4.53) 
with the non-symmetric bilinear form (4.51). One can show that the mapping 
/ -+ II(f) is conically differentiable. 

Theorem 4.15 (Mignot). For e > 0, e small enough, we have 

II(f + eh) = II(f) + ell' (h) + o(e), (4.55) 

where lI(o(e)IIH1(!J)/e -+ 0 as e -+ O. The element Q = II'(h) E Hl(Q) is given 
as the unique solution to the following variational inequality 

Q E SK(f): 
a(Q, cjJ - Q) ~ (h, cjJ - Q) YcjJ E SK(f) . 

(4.56) 

Here 

(4.57) 

are given elements, and 
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SKU) = {</> E HI(il) I</>= 0 on r, 
</>(x) ~ 0 q.e. on Z, a(</>,y) = (f,</>)}, 

(4.58) 

where Z = {x E il I y{x) = ~(x)} for ~ E HI(il). 
o 

Proof of Theorem 4.15 was given by Mignot (1976). Theorem 4.15 com
bined with Theorem 4.14 will be used below to derive the form of the material 
derivatives and the shape derivatives of solutions to the variational inequality 
(4.53). 

Let {ilt} E JRN be the family of domains given by ilt = Tt(V)( il) , t E [0,8), 
depending on the vector field V(·,·) E C(O, c:; Dk(JRN, JRN)), k ~ 1. Let K(ilt} 
stand for: 

The following variational inequality parameterized by t E [0,8) is considered 

Zt E K(ilt ) : 
at(zt,</> - Zt) ~ (ft, </> - Zt)t V</> E K(ilt ), 

(4.59) 

where it is assumed that g(·),~O E C1(JRN); ("')t is the duality pairing 
between (HI(ilt ))' and HI (ilt). The bilinear form at("') and the element 
it E (HI(ilt ))' are defined, respectively by 

We shall determine the form of the shape derivative z' E HI (il) of the 
solution Z to the variational inequality (4.53). In the particular case of the vari
ational inequality (4.53) with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, 
the shape derivative z' can be defined as follows 

'( {)z + 
Z x) = at (0 , x) x E il, (4.62) 

where 
Z(tx)={Zt(x) xEil, tE[0,8) 

, g(x) xEJRNjil, tE[0,8). (4.63) 

Theorem 4.16 Let us assume that 
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(i) K(Dt ) is a non-empty, closed and convex subset of the space H1(Dt ) for 
all t E [0,15), 

(ii) aij(·),ai(·),Ji(·) E CI(IRN) for i = O,l, ... ,N andj = 1, ... ,N, 
(iii) there exists a constant a > ° such that for any t E [0,15) 

at( ifJ, ifJ) ~ allifJll~l(lJtl 
for all ifJ E H1(Dt ) with ifJ = g on aDt, 

(4.64) 

(iv) -{3(x) = g(x) -1jJ(x) > ° for all x E IRN, {3(.), 1/{3(-) E C1(IRN), 1jJ E 
C 2 (IRN). 

Then the domain derivative z, E HI(D) of the solution z to the variational 
inequality (4.59) is given as the unique solution to the following variational 
inequality 

z' E Sv(D): a(z', ifJ - z') ~ ° 'r/ifJ E Sv(D), (4.65) 

where the convex closed cone Sv( D) C HI (D) is defined by 

a 
Sv(D) = {ifJ E HI(D) I ifJ = -vnan(z - g) on r, ifJ ~ ° q.e. on Z, 

a(z,ifJ) = (j,ifJ)} . 

Here 
Z = {x E D I z(x) = 1jJ(x)} 
vn(x) = (V(O,x),n(x))JRN,X E r = aD . 

o 
Theorem 4.16 was given by Sokolowski et al. (1987). 

The proof of Theorem 4.16 will be given for the particular case of the following 
variational inequality 

Y E K = {ifJ E HJ(D) I ifJ(x) ~ 1jJ(x) in D} 

in (Vy(x), VifJ(x) - Vy(x))JRNdx ~ 

in f(x)(ifJ(x) - y(x))dx 'r/ifJ E K, 

where 1jJ(-) E C1(IRN) is a given element, 1jJ(x) < ° on r = aD. 
We denote by i}(x, t) the extension of Yt E HJ(Dd to IRN 

-( t) _ { Yt( x) x E Dt , t E [0,15) 
Y x, - ° x E IRN / Dt , t E [0,15) 

then 
'() ai} (+ ) YX=at0,X xED. 

From Theorem 4.16 the following corollary can be inferred. 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 

(4.69) 
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Corollary 4.17 For t > 0, t small enough, we have 

yin = Y + ty' + o(t) in HI (il), (4.70) 

where Ilo(t)IIHI(lJ)/t -+ 0 as t L 0 and the element y' E HI(il) iJ given as the 
unique solution to the following variational inequality 

where the cone Sv( il) C HI (il) is of the form 

( ) _ { I() I _ ay > Sv il - ¢> E H il ¢> - -Vn an on r, ¢> = 0 q. e. on z, 

1 Vy· V¢>dx = 1 J¢>dx} 
(4.72) 

and 
Z = {x E il I yo(x) = 1jJ(x)} . (4.73) 

Proof. Let Yt E HJ (ilt ), t E [0,8), denote a solution to the variational inequality 
(4.67) defined in the domain ilt 

Yt E K(ilt ) = {¢> E HJ(ilt ) I ¢>(x) ~ 1jJ(x) in il} 

1 (VYt, V(¢> - Yt»)ntN ~ 1 J(¢> - Yt)dx v¢> E K(ilt ) . (4.74) 

First, the form of the material derivative iJ E HJ(il) will be derived. Let 

yt = Yt 0 Tt E HJ(il) t E [0,6) . (4.75) 

Taking into account (4.74) and (4.75), one can show that for yt E K the following 
variational inequality holds 

From Theorems 4.14 and 4.15 it follows that 

iJ E S : 

1 (ViJ, V(¢> - iJ»)ntNdx ~ 1 f'(¢> - iJ)dx (4.77) 

-1 (A' . VyO, V( ¢> - iJ »)dx V¢> E s, 

where 
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s = {cP E HJ(D) I cP ~ 0 q.e. on z, 1 ('VyO, 'VcPhRNdx = 1 fcPdx }. (4.78) 

Using the formula 
y' = y - 'VyO . V (4.79) 

for any vector field V with the compact support in a sufficiently small neigh
bourhood of r = aD, we obtain 

y' E Sv(D) : 

in ('Vy', 'V(cP - y')hRNdx ~ in f'(cP - y')dx 

-1 (A' . 'VyO, 'V(cP - y')hRNdx 
(4.80) 

-1 ('V('VyO. V), 'V(cP - y')hRNdx VcP E Sv(D) . 

The regularity result y = yO E H2(D) derived by Brezis et al. (1968) for the 
solutions to the variational inequality (4.67) was used in (4.80). 
Therefore, taking into account (4.22), one can show that y' E HI(D). 
The following notation is introduced 

G(yO,V;cP) = 1U'cP-(A'.'VyO,'VcPhRN (4.81) 

- ('V('Vyo. V), 'VcPhRNdx VcP E H~(n) . 

For any vector field V(',·) with vn(x) = (V(O,x),n(x))JRN = 0 for all x E r we 
have that y' = O. Hence from (4.80), 

(4.82) 

So taking ± V in (4.82), we obtain G(yO, V, cP) = O. Therefore there exists the dis
tribution gn(cP) E V-I(r) such that for an arbitrary vector field V the following 
equality is satisfied (see Chapt. 2, Sect. 2.11) 

(4.83) 

Applying Green's formula to (4.81) for test functions cP sufficiently smooth, e.g. 
cP E H2(D), we have that gn(cP) = O. 
This concludes the proof of Corollary 4.17. 0 

4.3.1. Differentiability of the Newtonian capacity 

We shall consider the following particular case of the obstacle problem. Let 
DC rn.N be a given domain with the smooth boundary aD and let Dc D. We 
denote by K(D) the convex set 
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K(Q) = {~E HJ(D) I ~(X) ~ xn(x) in il} . 

Let y(Q) be the unique solution to the following variational inequality 

y = y(il) E K(il): l '\ly. '\l(¢> - y)dx ~ 0 V¢> E K(il), 

here it is assumed that K(il) =1= 0. 
Let V(·,·) be a given vector field with the compact support sptV C D such that 
il C sptV, and let {ilt}, t E [0,8), denote the associated family of domains. 
The following variational inequality is introduced 

Yt = y(ilt ) E K(ilt} = {¢> E Ht(D) I ¢>(x) ~ xn,(x) in il} 

L '\lYt·'\l(¢>-Yt)dx~O V¢>EK(ilt}. 

It is assumed here that K(ilt ) =1= 0 for t > 0, t small enough. 

Lemma 4.18 There exists the strong limit 

iJ = lim(Yt - Yo)/t in Ht(D) 
t!O 

given as the unique solution to the following variational inequality 

where 

yES: l '\ly·'\l(¢>-Y)dx~ 
l (A' . '\ly, '\l(¢> - y))n{Ndx V¢> E S, 

S = {¢> E HJ(D) I ¢>(x) ~ 0 q.e. on Z, In '\ly. '\l¢>dx = O} 

Z = {x E il I y(x) = xn(x)} . 

4.3.2. The shape controlability of the free boundary 

Let il E IR? be a given domain, ilt = Tt(V)(il), t E [0,8). 
We shall consider the variational inequality (4.67) defined in the domain ilt, 

Yt E K(ilt} = {¢> E Ht(ilt ) I ¢>(x) ~ ,¢(x) in ild 

[ ('\lYt, '\l(¢> - yt})npdx ~ [ f(¢> - yt}dx V¢> E K(ilt) . 
ln, ln, 
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It is assumed that the elements f, ¢ E C(1R?) satisfy the following conditions: 
f(x) < 0 in an open neighbourhood of il, maxxen¢(x) > 0 and ¢(x) < 0 on 
r = 8il. Furthermore it is supposed that f and ¢ are smooth enough. So using 
the result of Brezis et al. (1968) we get 

Yt E W 2,OO( ild for all t E [0,6) . 

From the Sobolev embedding theorem it follows that in this particular case 
Yt E C(ilt ). Therefore the coincidence set Zt C ilt is closed 

Zt = {x E ilt I Yt(x) = ¢(x)} 

and under assumptions made we have meas( Zt) > 0 for all t E [0,6). The Radon 
measure J.Lt is defined by 

J ¢>dJ.Lt = 1 {VYt' v¢> - N}dx = 1 (-LlYt - f)¢>dx = 
n, n, 

- [ (Ll¢ + f)¢>dx \I¢> E Co(ild n HJ(ild . 1z, 
We denote by Et the boundary of the coincidence set Zt. If Et is a CI manifold, 
then Yt is a solution to the following system 

-LlYt = f in ilt \ Zt , 

Yt = 0 on rt , 

Yt = ¢ 
8Yt 8¢ 

on Et , 
8n 8n 

Yt = ¢ on Zt . 

Corollary 4.17 implies that the shape derivative y~ E HI(il), t E [0,6), of the 
solution Yt E HI (il) to the obstacle problem under study, in the direction of a 
vector field V(., .), is given as the unique solution to the following variational 
inequality 

where the cone S( ild is of the form 

1 8Yt 
S(ild = {¢> E H (ilt ) I ¢>(x) = - 8n (x)(V(t,x),nt(x))nt 2 for x E 8ilt , 

¢>(x) = 0 for Yt(x) = ¢(x) and Ll¢(x) + f(x) < 0, 

¢>(x) ~ 0 for Yt(x) = ¢(x) and Ll¢(x) + f(x) = o} 

Let us observe that the set Zt is defined by the condition Yt(x) - ¢(x) = 0, so 
on Et = 8Zt we have Yt(x) - ¢(x) = 0 for all t E [0,6). We shall construct the 
vector field W(·,·), see Theorem 4.20, with the following property 
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for all t E [0,8), i.e. the field W(·,·) defines the evolution of the free boundary 
Et . 

Let us consider the family offunctions Zt(.) E C2( ild, t E [0,6), and suppose 
that for some s > ° the level sets 

E: = {x E ilt I Zt(x) = s} = z;-I(S) 

are Cl manifolds for all t E [0,6). We shall construct the vector field Wa(',·) 

which defines the evolution with respect to t E [0,6) of the manifold E;. 

Lemma 4.19 Let 1.£3 a",mme that 

(i) Zt(.) E C2(ilt ) for all t E [0,6), where ilt = Tt(V)(il), 
(ii) IIVzt llR 2 > ° on E; = z;-I(S) for "orne s > 0, 

(iii) there exi"t the material and 8hape derivative8 

Then 

where E3 = zOI(s). 

Zt = Zt(V) E HI (ild, 

z~ = z~(V) E C1(ilt ). 

The vector field Wa(', .) i8 given by 

for all t E [0,6) and all x in an open neighbourhood of Et C IR? 

Proof. For simplicity s is omitted in superscripts and subscripts, e.g. we shall 
write W(', .), E t and Et for W .. (., .), E; and E;, respectively. 
It suffices to show that for 

Et = Tt(W)( Eo) t E [0,6) 

we have 
Zt(X)=s XEEt 

Let U be the vector field defined as follows: 

U = "11 V + "12W, "1i = "1i(t,X), i = 1,2, 

where "11 == 1 in an open neighbourhood of r t = ailt, "12 _ 1 in an open 
neighbourhood of Et, 1 ~ "1i(t, x) ~ ° for i = 1,2, "11 + "12 == 1. 
We have 
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f zo(x)g(x)dl=8 f g(x)dl VgECOO(m?), 
lEo lEo 

because of zo(x) = 8 on Eo. We define the function 

f(t)= f. Zt(x)(goTt-l(U))(x)(W;l(Tt(U))oTt-l(U))(x)dl. 
lE, 

It is evident that 

Furthermore 

f(O) = 8 f g(x)dl. 
lEo 

f (t) = f (Zt 0 Tt (U))( x) 9 (x) dl . lEo 
Evaluating the derivative of f(·) at t we have 

Therefore 

lim(f(t+c)-f(t))/c= f Zt(U)g(x)dl, 
e!O lEo 

where 
Zt (U) = z~ (U) + V Zt . U 

and for t > 0, t small enough, 

U = W = -z~ (V) IVzt l- 2Vzt . 

in an open neighbourhood of Eo. 
Moreover 

Z~ (U) = z~ (V) 

since z~ depends on the restriction Ulr, == V. Thus 

and for t > 0, t small enough, 

Finally 

f(t) = const . 

f(t) =f(O) =8 f g(x)dl lEo 
=8 f. (goTt- 1 (U)) (x)wt{Tt- 1 (U))dl, lE, 
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where 
Wt (Tt- l (U)) = W;-l (Tt (U)) 0 Tt- l (U) 

Hence by the definition of f(t) we get 

sf. gtdi= ~ Zt(x)gtdi JEt JEt 
for all gt given by 

Therefore 
Zt (x) = s on Et 

as was to be shown. 0 
On the free boundary Et == azt, that is the zero level set z;-l(O) for the family 

Zt = Yt - tf; t E [0,6) 

we have 
Zt(x) = 0 and Vzt(x) = 0 for x E E t 

Therefore Lemma 4.19 cannot be directly applied to the obstacle problem. 
Let us suppose that for the cone S(nt) c H1(nt) the following condition is 
satisfied 

(A3) {S(nt) - S(nt)} is a linear subspace of HJ(nc) . 
Thus the shape derivative Y~ is linear with respect to the normal component 
(V(t,x),nt(x))]R2 of the vector field V(t,·) on ant. The condition (A3) holds 
provided that, e.g. 

Lltf;(x) + f(x) < 0 for all x . 

In this case the shape derivative y; is given as the solution to the following 
boundary-value problem in nt \ Zt 

Lly; = 0 in n t \ Zt , 

I aYt ) Yt = - an (V (t), nt ]R2 on rt , 

Y; = 0 on Et . 

Furthermore Yt = tf; on Zt· 
Let s > 0 be small enough, and let us consider the level curve E: of Zt = Yt - tf; 

E: = {x E ntlz,(x) = s} . 

Due to the assumptions imposed on Zt E C2(nt ), this curve is a C1 manifold 
located in a small neighbourhood of the free boundary E t C m? For any point 
x E Ef there exists the unique point e E E t such that for r > 0, r sufficiently 
small, 
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where nt is the unit normal vector on the C 1 manifold Et , nt is outward pointing 
on Et • 

Expanding in the Taylor series on El we have 

Y~ (x) = Y~ (0 + s\7y~ (~). nt (~) + o(s), 

\7 Zt (x) = \7 Zt (~) + sD2 Zt (~) . nt (~) + 0 (s) 

Taking into account that on the free boundary E t the following conditions are 
satisfied 

one can show that 

Zt = Yt - .,p = 0, 

\7zt = 0, 

y~ = z~ = ° for.,p' = ° 
y~ (x) = s\7y~ (~). nt (0 + o(s) for all ~ E Et , 

\7 Zt (x) = SD2 Zt (0 . nt{ 0 + 0 (s) for all ~ E Et . 

Applying Lemma 4.19 to the level set El of Zt(-) it is possible to prove that the 
evolution of the manifold El with respect to t E [0,6) is defined by the vector 
field 

I \7zt (x) I \7zt (x) w., (t,x) = - Zt (x) II\7z,(x) 1I~2 = -Yt (x) II\7zt (x) 1I~2 

( ay~ ) (SD2 Zt (~) . nt (~) + 0 (s)) 
= - s ant (~) + o(s) IIsD2 Zt (~). nt{~) + o(s) IIi2 

for all x E El and for all ~ E Et . 

We obtain the limit as s ~ ° 

Therefore we can define the vector field W(t,O on E t 

ay~ D2zt(~)·nt(~) 
W(t,~) = - ant (~) IID2Zt(~) .nt{O lIi2 for all ~ E E t 

using the above limit. 
This form of the vector field W( t, 0, ~ E E t , t E [0,6), can be further simplified. 
Let us recall that on the free boundary E t we have 
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Hence the following equation holds on Et 

8Zzt 8 (8zt ) --- - - - n' where ni is the j - th component of nt 
8Xi8xj - 8n 8Xi J' 

Thus 

( 2 ) 8Zzt 8 (8zt) D Zt . nt . = -8 8 ni = -8 -8 ninj 
J Xi Xi n Xi 

From the foregoing it follows that 

On the other hand, Et is the level set of Zt, then from the general formula (see 
Proposition 2.66) it follows that on E t we have 

8zt Z 
Llzt = Lln,zt + "-t-8 + (D Zt . nt, nt)nt2, 

nt 

where Lln, is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Et (see Sect. 2.20), "-t is the 
mean curvature of the free boundary Et . Let us observe that on Et 

Zt = 0 hence Lln, Zt = 0 

and 
'VZt = 0 thus 8zt/8nt = 0 . 

Finally we get 

On the other hand 

Llzt = Ll (Yt - .,p) = - (J + Ll.,p) on Et , 

thus 

W (t,~) = - 'VY~I(D2 Zt . nt, nt)1R21-2(D2 Zt . nt, nt)1R2 = 

- 'VY~ILlztl-2 Llzt = (J (0 + Ll.,p (~))-l 'VY~ (~) ~ E Et . 

This result makes it possible to state the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.20 Let Yt E C2( Dr) be a solution to the obstacle problem and let 
the shape derivative Y; be linear with respect to the normal component of the 
vector field V(t,·) on rt. 
The evolution, with respect to t, of the free boundary E t = 8Zt is defined by the 
vector field 

W (t,x) = (J (x) + Ll.,p (x))-l 'Vy~ (x) x E Et , 
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where the shape derivative y~ is given as the unique solution to the following 
linear boundary-value problem 

.1y~ = 0 in nt \ Zt , 

y~ = - ~~ (V (t) ,nthR2 on rt , 

y~ = 0 on E t . 

o 
This theorem can be used to determine the form of the shape derivative dJ( n; V) 
of the following shape functional 

J (n) = r dx = r dx . 
Jz J{y=t/J} 

(4.85) 

Corollary 4.21 The shape functional (4.85) is shape differentiable 

dJ(n;V)= r W(O,x).n(x)dE= r [f(x)+.17J1r1aY'dE, 
~ Jaz an 

where y' is given as the unique solution to the following boundary value problem 

.1y' = 0 in n \ z, 
, ay y = -- (V, n)1R2 on r = an, an 

y' = 0 on E = az . 

o 
Let us observe that the form of the shape derivative dJ(n; V) can be simplified 
provided that an appropriate adjoint state equation is introduced. 

If p is the unique solution to the following boundary value problem 

-.1p = 0 in n \ z 
p = 0 on r = an 
p = [f + .17J1r1 on E = az, 

then 

Remark. Here we have the particular situation for free boundary problems, 
where the shape derivative V -+ dJ(n; V) is a linear mapping of the form 
dJ(n; V) = (G, V)v1xv. It should be remarked that for the distribution G E 
1Y(IR?; IR?) given by 
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the element 9n is as follows 

op oy 
gn=---anon 

On the other hand, one cannot expect for an arbitrary shape functional J(il) 
depending on solutions to variational inequalities to obtain the shape derivative 
V -+ dJ{ilj V) as a linear mapping, we refer the reader to the preface of this 
book in Chap. 1 for an elementary example. Furthermore it can be seen, e.g. from 
(4.81) that in general the shape derivative y' (ilj V) for the obstacle problems 
fails to be linear with respect to the normal component of the vector field V{O,.) 
on r. 

4.4. The Signorini problem 

Let us assume that an obstacle is located on the part r1 of the boundary r of 
the sufficiently smooth domain il. Moreover, it is supposed that 

K = {<fo E Hl{il)I<fo = 0 on To = r\ r 1 , <fo ~ 0 on rd (4.86) 

a{z,<fo) = In (Vz{x), V<fo(X)hRNdx Vz,<fo E Hl(il), (4.87) 

(f,<fo) = Inf{x)<fo{X)dX V<foEHI(il), (4.88) 

where f E L2(il). 
In this case the Hilbert space H is given by 

We denote by z = II(f) the unique solution to the following variational inequal
ity 

zEK: a(z,<fo-z)~(f,<fo-z) V<foEK, (4.89) 

by Z C oil the coincidence set 

Z = {x E r1Iz(x) = O}, (4.90) 

and by J.l the Radon measure supported on r, and defined as follows 

(4.91 ) 

It can be shown that J.l ~ 0 and if Z is closed, then 
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(4.9 

where ZC = r \ z. 
By the results of Mignot (1976) it follows that the set (4.86) is polyhedr 

and we have 

Therefore using Theorem 4.6 one can show that for any element h E (H}Jrl); 
and for e > 0, e small enough, 

II (J + eh) = II (J) + ell' (h) + 0 (e) , (4.94 

where lIo(e)IIH1(IJ)/e -+ 0 as e t o. The element Q = II'(h) is given as th( 
unique solution to the following variational inequality 

Q E SK(J) : 
a(Q,</1 - Q) ~ (h,</1 - Q) V</1 E SK(J), 

(4.95) 

where the cone SK(J) C Hh(n) is defined by (4.93). 
From (4.94) and (4.95) it follows that 

II' (h) = PSK(f) (gh) Vh E (Hh(D»)', (4.96) 

where 
cp = gh E Hh(D), 
a(cp,</1) = (h,</1) V</1EHh(D). 

(4.97) 

We now turn to the shape sensitivity analysis of the variational inequality (4.89). 
It is assumed that the condition 

(4.98) 

is satisfied for a given vector field V(., .). 
We denote by Zt E Ht = {</1 E Hl(Ddl</1 = 0 on rJ} a weak solution to the 
variational inequality (4.89) defined in the domain Dt = Tt(V)(D), t E [0,£5), 

Zt E K(Dt) = {</1 E Hl(Dt)l</1 = 0 on r~, </1 ~ 0 on r{} ( 4.99) 

[ (Vzt,V(</1-Zd)IRNdx~ [ f(</1-zddx V</1EK(Dt ) . 
jn, jn, (4.100) 

Let zt = Zt 0 Tt E Hh (D); the standard change of variables yields 

zt E K(D) : 

in {At' Vzt, V (</1 - Zt))IRNdx ~ in P (</1 - zt) dx V</1 E K . 
(4.101) 
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Using Theorem 4.14 one can determine the form of the material derivative Z E 

Hh(fl). 

Proposition 4.22 The material derivative i E Hh (il) of the solution z E K to 
the variational inequality (4.89) in the direction of a vector field V(·,·) is given 
as the unique solution to the following variational inequality 

i E SK(J) : 

in (,V'i, V (1jJ - i)hRNdx ~ in!' (1jJ - i)dx (4.102) 

-in (A' . Vz, V (1jJ - i»)JRNdx \/1jJ E SK (J) 

In (4.102) it is assumed that z = zo = zoo 

In order to derive the form of the shape derivative z' E HI (il) we shall use 
the following definition, see Chap. 2, Sect. 2.30, 

z' = i - Vz· V . (4.103) 

Taking into account the assumption (4.98), one can determine z' E Hl(il). 
Using the same argument as for the obstacle problem we obtain 

Proposition 4.23 The shape derivative z' E HI (il) of the solution to the vari
ational inequality (4.89), in the direction of a vector field V(·, .) for which (4.98) 
holds, is given as the unique solution to the following variational inequality: 

z' E Sv (rd ={ </> E HI(il)l</> = -Vn ~: on To, 

8z 
</> ~ -Vn 8n on Z, (4.104) 

J (</> + Vn ~:) dJl = o} 

in (Vz', V (1jJ - z'»)JRNdx ~ 0 \/</> E Sv (Tt} (4.105) 

o 
The reader is referred, e.g. to the paper of Neittaanmaki et al. (1988) for the 
related numerical results. 

Remark. Let us observe that the existence of the material derivative i E HI (il) 
implies the interior regularity of the solution z to the variational inequality 
(4.89). Let V(·,·) E C(O,CjVk(JRNjJRN» be given with V(O,·) E V(iljJRN), 
then 
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z' = 0 thus i = 'Vz· V E Ht(il), 

but V(O,.) E 1'( ilj IR N) is arbitrary, therefore 

'Vz E Hl~c(iljIRN) 

The same argument can be used to establish the interior regularity of solutions 
to all variational inequalities considered in Chap. 4. 

4.5. Variational inequalities of the second kind 

This section is concerned with the sensitivity analysis of variational inequalities 
of the second kind. 

Let us consider the following problem: 

Problem (P): Find an element u E Hl(il) that minimizes the functional 

J(4)) = ~a(4),4>) - (f,4» + j (4)) = ~ fa (1'V4> (x) 12 + 14>(x) 12)dx 

- {f(x)4>(x)dx+ ( 14>(x)ldr Jn Jan 
over the space Hl(il). 

It should be noted that the convex, non-smooth functional 

can be defined as follows 

j (4)) = max{ { p. (x)4> (x) drl - 1 ;;; p.( x) ;;; 1 for a.e. x E oil} Jan 
Let us introduce the following notation 

Hence 

where 

A = {p. E Loo (oil) 1-1 ;;; p.(x) ;;; 1 for a.e. x E oil} 

j (4)) = max{(p.,4»I4> E A}, 

(,.",4»= [ ,.,,(x)l/J(x)dr V,.",l/JEL2(oil) Jan 
It is evident that the functional 

(4.106) 

(4.107) 

(4.108) 

(4.109) 

(4.110) 

(4.111) 
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1 
J(t/» = '2a(t/>,t/» - (f,t/» + max{(JL, t/»IJL E A} (4.112) 

is non-differentiable on the space HI (n). For the unique solution u E HI (n) 
to the problem (P) the following variational inequality of the second kind is 
satisfied 

a(u,t/>-u)+(f,t/>-u)+j(t/»-j(u)~O Vt/>EHI(n). (4.113) 

We shall show that the solution u( n) E HI (n) to the variational inequal
ity (4.113) is directionally differentiable with respect to f E (HI (n))" and also 
that the shape derivative u'(n; V) exists. 

First, let us observe that due to (4.110), the element u E HI (n) can be 
obtained by solving the following problem 

Problem (PL): Find (u, A) E HI(n) x A such that 

£(u,JL) ~ £(U,A) ~ £(t/>,A) for all JL E A and for all t/> E HI(n), (4.114) 

where 

1 
£ (t/>, JL) = 2a(t/>,t/» - (f,t/» + (JL,"Yrt/» 

for all t/> E HI (n) and for all JL E H-! (an), 

here (-,.) denotes the duality pairing between H-! (an) and H! (an); 
H-!(an) = (H!(an))' stands for the dual space. 

(4.115) 

The second inequality of (4.114) is equivalent to the variational equation 

(4.116) 

Therefore 
u = -z+w, ( 4.117) 

where the elements Z = Z(A), w = w(J) E Hl(n) are given as the unique 
solutions to the following equations 

a(z (A), t/» = (A, "Yrt/» "It/> E HI(n), 
a(w(f),t/» = (f,t/» "It/> E Hl(n), 

respectively. 

(4.118) 

(4.119) 

On the other hand, the first inequality of (4.114) can be simplified to obtain 

(4.120) 

Taking into account (4.117), we have the following variational inequality 
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A E A: (p, - A"YrZ(A)) ~ (p, - A,"Irw(f)) Vp, EA. (4.121) 

We denote by b(·,·): H-~(aQ) x H-~(aQ) --+ IR the symmetric bilinear form 

b(p"T]) = (T],"Irz(p,)) p"T] E H-~(aQ) . (4.122) 

The bilinear form (4.122) is coercive, i.e. there exists a > 0 such that 

(4.123) 

due to the fact that (p,,"Irz(p,)) = a(z(p,),z(p,)) ~ aollz(p,)II~[l(n) for all p, E 

H-~ (aQ), where ao > o. 
We now turn to the analysis of the differential stability of solutions to the 

variationa,l inequality (4.121) written in the form 

(4.124) 

It can be shown that the set (4.109) is a closed and convex subset of the Sobolev 
space H-~(aQ). We use the following notation. 

S± = {x E aQIA (x) = ±1}, 
So = {x E S+ US-Iu(x) = O} 

Moreover, it is assumed that 

meas (S± \ intS±) = 0 

meas (50 \ int50) = 0, 

(4.125) 

(4.126) 

(4.127) 

(4.128) 

where meas( 5) is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the set 5 C aQ 
and intE for a set E C aQ means the relative interior. 
We need the assumptions (4.127) and (4.128) to obtain the closure in H-~ (aQ) 
of the following sets: 

in the form 

Kl={<PEL2(aQ)I<p(x)~0 a.e.onS+, 

<p(x) ~ 0 a.e. on S-} 

K2 = {<p E Kll<p(x) = 0 a.e. on 50} 

(4.129) 

(4.130) 

clKl = {<p E H-~(aQI(<p,T]) ~ 0 for all T] E Co(aQ) such that (4.131) 

sptT] C S+ and T](x) ~ 0 on S+, 

or sptT] C S- and T](x) ~ 0 on 5-}, 

clK2 = {<p E clKl I(<p, T]) = 0 for all T] E Co (aQ) with sptT] C So}(4.132) 

We denote by CA(A) C H-~(aQ) the radial cone 
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CA{A) = {Il E H-~{ail)13e > 0 such that A + ell E A} (4.133) 

It is obvious, because of (4.109), that 

(4.134) 

Finally we introduce the notation 

(4.135) 

M is a linear and closed subspace of the space H - ~ ( a.fl). 
The following result was proved by Sokolowski (1988d). 

Lemma 4.24 Let us assume that the sets E+, E- and Eo are sufficiently 
regular. Then 

S =cl(C).(A)) n M = cl(C).(A) n M) 

={Il E H-~(an)I(Il,1]) ~ 0 for all 1] E Co(an) 

such that spt1] C E+ and 1] ~ 0 or spt1] C E- and 1] ~ 0, 

(Il, <p) = 0 for all <p E Co (an) with spt<p c Eo} . 

o 
Lemma 4.24 implies that the set A c H-~ (an) is polyhedric. Therefore, 

according to Theorem 4.6, the metric projection in the space H-~ (an) with re
spect to the norm 11<1>11_1 r = (b(<I>,<I»)~ onto the set A c H-~(an) is conically 

2 ' 
differentiable. 

The following theorem was proved by Sokolowski (1988d). 

Theorem 4.25 Let 

(4.137) 

and let Ae E A denote the solution to the variational inequality 

Ae E A : 

b(Ae,ll- Ae) ~ (Il- At:,'YrW(fe)) "Ill EA. 

Then for e: > 0, e small enough, 

(4.138) 

where lIo(e:)IIH-!(an/e: -t 0 as e:! o. 
The element ,XI E H-~ (an) is given as the unique solution to the following 

variational inequality 
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>.' E S : 

b(>.',j1.->.')"?:.(j1.->.'"rw(J'») Vj1.ES. 
(4.139) 

o 
Finally we turn to the shape sensitivity analysis of the problem (P). For this 
purpose the problems (Pt) in the domains Qt, t E [0,6), are defined. 

Problem (Pt): Find an element Ut E HI(Qt) that minimizes the functional 

Jt(cfo)=~ r (IVcfo(x) 12 + Icfo(x)12)dx 
2 In, 
- r f(x)cfo(x)dx+ r Icfo(x)ldr In, Jan, 

over the space HI (Qt) . 

(4.140) 

It can be shown that there exists the unique solution Ut E HI (Qt) to the problem 
(Pt ) for any t E [0,6); for t = ° the problem (Po) becomes the problem (P). 

In order to determine the form of the strong material derivative u = 
u(Q; V) E HI(Q) of the solution U to the problem (P) in the direction of a 
vector field V(·,·) we introduce the notation 

U t = Ut 0 Tt E HI (Q) t E [0,6) . (4.141) 

The element ut E HI(Q), t E [0,6), is given as the unique solution to the 
auxiliary problem (pt ). The form of this problem will be derived. 
To this end, by the change of variables x = Tt(X),X E Q,x E Qt, in (4.140), 
we obtain the integral functional defined in Q 

(4.142) 

and given by 

Jt(cfo) =~at(cfo,cfo)- (t,cfo) +jt(cfo) (4.143) 

=~ r {(At (x).Vcfo(x),Vcfo(x»)lR N +lcfo(x)12,(t)(x)}dx 
2 In 
- r t(x)<P(x)dx+ r Icfo(x)lw(t)(x)dr VcfoEHI(Q) In Jan 

In (4.143) the following notation has been used 

At (x) = det (DTt (x» DTt- 1 (x)· * DTt- I (x) x E Q, 
, (t)(x) = det (DTt (x» x E Q, 
w (t)(x) = II det (DTt (x» * DTt- 1 (x) . n (x) IIlRN x E aQ, 
ft(x)=(JoTt)(x),(t)(x) xEQ. 

(4.144) 

(4.145) 

(4.146) 

(4.147) 
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The auxiliary problem, defined in the fixed domain il, can be stated as follows. 

Problem (pt): Find an element ut E H1(il) that minimizes the functional 
Jf(</J) over the space Hl(il). 

To obtain the form of the material derivative u(ilj V) we shall use the same 
reasoning as in the proof of directional differentiability of solutions to the prob
lem (P) with respect to f E (Hl(il»)' (see Theorem 4.25). 
It is assumed that 

(4.148) 

where 

wt E Hl(il) : at (wt,</J) = (P,</J) V</J E Hl(il), (4.149) 

zt = zt (,xt) E Hl(il) : at (zt,</J) = (,xt,'Yr</J) V</J E Hl(il) (4.150) 

The element ,xt E LOO(8il) C H-!(8il) is given as the unique solution to the 
following variational inequality 

,xt E A : 

bt (>/,p, - At) ~ (p, - At,w(thrwt) Vp, E A, (4.151 ) 

where the bilinear form 

( 4.152) 

is defined as follows 

(4.153) 

For any ~ E H-!(8il) the element zt(O E Hl(il) introduced in (4.153) is a 
solution to the equation 

(4.154) 

The use of (4.146) implies that the material derivative u is given by 

(4.155) 

The elements z' (A) and tV E Hl(il) can be determined, according to (4.149), 
(4.150) and (4.154), by solving the following equations: 
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z' = z' (>.) E HI(n) : 

a(z',t/»= [ >,(x)t/>(x)dr-a'(z,t/» Vt/>EHI(n), 
Jan 

wE HI(n) : 

a(w,t/» = If't/>dx-a'(w,t/>) Vt/>EHI(n), 

where it is assumed that >. = >.0 , z = zo, w = wo, 

a' (y,t/» = l {A' (x). Vy(x), Vt/>(X)hRN+ 

,'(x)y(x)t/>(x)}dx Vy,t/>EHI(n), 

,'(x) = div(V (O,x», 
A'(x)=divV(O,x)I-DV(O,x)-*DV(O,x) . 

(4.156) 

( 4.157) 

(4.158) 

(4.159) 

(4.160) 

Finally we shall characterize the material derivative ~ E H-~ (an) of the solu
tion >.(r) to the problem (4.124) in the direction of a vector field V(·,·). The 
form of this derivative was obtained by Sokolowski (1988d). 

Lemma 4.26 For t > 0, t 3mall enough, 

>.t = >. + t~ + o(t) in H-~(an), (4.161) 

where lIo(t) IIH-!(an/t -+ ° a3 t! 0. 

The element ~ E H-~ (an) i3 given a3 the unique 30lution to the following 
variational inequality 

~ E SA(>') : 

b(~'J.L-~)~(J.L-~"rw+w',rw)-b'(>',J.L-~) VJ.LESA(>')(4.162) 

In (4.162) the notation i3 u3ed 

b'(>.,J.L) = (J.L"r z'(>.) +w',rz (>'») V>',J.L E H-~(an), 
w'(x)=divV(O,x)-(DV(O,x).n(x),n(x»)IRN . 

(4.163) 

(4.164) 

The proof of Lemma 4.26 relies on the application of Theorem 4.14 combined 
with Theorem 4.20. 

Let us observe that from (4.116) and (4.148) it follows that the element 
1/,t E HI(n) is a solution to the equation 

(4.165) 
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Therefore 

a(it,<ft) + a' (u,<ft) = (J,<ft) - (~+w').,'Yr<ft) \:I<ft E HI(D). (4.166) 

In (4.166) it is assumed that u = uo and), = ).0. 

Moreover we have 

f'(x)=div(J(x)V(O,x)) xED. (4.167) 

The material derivative it E HI (D) minimizes the quadratic functional, in view 
of (4.165), 

I (<ft) = ~a (<ft, <ft) + a' (u, <ft) - (J', <ft) + (~ + w' \ 'Yr<ft) 

over the space HI(D). 
On the other hand, (4.162) implies 

(~,'Yrw + w''Yrw) - (~)) - b' ().)) 

~ (Jl, 'Yrw + w''Yrw) - (~, Jl) - b' (\ Jl) \:IJl EA. 

Hence on the basis of (4.155) to (4.157) and (4.163) we obtain 

(~,'Yrit+w''Yru) ~ (Jl,'Yrit+w''Yru) . 

(4.168) 

(4.169) 

(4.170) 

Thus we can replace the term (~, 'Yr<ft) in (4.168) with the following one 

This leads to the following result obtained by Sokolowski (1988d). 

Theorem 4.27 For t > 0, t Jmall enough, 

ut=u+tu+o(t) in HI(D), 

where lIo(t) IIH1(n)/t - 0 aJ t ! O. 
The element u E HI (D) minimizeJ the functional 

I (<ft) =~a (<ft, <ft) + a' (u, <ft) + (J', <ft) + (w' )., 'Yr<ft) + 
max{(Jl,'Yr<ft+w''Yru) I Jl E SA().)} 

over the Jpace HI(D). 

( 4.171) 

(4.172) 

(4.173) 

We shall determine the form of the domain (shape) derivative u' = u' (D; V) 
E HI(D) of the solution u(D) to the problem (P) in the direction a of vector 
field V(., .). We have 
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u' = u - Vu . V (0) 

Therefore the shape derivative u' E HI (n) is well defined provided that 

Vu· V (0) E HI(n) . 

For any vector field V(·,·) E C(O, cj CI(JRN j JRN)) with 

vn(x)=(V(O,x),n(x))JRN=O xEan 

it follows that 

u' = 0, i.e. u = Vu . V (0) . 

(4.174) 

(4.175) 

(4.176) 

(4.177) 

Furthermore ~ = Vr ' V r>' = (V, V r>')JRN, where V r>' is the tangential gradient 
of >.(r) on r = anj Vr denotes the tangential component of V(O) on r. 
If the condition (4.176) is satisfied, then from (4.166) and (4.177) we obtain 

a(Vu· V (0), ¢» + a' (u, ¢» = 
(j,¢»-(Vr,Vr>'+w'>','Yr¢» V¢>EH 1(n). 

(4.178) 

Thus 

u' E HI(n) : 

a(u', ¢» = (gn (¢», Vn)v-l(1:){})xvl(8n) (4.179) 

+ (w'>','Yr¢» + (>",'Yr¢» V¢> E HI (n) 

This equation results from (4.166), (4.174) and (4.178) for any vector field 
V(·,·) E C(O,cj C1(JRNjJRN)). The linear mapping 

is continuous. 
Here>.' = >.'(rj V) denotes the boundary shape derivative of the element >.(r) 
in the direction of a vector field V(.,.) given by 

>.' = ~ - Vr . V r>', 
where Vr(x) = V (O,x) - Vn (x) n(x) x E an . 

The element >.' E H-~ (an) is given as the unique solution to the following 
variational inequality 

>.' E SA (>.) : 

b ()..', Jl - )"') ~ (Jl - )..', Vnl\:'Yru + Vn'Yr :~ + 'Yr w' - 'Yr z' (>.)) VJl E SA (>.), 

where I\: denotes the mean curvature of the boundary an. 
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Therefore the shape derivative u' = u' (Q; V) E Hl(Q) can be determined 
as the unique solution to the variational problem derived by Sokolowski (1988d). 

Theorem 4.28 Let us assume that (4.175) is satisfied. Then the shape deriva
tive u' E HI (n) minimizes the functional 

1 
I(<fo) ="2 a (<fo,<fo) - (gn(<fo),vn)V- 1 (8n)xv 1 (lm) 

au + max { (J.L, 'Yr<fo + Vn"''YrU + Vn'Yr an )IJ.L E SA (>.n 

over the space Hl(Q). 
The distribution gn( <fo) E 1)-1 (an) has the following representation 

for any <fo E H2(Q) n HJ(Q) such that a<Pjan = 0 on an. 

4.6. Sensitivity analysis of the Signorini problem in 
elasticity 

o 

This section is concerned with the sensitivity analysis of solutions to the sys
tem of equations describing the deformations of plane elastic solids. First, the 
mathematical model will be presented. For simplicity, it is assumed that N=2, 
however the same results can be obtained for N=3. 

Let us consider the deformations of a plane elastic body of reference con
figuration n c IR? . It is assumed that the body is subjected to body forces 
f = (it, h) and that surface tractions P = (PI, P2 ) are applied to a portion r 1 

of the boundary r = an of the body. Moreover, it is assumed that the body is 
fixed along a portion Fa of the boundary, and that frictionless contact conditions 
are prescribed on a portion r 2 of the boundary an. 

Let U = (Ul,U2) and 0' = {O'ij},i,j = 1,2 , denote arbitrary displacement 
and stress fields in the body. We consider Hookean elastic materials 

O'ij (x) = Cijkl (x) Uk,l (x) x E n, 

where {Cijkl(Xn, i,j,k,l = 1,2, denote the components of Hooke's tensor C 
at x E Q, Uk,l = aUk/aXI; the summation convention over repeated indices 
i,j,k,l = 1,2 is used. 

It is assumed that 
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Cijkl(X) = Cjikl(X) = Cklij(X) xED, 

Cijkl(') E LOO(D) for all i,j,k,l = 1,2 

Furthermore it is supposed that there exists a positive constant 0:0 > 0 such 
that 

Cijkl (x) eijekl ~ O:Oeijeij for all xED 

and for all symmetric matrices [eijhx2 . 

It is said that a stress field U = u( x) is in equilibrium at a point x in the interior 
of D if 

where 

(divu(x))i = -Uij(X),j= Ji(X) xED, i = 1,2, 

2 
"" OUij 

Uij,j = ~ ox' ' 
j=l J 

i = 1,2 . 

It is said that a displacement field U = u( x) satisfies the kinematic boundary 
conditions on ro if 

Ui(X)=O xEro , i=1,2. 

If P is the traction applied on r1, then for stress produced the following relation 

(u(x)·n(x))i=Uij(x)nj(x)=PdX) xEr1 , i=1,2, 

must hold. 
If the body is unilaterally supported by a frictionless rigid foundation and 

the portion r 2 of the boundary aD is a candidate for the contact region, i.e. 
the contact occurs at a portion Z C T2 which is not known a priori, then the 
unilateral boundary conditions on T2 are given by: 

{ u.n~o, un~O, unu·n=O, 
U r = 0, 

where Un and U r denote the normal and tangential components of the stress 
U • n on r, respectively. 

Let U denote a specific displacement field of the body, corresponding to the 
equilibrium state of the body determined for given data: body forces J and 
tractions P . The displacement field U is given as the unique weak solution to 
the following nonlinear system: 

-(Cijkl(X)Uk,I(X)),j= j;(x) in D, i = 1,2, 

Ui = 0 on ro, i = 1,2, 

CijklUk,lnj = Pi on TI , i = 1,2, 

Uini ~ 0, Un = CijklUk"njni ~ 0, unuini = 0, 

CijklUk,lnj = unni on r 2 • 
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Let us recall that for a weak solution to the system under consideration the 
following variational inequality is satisfied 

uEK: 
a(u,¢>-u)~(F,¢>-u} V¢>EK, 

(4.180) 

where the bilinear form a(·,·), the element F E (Hl(iljffi2»)', and the convex 
and closed set K C Hl(ilj ffi2) are defined as follows: 

a(z,¢» = {Dz:C:D¢>dx= ( Cijkl(X)Zi,j(X)¢>k,I(X)dx in ian 
Vz,¢> E HI(il: ffi2), 

(F,¢» = {f·¢>dx+ (p.¢>dr V¢>EHl(iljffi2), in ir1 

K = {¢> E Hl(iljffi2)1¢> = 0 on r o , ¢>. n ~ 0 on r 2} 

It is assumed that f E L2(iljffi2), P E L2(r1 jffi2) are given, and that 
meas(ro) > OJ therefore there exists (Fichera 1972) the unique weak solution to 
the variational inequality (4.180). 

In order to determine the form of the material and shape derivatives of 
solutions to the variational inequality (4.180) we have to direct our attention to 
the following abstract result. 

4.6.1. Differential stability of solutions to variational inequalities in 
Hilbert spaces 

Let H,1i be Hilbert spaces, and let 1i', H' denote the dual spaces. Moreover 
it is assumed that a linear and continuous mapping n E C(Hj 1i) is given. We 
denote by K the closed and convex subset of the space H defined as follows: 

K = {¢> E win¢> EKe 1i} . (4.181) 

Let the bilinear form a(·, .) : H x H ---t ffi be coercive, continuous and symmetric 

a (¢>, ¢» ~ all¢>l1~ V¢> E H, 

la(¢>,lf)I~,8II¢>IIHlIlfIIH V¢>,lfEH, 
a(¢>,1jJ) = a(lf,¢» V¢>,1jJ E H, 

where a > 0 and ,8 are constants. 
We shall study the differentiability of the mapping 

H' 3 f -+ n (f) E ]{ c H, 

(4.182) 

(4.183) 

(4.184) 
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where for each f E H', the element II(J) E K is determined as the unique 
solution to the following variational inequality: 

II (J) E K : 

a (II (J), 4> - II (J)) ~ (j,4> - II (J)) \/4> E K . 

In the case of the Signorini problem (4.180) we have 

H = Hh (Qj1Rn, K = {4> E WIR4> E ,q, 

(4.185) 

1i = {4>n = R4> E H~ (r2 ) 14> E Hl(QjIR2), 4> = 0 on ro}, (4.186) 

K, C H~(r2)' K, = {h E 1ilh(x);;:; 0 on r 2}, (4.187) 
2 

(R4>)(x) 4>n (x) = L 4>i (x) ni (x) x E r2 (4.188) 
i=l 

We shall prove that the conical differentiability of the mapping (4.184) is equiv
alent to the conical differentiability of the projection PIC : 1i - K, c 1i. 

Since the operator R maps H onto 1i and 0 E K, c 1i, therefore 

kerRn K = kerR. (4.189) 

Introducing the notation 

(4.190) 

we have 
(4.191) 

It can be shown that there exists the inverse operator R-1 E C(1ij H2)' The 
scalar product «', ·))?'c is defined in the following way: 

(4.192) 

We denote by PIC the orthogonal projection 

(4.193) 

i.e. for a given element ~ E 1i, the element p = PIC(O is determined as the 
unique solution to the variational inequality: 

(4.194) 

Let f E H' be a given element, and let ~(J) E 1i be the unique solution to the 
variational equation: 
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((<p(f),h)) = (f,n-Ih) VhE'}-{, (4.195) 

where (-,.) denotes the duality pairing between H' and H. 
It should be remarked that the linear mapping 

H' :3 f -E <P (f) E '}-{ (4.196) 

is continuous. 
The foregoing results allow to decompose the variational inequality (4.185) 

in the following way: the solution y = II(f) to (4.185) can be written in the 
form: 

II (I) = YI + Y2 Yi E Hi, i = 1,2, (4.197) 

where YI E HI is given as the unique solution to the variational equation: 

(4.198) 

The element Y2 E H2 is defined as follows: 

(4.199) 

The results obtained may be stated as the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.29 The mapping (4.184) is conically differentiable if and only if the 
metric projection (4.193) is conically differentiable. 

D 
Finally let us consider the variational inequality: 

Ye E K : 

ae (Ye, ¢> - Ye) ~ (fe, ¢> - Ye) V¢> E K, 
(4.200) 

where e E [0,6) is a parameter, 6 > 0, and ae (-,·) : H x H -+ IR denotes the 
family of bilinear forms such that (4.182) and (4.183) are satisfied uniformly 
with respect to the parameter e E [0, c5). We denote by AI! E (H; H') the 
linear operator defined by 

(4.201) 

Furthermore we denote by «(','))1i the scalar product of the form: (( h, 1]))1i 
d~ ao(n-1h,n-I1]) Vh,1]E'}-{. 

It is assumed that the mapping (4.193) is conically differentiable, i.e. for 
e > 0, e small enough, 

Vh E '}-{: PK, (~+ eh) = P.d~) + c:Q (h) + o(c:), 

where Ilo(c:)II1i/C: -+ 0 as c: t o. 

(4.202) 
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Theorem 4.30 Let us assume that 
(i) there exists an operator A' E .c(H; H') such that 

11D?' II (At: - Ao) /e - A/llc(H;H') = 0 (4.203) 

(ii) there exists an element l' E H' such that 

lim II (It: - /0) /e - f'IIHI = 0 
t:!0 (4.204) 

(iii) the relation (4.£0£) holds. 
Then for e > 0, e small enough, the .'Jolution to (4.£00) i.'J of the form 

Yt: = Yo + ey' + 0 (e) in H, ( 4.205) 

where Ilo(e)IIH/e --+ 0 a.'J e l O. 
The element y' E H i.'J given by: 

y' = lIt (I' - A' yo) + n -1 Q ( P (I' - A' yo)) , (4.206) 

where for any B E H', the element.'J III (B), p( B) are determined a.'J the unique 
.'Jolutions to the following variational equation.'J: 

(4.207) 

and 

{ 
cjj = cjj (8) E 'H 
ao (n-Icjj, n-l h) = (8, n-1 h) Vh E 'H, (4.208) 

re.'Jpectively. 
o 

To prove Theorem 4.30 one can use the same reasoning as that of the proof of 
Theorem 4.14 provided that the condition (4.202) is satisfied. 

In order to show that (4.202) holds, it suffices to prove that the set (4.180) 
is polyhedric. 

From the results obtained by Mignot (1976) we have that the set 

is polyhedric for 'H(T2) C L2(T2), the linear subspace with the scalar product 
«" .)), if conditions (A4)-(A6) are satisfied: 

(A4) TJ+,TJ- E 'H(T2) VTJ E 'H(T2), 
(A5) «TJ+, TJ-)) ~ 0 VTJ E 'H(F2 ), 

(A6) 'H(T2) n CO(F2) is dense in CO(F2), 
where TJ+ = max{O, TJ}, TJ- = max{O, -TJ}. 
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If this is the case, then {H(n), ((., .))} is the so-called Dirichlet space. 

Lemma 4.31 The a.Mumptions (A4 )-( A 6) hold for the space H defined by 
(4.186) with the scalar product (4.19~). 

Proof. It is evident that the assumption (A4) is satisfied, because the space 
H(r2) is a closed linear subspace of the Sobolev space H! (r2)' The general 
properties of the Sobolev spaces H! given by Lions et al. (1968) imply that the 
assumption (A6) is also satisfied. 

Hence we have to prove that (A5) holds. First, we suppose that the outward 
unit normal vector on r2 is of the form n = (1,0), whence 

(4.209) 

Let 7] E H(r2 ) be a given element, and let 7]* be defined as follows 

(4.210) 

Making use of the definition of the scalar product in H we have 

((7],7])) = inf{a((,O: (E H, R( = 7]} = a(C,C) (4.211) 

On the other hand 

(4.212) 

where ai(" .), i = 1, ... ,4, are the appropriate bilinear forms. Taking into ac
count the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the minimization 
problem (4.211), we obtain 

(4.213) 

Let 
(4.214) 

where 17]1 = 7]+ - 7]- for 7] E H(r2)' 
Furthermore, since (t E HI(il), i = 1,2, then I(tl E Hl(il), i = 1,2, where 

It should be noted that 

Thus 

1(*1 = (IGI, 1(;1) E H . 

1(*1- tjJ* E HI = kerR, 

tjJ E H2 = (kerR).L . 

a (tjJ*, 1(*1- tjJ*) = 0 

(4.215) 

(4.216) 

(4.217) 

(4.218) 
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and 
a(1jJ*'1jJ*) - a(ICI, ICI) = 

2a(1jJ*,1jJ* -ICI) - a(1jJ* -ICI,1jJ* -ICI) = 

a(1jJ* -ICI,1jJ* -ICI) ~ 0 . 

Hence from (4.219) it follows that 

«1171,1171)) = a(1jJ*,1jJ*) ~ a(ICI, ICI) = al (IGI, IGI) 
- a4 (IGI, IGI) = al (G,G) - a4 (G,G) = «17,17)) . 

The condition «17+,17-)) ~ 0 for all 17 E 1i(r2 ) results from (4.220). 

(4.219) 

( 4.220) 

If the condition (4.209) is not satisfied, then one can use the following trans
formation: 

where 

Hence 

1jJI = NI <h + N2ifJ2 , 
1jJ2 = -N2 ifJI + NI ifJ2 , 

N = (NI ,N2 ) NI ,N2 E WI,co (.0), 

N (x) = n (x) for a.e. x E r2 , 

N; (x) + Ni (x) ~ c > 0 a.e. on .0 . 

ifJ . n = 1jJI on r 2 

This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.31. 

4.6.2. Shape sensitivity analysis 

o 

The foregoing results make it possible to derive the form of the functional sensi
tivity coefficient for solutions to the variational inequality (4.177). The following 
notation is used 

H={ifJEHI(njIR?)lifJ=O onro} =Hh(njIR?) 

Let F E H' be a given element of the form (4.179), and let 

u = II (F) 

be the solution to the variational inequality (4.177). 

Theorem 4.32 For t > 0, t small enough, 

Vh E H' : II (F + th) = II (F) + tIl' (h) + o(t), 

where lIo(t)IIH1(!1;R2)/t -+ 0 as t t o. 

(4.221) 

The element Q = II' (h) is given as the unique solution to the following 
variational inequality 
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QES: 

a(Q,¢l-Q)~(h,¢l-Q) V¢lES, (4.222) 

S={¢lEHh(.a;IR2)1¢l·n~0 onZ, a(u,¢l) = (F,¢l)} (4.223) 

={¢l E Hh(.a;IR2)1¢l· n ~ 0 on ZO, ¢l. n = 0 on Z+} 

Z = {x E r21u (x). n (x) = O}, 
Z+ = fine sptJl, 
ZO = Z\ Z+ . 

(4.224) 

(4.225) 

( 4.226) 

The Radon measure Jl f; 0 concentrated on n is defined as follows 

(4.227) 

o 
Theorem 4.32 results from Theorem 4.30, because from Lemma 4.31 it follows 
that the set (4.181) is polyhedric. This proves that the assumption (4.202) holds 
for the Signorini problem. 

Finally let us consider the shape sensitivity analysis of the problem (4.177). 
We denote by Ut a solution to the variational inequality (4.177) defined in the 
domain .at C IR2, 

where 

Ut E K (.at) : 

at (Ut, ~ - Ut) ~ (Ft, ~ - Uth V~ E K (.ad, 

K (.at) = {~ E HI(.at; IR2)1~ = 0 on r~, ~. nt ~ 0 on rn, 

(Ft,~}t = j f· ~dx + 1 p. ~dr V~ E HI(.at; IR2) 
n, r: 

with f E L2 (IR2; IR2) and P E HI (IR2; IR2) , 

at (z, ¢l) = [ Dz:C: D¢ldx = [ Cijkl (x) Zi,j (XHk,1 (x) dx ln, ln, 
Vz,¢l E H I (.at ;IR2 ) with Cijkl E L\:c (IR2) Vi,j,k,l = 1,2 . 

Theorem 4.33 The mapping 

[0, h) 3 t - Ut 0 Tt E H 

( 4.228) 

(4.229) 

( 4.230) 

(4.231) 

( 4.232) 
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i3 differentiable at t = 0+, i. e. for t > 0, t 3mall enough, 

u t = Ut 0 Tt = U + tu + o{t), 

where Ilo{t)IIH1(S1;1R2)/t --+ 0 a3 t! o. 

(4.233) 

The 3trong material derivative u E HI (il; IR 2 ) i3 the unique 30lution to the 
following variational inequality 

u E S{il) : 
a{u,4>-u)~(F'-Bu,4>-u)+a(DV.u,4>-U) V4>ES(il), 

(4.234) 

where 

S(il)={4>EWI4>·n~n·DV.u on Z, ( 4.235) 

a(u,4» - (F,4» = a(DV· u,4>)}, 

(Bz,4» = L{f(Z):C':f(4»+f'(Z):C:f(4»+ ( 4.236) 

feZ) :C: f' (4>)}dx Vz,4> E Hl(il; IR2), 

f{4»=~(D4>+*D4», (4.237) 

1 
f' (4)) = 2{D (DV. 4» + * (D (DV . 4>)) - D4>· DV - * DV . * D4>}, (4.238) 

C' = {c~ikl}' c~ikl = divVc;ikl + ("VC;jkl, V)1R 2 , 

2 

(F',4» = 1 {L (div (J;V)4>;) + f· DV· 4>}dx+ 
S1 ;=1 

(4.239) 

(4.240) 

2 1 {L {div (P;V) 4>;) - {n· DV· n)P· 4> + p. DV· 4>}dr 
r1 ;=1 

Proof. We have 

(4.241) 

The following notation is used 

zt = DTt- 1 . (Ut 0 Tt ) ( 4.242) 

It can be shown that the element zt E H is the solution to the variational 
inequality 
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zt E K : 

at (zt,cjJ - zt) ~ (F(t),cjJ - i) VcjJ E K, (4.243) 

where the bilinear form at (.,.) and the linear form F(t) E H' are defined as 
follows: 

at (z,cf» = /net(z):ct:et(cf»dx Vz,cf>EH, 

et (cf» = ~{D (DTt · cf». DTt- 1 + * DTt- 1 • * (D (DTt · cf»)}, 

Ct = {C!jkl} with C!jkl = det (DTt ) Cijkl 0 Tt , 

(F(t),cf» =1 f·cf>dx+ [ pt'cf>dr Vcf>EH, 
[J 1rl 

f = det (DTt ) * DTt . (f 0 Tt ) , 

pt = 11M (DTt) . nllffi.2 * DTt . (P 0 Tt) , 
M (DTt) = det (DTt ) * DTt- 1 • 

Applying Theorem 4.30 to (4.243) we get that the mapping 

[0,8) 3 t --+ zt E H 

is differentiable at t = 0+, i.e. for t > 0, t small enough, 

zt=zo+tz+o(t), 

where Ilo(t)IIH1([Jjffi.2)/t ---t 0 as t 1 o. 
z is given as the unique solution to the variational inequality 

z E S : 

a(z,cf>-z)"?:(F'-13u,cf>-z) Vcf>ES. 

In the foregoing the substitution ZO = u is used. 
On the other hand, since 

then 
U = z - DV . zO = Z - DV . u . 

(4.244) 

( 4.245) 

( 4.246) 

(4.247) 

( 4.248) 

(4.249) 

(4.250) 

(4.251) 

( 4.252) 

( 4.253) 

(4.254) 

(4.255) 

Therefore from (4.253), in view of(4.255), it follows (4.234). This proves Theo
rem 4.33. 0 
To derive the form of shape derivative u' we use the relation 

u' = U -Du· V . (4.256) 

It is evident that u' E HI (!lj IR?) provided that 
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It is assumed that the vector field V = 0 on ro n I\, r 1 n r 2 , I'o n r 2 , and 
this vector field is of the form 

V = vnNo , where No = n on r . (4.257) 

Theorem 4.34 For the shape derivative u' of the solution u to the Signorini 
variational inequality (4.177), in the direction of the vector field vnNo, the fol
lowing system holds: 

Uij(U'),j=O inn, i=1,2, 

along with the boundary conditions 

on ro: 
, au 

u = -Vn -
an 

u(u'). n = Vn (J + ~P) - divr (vnPr ) 

Furthermore, if n is divided into three subsets: 

( 4.258) 

( 4.259) 

( 4.260) 

(4.261) 

defined by (4.224), (4.225) and (4.226), respectively, then there exist the follow
ing sets of the boundary conditions on r 2 : 

(i) on Zo: 

(ii) on Z+: 

(iii) on r 2 \ Z: 

, < au 
u . n = u . Y'rVn - vnn· an ' 

Un (u') ~ 0, 

Un (u') [u'.n-u·Y'rVn-Vnn. :~] =0, 

Ur (u') = vnfr . 

, au 
u . n = U· Y'rVn - vnn·-, 

an 

ur(u')=vnfr+un(u)Y'rvn . 

( 4.262) 

( 4.263) 

(4.264) 

(4.265) 

(4.266) 

(4.267) 
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O'(u')·n=vnJ. (4.268) 

o 

4.7. The Signorini problem with given friction 

In this section we shall consider, following Sokolowski (1988d), the contact prob
lem with given friction on the part r 2 of the boundary r = ail of the domain 
il em? 

We denote by u E Hl(ilj m?) a solution to the following system 

-(Cijkl(X)Uk,1(x)),j = Ji(X) in il, i = 1,2, 

Uj = ° on r o, i = 1,2, 

CijklUk,lnj = Pi on r 1 , i = 1,2, 

Uinj ~ 0, O'n ~ 0, 

O'r . U + Iu . TI = 0, 

O'nUjnj = ° on r2 , 

-1 ~ 0' r ~ 1 on r 2 , 

(4.269) 

(4.270) 

(4.271) 

(4.272) 

(4.273) 

i.e. the stick-sleep condition (4.273) is prescribed on r 2 . A weak solution to 
(4.269)-( 4.273) minimizes the functional 

J(c/J) = ~a(c/J,c/J) - (F,c/J) + j Ic/J· Tldr, 
2 r 2 

(4.274) 

over the convex and closed cone 

( 4.275) 

It should be emphasized that U is also the unique solution to the following 
variational problem : 

Find an element U E K such that 

a(u,c/J-u)+j {1c/J'TI-lu'TI}dr~(F,c/J-u) Vc/JEK. 
r2 

(4.276) 

It is assumed that the boundary ail of il is sufficiently smooth and ail = 
ro u r1 U r2 • 

Let F, h E H' be given, and let F€ stand for 

F€ = F + eh e E [O,b) (4.277) 

We shall consider the following variational problem: 

Find an element u€ E K such that 

a(u€,c/J-u€)+j {1c/J'TI-lu€'TI}dr~(F€,c/J-ue) Vc/JEK (4.278) 
r2 
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The saddle-point formulation of the variational inequality (4.276) will be intro
duced. To this end, we need the following notation 

U = {cp E H~(r2)13z E H such that cp = z· T on r 2}, 

U' denotes the dual space with the dual norm "."UI. The symbol 

[ I-' (x) cp (x) dr VI-' E U' V cp E U 
Jr2 

( 4.279) 

is used for the duality paring between spaces U' and U, the latter is obtained by 
the extension to U', U of the scalar product in L2(r2). Furthermore we introduce 
the notation 

(U')+ = {I-'EU'I [ l-'(x)cp(x)dr~O VcpEU, 
Jr2 

cp (x) ~ 0 for a.e. x E r2 }, 

(U')* = (U')+ - (U')+ . 

In this section we denote by 11 C U' the convex, closed set of the form 

11 ={I-' E (U')* 1-1 ~ I-' ~ 1 on r 2} 
= the unit ball of L oo (r2 ) 

We define the functional 

£(F;l/J,I-') = ~a(l/J,l/J)-(F,l/J) + [ I-'(x)(l/J· T)(x)dr 
2 Jr2 

V F E H' V l/J E H V I-' E U' 

( 4.280) 

(4.281) 

( 4.282) 

( 4.283) 

Let (u" , oX") E K x 11 be the unique element for which the saddle-point conditions 
are satisfied, 

In order to determine the form of the right-derivative of u" with respect to 
e at e = 0, the following cones are defined: 

SK = SK(UO) = {l/J E Hil/J(x)· n(x) = 0 on 2 \ 20 , 

l/J ( x) . n ( x) ~ 0 on 2 o}, 

SA = SA(.x°) = {I-' EU'II-'(x) ~ 0 

l-'(x)~O 

I-'(x) =0 

-0 on '::;1' 

-0 on '::;2' 

-+ -+} on'::;l U'::;2 , 

( 4.285) 

(4.286) 
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where 
51 = {x E r21 AO (x) = -I}, 

52 = {x E nlAO (x) = +1}, 

5r = {x E 5 i luO(x) = O}, i = 1,2, 

=+ - =. \ =0 . - 1 2 ....... i - '-"I ....... i' Z - , • 

Theorem 4.35 For c > 0, c Jmall enough, 

u~ = uO + cq + o(c) in H1(Qj IR?), 

where lIo(c)IIH1(J1;JR2)jc --+ 0 aJ c 1 O. 
The element q E H1(Qj JR.2) minimizeJ the functional 

Proof· 

1 
I(</J) = '2 a(</J,</J) - (h,</J)+ 

maxi { p,(x)(</J· r)(x) drip, E SA (AO)} ir2 

(4.287) 

( 4.288) 

Taking advantage of (4.278), (4.277), (4.279) and using the standard arguments 
one can show that 

Let 

(n1</J) (x) = </J(x)· n(x) = </In (x), 
(n2 </J) (x) = (</J. r) (x) 

for x E r 2 and for all </J E H. 

( 4.289) 

(4.290) 

(4.291) 

For simplicity, it is assumed here that the boundary aQ of the domain Q is 
smooth enough and we have 

(4.292) 

However, the condition (4.292) can be weakened. We define the linear and closed 
subspaces Hi CHi = 1,2,3 such that 

(4.293) 

and 
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HI = {<p E Hla(<p,7]) = 0 \f7] E H3 , n 2<P = O}, 

H2 = {<p E Hla(<p,7]) = 0 \f7] E H3 , n 1 <P = O}, 

H3 = {<p E Hln1 <P = 0, n 2<P = O} . 

It should be noted that (4.295) and (4.296) imply that 

K n Hi = Hi i = 1,2 . 

Therefore the symbol K will stand for the convex and closed set: 

Furthermore we use the notation 

s = {<p E H1 1<Pn (x) = 0 for a.e. x E Z \ Zo , 
<Pn (x) ~ 0 for a.e. x E Zo}, 

(4.294) 

( 4.295) 

(4.296) 

(4.297) 

(4.298) 

(4.299) 

where a.e. means almost everywhere with respect to the one-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure on r 2 • 

The functional (4.275) can be written in the form 

3 

J(<p)=L~a(<pi,<pi)_(F,<pi)+ jl(<P'r)(x)ldr 
i=1 r 2 

(4.300) 

Hence the saddle-point conditions (4.284) can be formulated: 

Find (u!,u;,u~,>.~) E K x H2 X H3 X A such that 

a(u!,<p-u!)-(F~,<p-u!)~O \f<pEKCH1 , (4.301) 

a(u;,<p)-(F~,<P)+j >'~(x)(<p'T)(x)dr=O \f<PEH2 , (4.302) 
r2 

{Jl(x)(u;'T)(x)dr~ {>'~(x)(u;'T)(x)dr \fJlEA, (4.303) Jr2 Jr2 
a (u~, <p) - (F~, <p) = 0 \f<p E H3 . (4.304) 

In order to prove (4.287), it suffices to show that for c > 0, c small enough, 

U!=U~+cqi+O(C) inHi, i=I,2,3, ( 4.305) 

where Ilo(c)IIH1(!1;1R2)/c -t 0 as c 1 0, and qi E Hi, i = 1,2,3, are uniquely 
determined. 
For each case under study, i.e. for i = 1,2 and 3, the specific proof will be given. 

Case i = 1. 
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Let us consider the variational inequality (4.301). We can apply Theorem 4.10 
to (4.301) and obtain (4.305) for i = 1. Therefore the element ql E HI is given 
as the unique solution to the following variational inequality 

ql ESC HI 

a(ql,</>-ql)-(h,</>-ql)~O V</>ESCHI . 
(4.306) 

Ca8e i = 2. 
Let an element z(/L) E H2 , /L E U', be a solution to the following variational 
equation 

(4.307) 

If 

then 
( 4.308) 

and for c: > 0, c: small enough, 

we = wo + c:w' + 0 (c:) in H2 , (4.309) 

where lIo(c:)IIH2/C: -+ 0 as c: ~ O. The element w' E H2 is given as the unique 
solution to the following variational equation 

w' E H2 : a(w',</» = (h,</» V</> E H2 . 

The condition (4.303) is equivalent to the variational inequality 

,Xe E A : 

b(,Xe,/L-,Xe)+ [(/L(x)_,Xe(x))(we'T)(x)dr~O V/LEA, 
Jr2 

where the bilinear form b(·,·) : U' xU' -+ IR is given by 

(4.310) 

(4.311) 

(4.312) 

Under the same assumptions as in Sect. 4.5, one can prove, making use of the 
results obtained by Sokolowski (1988d), that for the cone (4.286) associated to 
the set A of the form (4.282) the following condition is satisfied 

(4.313) 

where CA ('x0) is the radial cone to A at 'x0, and the set M is defined by 
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M={JLEU'I [ JL(x)(uo.r)(x)dr=O} Jr2 (4.314) 

Applying Theorem 4.6 to the variational inequality (4.311) one can show that 
for c > 0, c small enough, 

)/ = AO + cA' + o(c) in U', (4.315) 

where Ilo(c)llul/c --+ 0 as c ~ o. 
The element AI E U' is given as the unique solution to the following varia

tional inequality 

A' E SA (AO) : 

b(A',JL - A') + [ (JL (x) - A' (x))(w' . r)(x) dr ~ 0 Jr2 (4.316) 

From (4.302) it can be inferred, taking into account (4.277) and (4.315), that for 
c > 0, c small enough, (4.305) holds for i = 2, where q2 is given as the unique 
solution to the following variational equation 

q2 E H2 : 

a(q2,cp)-(h,cp)+ [ A'(x)(cp.r)(x)dr=O VcpEH2 . (4.317) Jr2 

CaJe i = 9. 
It is easy to show that for i = 3 the equations (4.277) and (4.304) yield (4.305), 
where q3 E H3 is given as the unique solution to the following variational equa
tion 

(4.318) 

From (4.305), (4.306), (4.316), (4.317) and (4.318) it follows that (4.287) holds. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.13. 0 

4.7.1. Shape sensitivity analysis 

Let us consider the shape differentiability of the solutions to the Signorini prob
lem with given friction. Let 

n t = Tt(V)(n), 

where V E C(O, cj C1(IR?j IR?)) is a given vector field. The notation rjt = 
-t -t -t 

Tt(V)(rj), i = 0,1,2, is used, and ant = r o urI u r 2. 
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We shall examine the contact problem in the domain [}t for t E [0,15). 

Problem (Pt ): Find an element Ut E K([}t) that minimizes the functional 

(4.319) 

over the set K(ilt ) C Ht, where 

H t = {~E Hl(iltjJR2)1~ = 0 on rn, (4.320) 

at(z,~)= [ Cijkl(X)Zi,j(X)~k,I(X)dx 'v'z,~EHt, (4.321) Ja, 
(Ft,~)= [ Ji(x}¢i(x)dx+ [ PdX)~i(X)dr 'v'~EHt (4.322) Ja, Jr: 

In (4.321) and (4.322) the restrictions to [}t of the elements 

Cijkl(·),fi(·),Pi(·) E Hl(JR2 ) i,j,k,l = 1,2 

are also denoted by Cijkl, Ji, Pi , respectively. 
Finally let 

( 4.323) 

where 'Tt( x), x E ri , denotes the unit tangent vector on rij nt( x), x E ailt , 
is the outward unit normal vector on ailt . 

It can be shown that there exists the unique solution to the problem (Pt ), t E 
[0, S)j for t = 0 the problem (Po) becomes the problem (P). Therefore we denote 
its solution by Uo = u. Let Ut be an extension of the element Ut E HI ([}tj JR2) to 
an open neighborhood of ilt C JR2 such that the restriction Utla E Hl(iljIR?) 
is well defined for t > 0, t small enough. 

Theorem 4.36 Let us assume that Du . V(O) E HI(ilj JR2), and the sets So, 
S7, S; are sufficiently regular. 

Then for t > 0, t small enough, 

Utla = u + tu' + o(t) in HI([}j JR2), (4.324) 

where lIo(t)IIHl(aiJR2)/t ~ 0 as t ! o. 
The strong shape derivative u' E HI (ilj JR 2) is given as the unique solution 

to the following problem. 

Problem (P'): Find an element u' E Sv([}) that minimizes the functional 

1 . 
I(~) = 2a(~,~) + g(Vj~) + /(Vj~) (4.325) 
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over the cone Sv(!~) C Hl(flj IR?). 

We use the following notation: 

Sv(fl)={¢>EH1(fljIR?)I¢>=-vnDu.n-vrDu.T onro, (4.326) 

A.. • n > un· DV . T - V n· Du . n - v n· Du . T on Z+ 'I' = r n r , 

¢> • n = Urn· DV . T - Vnn . Du . n - Vrn . Du . T on ZO}, 

j'(Vj ¢» = max{ [ ~[¢>r + ur(divV - n· DV . n) + VnT· Du· n (4.327) Jr2 
VrT· Du . Tjdr I ~ E S,\(A)} . 

A representation of the linear functional g(Vj·) for ¢>Ian E H2(flj IR?) can be 
given in the form 

g(Vj ¢» = (4.328) 

[ {vnu(u): f(¢» + vn(f· ¢» + ¢>n(f· V) - (u(u)· n)· (DV· ¢>)}dr+ 
Jan 

[ {div(PiV)¢>i - (n· DV· n)P· ¢> + p. DV· ¢>}dr . Jr1 

Proof (Sokolowski et al. 1987a). Let 

ut = Ut 0 Tt , 
t DT-1 t Z = t . u , 

(4.329) 

(4.330) 

where DTt- 1 is the inverse of the Jacobian matrix of the mapping Tt(V). 
From (4.329) and (4.330) it follows that 

it = lim ~ (u t - u) = i + DV . u 
tlO t 

provided that there exists the limit 

i=lim~(zt-u) in H 1(fljJR.2) . 
tlO t 

(4.331) 

(4.332) 

Therefore we have to show that there exists the limit i E Hl(flj JR.2) defined 
by (4.332). Finally the shape derivative u' is determined from the equation 

u' = it - Du . V = i + DV . u - Du . V . (4.333) 

Since 

¢> E K(fld if and only if DTt- 1 . (¢> 0 Tt) E K(fl) "It E [0,6), (4.334) 
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then for the element zt E Hl(.fl; IR2) defined by (4.330) we have that zt E K(.fl) 
for all t E [0,15); however, in general ut tt K(.fl). 

Applying the change of variables in (4.319), and making use of (4.330), one 
can show that the element zt is given as the unique solution to the following 
problem 

Problem (pt ): Find an element zt E K(Q) that minimizes the functional 

over the set K(Q). 

We use the notation: 

at(z, </J) = at(DTt . (z 0 Tt- l ), DTt . (</J 0 Tt- l )), 

(Ft,</J) = (Ft,DTt · (</J 0 Tt- l ») Vz,</J E HI(QjIR2), 

jt(</J)= r 1(</JoTt-I).r(x)ldr 
Jr~ 

_ r {IIDT.). -). (t) * DTt- 1 
• n II } dr - J r 2 t 'I' 'l'n"/ 11* DTt- 1 • nll1R2 1R2 

V</J E HI(Qj IR2) . 

(4.335) 

(4.336) 

(4.337) 

(4.338) 

The explicit form of at(.,.) and (Ft,.) is given by (4.244)-(4.250). Let a(z,</J) 
stand for the following limit 

a(z,</J) = lim~(at(z,</J) - a(z,</J» (4.339) 
t!O t 

= a'(z, </J) + a(DV . z, </J) + a(z, DV . </J) Vz, </J E HI(Qj IR2) . 

In (4.339) the notation is the same as that used in Sect. 4.7, e.g. 

Furthermore 

a'(z,</J) = in {div(c;jkIV)z;,j</Jk,l- Cijk,[f~j(Z)fkl(</J) 
+ f~j(Z)fkl(</J)]}dx . 

(F', </J) = In {divU; V)</J; + f . DV . </J }dx+ 

r {div(P;V)</J - (n· DV· n)(P· </J) + p. DV· </J}dr 
Jr1 

( 4.340) 
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It can be shown that 

By standard reasoning it follows that the solution zt to the problem (pt) is 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to t E [0,8). 

Lemma 4.37 For t > 0, t 3mall enough, we have 

Ilzt - uIIHl(n;1R2) ~ Ct . 

Therefore, from (4.929) and (4.990) it follow3 that 

Ilut - UIlHl(n;1R2) ~ Ct, 

where the con3tant C i3 independent of t E [0,8). 

(4.341) 

( 4.342) 

Finally, let us examine the non-smooth term (4.338). It is assumed that for 
t > 0, t small enough, the following condition 

* DTt- 1 • n 
DTt . n - 'Y(t) = ° 

11* DTt- 1 • nll1R2 
(4.343) 

is satisfied by the vector field V(·, .); for t = ° the condition (4.343) reduces to 
the equality n - n = 0. 

We can simplify (4.338); from (4.343) it can be inferred that 

where 

For t > 0, t small enough, we have that 

where 

rt = 1 + tr + o(t) in C(T2 ), 

r =(IIDTt • rIl1R2)' + (lIdet(DTt)* DTt- 1 . n1l1R2)' 
=r . DV . r + divV - n . DV . n . 

The functional (4.344) can be written as follows 

l(¢» = max{ [ e(x)(¢>' r)(x)rt(x)dTI e E il} . 
Jr2 

(4.344) 

( 4.345) 

(4.346) 

(4.347) 

( 4.348) 
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Furthermore it is possible to show that there exists the unique pair (zt, At), 
t E [0,8), such that 

Ct(zt, 0 ~ Ct(zt, At) ~ Ct( ¢>, At) for all ~ E A and for all ¢> E K(ll), (4.349) 

where 

ct(¢>,~) = ~at(¢>,¢»_(Ft,¢» + f ~(x)(¢>' r)(x)rt(x)dr (4.350) 
2 Jr2 

for all ¢> E Hl(llj IR?) and for all ~ EA. 

The element At E LOO(r2), t E [0,8), is given as the unique solution to the 
following variational inequality 

where 

and 

At E A : 

bt(At, ~ - At) ~ f (e - At)w~rtdr \:Ie E A, 
Jr2 

bt(A,e) = f A(x)tjI~(~)(x)rt(x)dr, Jr2 

tjI~(O(x) = tjlt(x). r(x) x E r 2 , 

tjlt E H: at(tjlt,¢» = f ~(x)(¢>· r)(x)rt(x)dr \:I¢> E H, 
Jr2 

w t = w t . r r , 

wt E H : a(wt, <fl) = (Ft, <fl) \:I<fl E H . 

(4.351) 

( 4.352) 

( 4.353) 

(4.354) 

(4.355) 

The solution At to (4.351) is right-differentiable with respect to the parameter 
tat t = o. 

Lemma 4.38 For t > 0, t small enough, 

(4.356) 

where Ilo(t)II(H! (r)),/t -+ 0 as t L o. 
The element ~ is given as the unique solution to the following variational 

inequality 

~ E SA(A) : 

b(~,~ -~) + b(A,~ -~) ~ f (~- ~)(Wr + rwr)dr \:Ie E SA(A),(4.357) Jr2 
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where the cone SA('\) C (H~(r2))' is defined by (4.286) 

b('\,e) = ( {~r('\) + urr}edr, Jr2 
~ E H: a(~,</» + iJ(1/J,</» = ( ,\1/Jrrdr V</> E H, Jr2 
tV E H : a(~, </» + iJ(w, </» + iJ(w, 1/J) = (F, </>) V</> E H 

( 4.358) 

(4.359) 

( 4.360) 

To prove Lemma 4.38 one can use the same reasoning as that of the proof 
of Theorem 4.35. Therefore, the proof of this lemma is left to the reader. 

Let us observe that the element zt E K(il) minimizes the functional 

(4.361) 

over the set K(il). Furthermore, from Lemma 4.38 it follows that 

( 4.362) 

Therefore, taking into account (4.342), and using the same argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.35, we obtain the following result. 

Lemma 4.39 For t > 0, t small enough, 

zt = u+ti+o(t) in Hl(il;JR2 ), (4.363) 

where lIo(t)IIH1(!1;1R2j/t --t 0 as t 1 O. 
The element Z E Hl(il; JR2) is given as the unique solution to the following 

problem. 

Problem (P): Find an element i E S K( u) that minimizes the functional 

1 . 
J(</» = "2a(</>, </» + iJ(u, </» - (F, </>)+ (4.364) 

max{{ e(</>'T+rur)drleESA('\)}+ ( '\</>'Trdr Jr2 Jr2 
over the cone SK(U), 

Proof. Using the reasoning of the proof given for the shape sensitivity analysis 
presented in Sect. 4.6, one can show that the element i E S K( u) minimizes the 
functional 
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1 . j' I1(~) = -a(~,~) + a(u,~) - (F,~) + (,\ + '\r)~' Tdr 
2 ~ 

over the cone SK( u) of the form (4.285). From (4.357) it follows that 

[ ~(Zr+rzr)dr~ [ ~(ir+rzr)dr 'v'~ESA(A). 
J~ J~ 

( 4.365) 

Making use of (4.365) and taking into account that Zr = u r , one can show that 
the functional 110 can be replaced with (4.364). This proves Lemma 4.39. 

In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 4.36, it should be noted that 
from (4.331) and (4.333) it follows that u' E {SK(U) - DV . u + Du . V}, On 
the other hand, if we select V(',·) with compact support in fl, then u' = 0 and 
u = Du . V. Hence the following equation holds 

a(Du· V,~) + a(DV· u,~) - (F,~) = 0, ( 4.366) 

for any V = V(O) with compact support in fl, 
Using (4.366), the linear form (4.328) can be determined. This proves The

orem 4.36. 

4.8. Elasto-Plastic torsion problems 

Let fl C m? be a given bounded domain with the smooth boundary r = ofl. 
We shall examine the following variational inequality: 

Find u E K:( fl) such that 

In Vu(x)· V(</>(x) - u(x))dx ~ p, In (</>(x) - u(x))dx 'v'</> E K(fl), (4.367) 

where p, > 0 is a given constant and K( fl) is a closed and convex subset of the 
Sobolev space HJ(fl), 

K(fl) = {</> E HJ(fl)IIV</>(x)1 ~ k for a.e. x E ill . ( 4.368) 

Here k > 0 is a given constant, it is assumed that k = 1 in (4.368). 
It can be shown (Friedman 1982) that there exists the unique solution 

to (4.367). Let us denote by P c fl the so-called plastic region: 

P = {x E flJJVu(x)J = k}, ( 4.369) 

then E = fl \ P is the so-called elastic region and we have 

-hut x) = p, 'm E . 
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The elastic region E and the plastic region P are not known a priori and should 
be determined; therefore the problem (4.367) is a free boundary problem. Let 
us recall that for the solutions to the variational inequality (4.367) the following 
regularity result 

(4.371) 

is obtained (Brezis et al. 1968; Friedman 1982). 
On the other hand, it can be shown (Brezis et al. 1968) that the solution 

to (4.367) is also the unique solution to the variational inequality 

where 

u E Kp(Q) : 

l Vu(x). V(q,(x) - u(x»dx ~ J1.l (q,(x) - u(x»dx 

Vq, E Kp(Q), 

Kp(Q) = { q, E HJ(Q) I q,(x) ~ p(x) for a.e. x E Q}, 

p(x) = min IIx - ell1R2 x E Q . eean 

Material derivative u( n) 
We denote by Pt(') the distance function: 

Pt(x) = min IIx - ell1R2 x E ilt , eean. 

where ilt = Tt(V)(il), V(".) is a given vector field. 
It is assumed that the following condition is satisfied 

Pt(-) E HJ(ilt ) for t > 0, t small enough, 

and there exists an element p(.) E HJ(il) such that 

(4.372) 

( 4.373) 

( 4.374) 

(4.375) 

(4.376) 

Here p denotes the material derivative of the distance function P in the direction 
of the vector field V(', .). 
Let us consider the following variational inequality defined in the domain ilt 

Ut E Kp,(ilt ) : 

f VUt(x). V(q,(x) - ut(x»dx ~ JL f (q,(x) - Ut(x»dx k, J~ 

Vq, E Kp,(ilt ) • 
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Theorem 4.40 For t > 0, t small enough, we have 

Ut 0 Tt = Uo + tu + o{t), 

where lIo{t)IIHJ(n)/t -+ 0 as t -+ 0. 

(4.378) 

The strong material derivative u E HJ(il) is given as the unique solution to 
the following variational inequality 

where 

U E Sp(il): 

In Vu(x)· V(eP(x) - u(x))dx ~ 

In {F'(x){eP(x) - u{x))dx-

In {A' (x) . V(eP(x) - U(X)))R2dx VeP E Sp{il), 

Sp(n) = {eP E HJ{n)1 eP{x) ~ p(x) q.e. on P, 

t Vuo' VeP(x)dx = p.t eP(x)dx} , 

F'{x) = p.divV{O, x) x E il, 

A'(x) = divV(O,x)I - DV(O,x) - * DV(O,x) . 

(4.379) 

( 4.380) 

(4.381) 

( 4.382) 

Proof. Let u t = utoTt E HJ(il), t E [0,6). The element ut is the unique solution 
to the following variational inequality 

where 

u t E Kp.(il) : 

In (At(x) . Vut(x), V(eP(x) - U t(X)))R2dx ~ 

In Ft(x)(eP(x) - ut(x))dx VeP E Kp.(il), 

Kp.(il) = {eP E HJ(il)1 eP(x) ~ pt(x) for a.e. x E il}, 

P'(x) = (Pt 0 Tt)(x) x E il, 
At(x) = det{DTt(x))DTt- 1(x). *DTt- 1(x), 
Ft(x) = p.det(DTt(x)) . 

We shall prove that there exists an element u E HJ(n) such that 

lim II( u t - UO)/t - UIlHl(n) = 0 . 
t!O 0 

(4.383) 

(4.384) 

(4.385) 

(4.386) 

(4.387) 

( 4.388) 
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In order to apply the results on the differential stability of solutions to the 
obstacle problems, we introduce the inequality 

wt E K(!1) : 

in (At(x). Vwt(x), V(</>(x) - W t(x)))JR2dX ~ in Ft(x)(</>(x) - wt(x))dx 

-in (At (x) . vpt(x), V(</>(x) - wt(x»)JR2dx \/</> E K(!1), (4.389) 

where 
K(!1) = {</> E HJ(!1)1 </>(x) ~ 0 a.e. in!1} 

Hence for t > 0, t small enough, we have 

(4.390) 

wt = wO + tw + oCt) in HJ(!1), (4.391) 

where the element w is given as the unique solution to the following variational 
inequality 

wE So(!1) : 

in Vw(x)· V(</>(x) - w(x))dx ~ In F'(x)(w(x))dx- (4.392) 

in (A'(x)· Vp(x) + p(x), V(</>(x) - w(x)))JR2dx \/</> E So(!1) 

In (4.392) the use has been made of the notation 

Since 

So(!1) = {</> E HJ(Q)I</>(x) ~ 0 q.e. on 3, L Vwo(x). V</>(x)dx (4.393) 

= p, L </>( x )dx - L V p( x) . V</>( x )dx }, 

3 = {x E !1lwo(x) = o} . (4.394) 

(4.395) 

then (4.377) and (4.391) yield (4.378). This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.40. 
o 

Remark. In order to use the material derivative u in the shape optimization, 
the form of the material derivative p( x), x E P, should be determined. We have 

p(x) = -(n(z(x», V(O,x) - V(0,Z(X)))JR2 X E P, (4.396) 

where 
z(x) = arg min{ll~ - XIIJR21~ E a!1} x E P (4.397) 
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and n(e), e E ail, denotes the outward unit normal vector on ail. 

Domain derivative u'(il) 
Let Ut(x) ,x E ilt, t E [0,8), denote an extension of Ut E HJ (ilt) to lR? defined 
by 

_ ( ) _ {ut{x) Ut x - 0 
x E ilt, t E [0,8); 
x E lR? \ ilt, t E [0,8) . 

(4.398) 

For t > 0, t small enough, we have 

UtliJ = Uo + tu' + o{ t) in HI (il), (4.399) 

where Ilo{t)IIHJ(iJj/t -+ 0 as t -+ O. 
We shall derive the form of the domain derivative u'. It is assumed that the 

set 
{Sv{il) - Sv(il)} n H2{il) 

is dense in the set {Sv{il) - Sv{il)} c HI{il). 

Theorem 4.41 The shape derivative u' = u'{il, V) of the solution u = u{il) 
to the variational inequality (4.967) in the direction of a vector field V{·,·) is 
given as the unique solution to the variational inequality 

where 

u' E Sv{il) : 

l ~u'{x) . ~(4)(x) - u'(x))dx ~ 0 V4> E Sv(il), 

Sv(il) = {4> E HI(il)I4>{x) = vn(x) on ail, 
4>(x) ~ P'(X) q.e. on P, 

1 (.1p(x) + 1l)(4)(x) - P'(x))dx = O}, 

vn(x) = (V(O, x), n(X))JR2 x E oil, 
P'(x) = vn(z(x)) x E P, 
.1p{x) = 1j(p(x) - R(z(x))) x E P, 

R(·) is the radius of curvature of oil. 

(4.400) 

( 4.401) 

(4.402) 

(4.403) 

(4.404) 

The proof of Theorem 4.41 is omitted here. To prove this theorem one can 
use the same reasoning as that of the proof of, e.g. Theorem 4.16. 
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4.9. Elasto-Visco-Plastic problems 

Let n c IR3 be a given domain with the sufficiently smooth boundary r = 
ro Un. We denote by £ the set of symmetric tensors of the second order. For 
a given element u E £ we use the notation 

3 

tr u = L Uii , 

i=1 

1 
uD = u - '3 tr( u)I . 

We shall examine the following problem: 

(4.405) 

(4.406) 

Problem (P): Find an element u = u(n) E L2(n; £) that minimizes the 
functional 

subject to 

leu) == ~A(u,u) - f (u· n)· uodr 
2 ir 

divu + f = 0 in n, 
U· n = g on r 1 , 

uD(x) E KD for a.e. x E n, 

(4.407) 

(4.408) 

(4.409) 

( 4.410) 

where j,uo,g E Hl(lR.a j rn.3 ) are given elements, KD C £D, £ = £D EB IRI, 
KD is a convex subset such that 0 E KD. For simplicity, it is assumed that 

(4.411) 

where 

( 4.412) 

and k > 0 is a given constant, i.e. we consider the Huber-Von Mises yield 
condition. The bilinear form A(·, .) is defined as follows 

A(u, () = 1k f tr(u). tr(()dx + ~ f uD: (D dx 
9 in 2pin ( 4.413) 

Vu,( E L2(nj£), 

where k, p > 0 are given constants. 
The solution u of the elasto-plastic (i.e. elastic perfectly plastic) problem 

(P) can be considered as the stress field in the body of reference configuration 
n with prescribed displacement field Uo on ro and prescribed tractions g on r1 j 

j denotes the vector of body forces. We replace (4.410) by a penalization tenn 
in the functional (4.407) and therefore we obtain the so-called Perzyna model. 
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Let PK denote the metric projection in £ = £D Ef) lRI onto K = KD Ef) lRI 
and let 0' > 0 be given. We shall examine the following elasto-visco-plastic 
problem: 

Problem (PDf): Find an element (1 E L2(ilj £) that minimizes the functional 

subject to 

div(1 + f = ° in il, 
(1 . n = 9 in r l . 

(4.414) 

For any 0' > 0, there exists the unique solution to the problem (PDf). It is 
assumed that 0' > 0 is fixed. We denote by (1 the solution to (PDf). 

In order to determine the form of the material derivative iT of the solu
tion to (PDf)' we define the elasto-visco-plastic problem (P!) in the domain ilt 
depending on the vector field V ( ., . ). 

Problem (P!): Find an element (1t E P(iltj £) that minimizes the functional 

subject to 

div(1 + f = 0 in ilt , 
. rt 

(1. nt = 9 mI. 

( 4.415) 

( 4.416) 

(4.417) 

We denote by f, Uo, 9 the restrictions to ilt , rJ, r{ of elements f E 
HI(JR.3 j1R?), uo,g E HI(JR.3 jJR.3), respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
there exists an element (1* E HI (JR.3 j JR.3) such that 

div(1* + f = 0 in ilt t E [O,bj, 
(1* . nt = 9 on r: t E [O,bj . 

( 4.418) 

( 4.419) 

It can be easily shown that for fixed Q' > 0 and under the assumptions intro
duced, the solutions to the problems (P!), t E [0, b), are Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to t, i.e. 
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(4.420) 

However, in order to obtain the form of the material derivative u one has to 
assume that for a given field V(·,·) the following condition holds 

(A 7) There exists the strong limit 

(4.421 ) 

We shall show below that the element u is uniquely determined as the solu
tion to the auxiliary elasto-visco-plastic problem. 

Remark. Let us observe that (4.421) implies the interior regularity of the stress 
field u. In particular, for any vector field V(.,') with compact support in il, we 
have 

(4.422) 

Therefore, u E Hi (ilj £) is the necessary condition for (4.421) to be satisfied 
for any vector field V ( " . ). 

Remark. The condition (4.420) is not sufficient for the existence of the material 
derivative U. 

Theorem 4.42 The material derivative u of the solution u to the problem (Po), 
in the direction of a vector field V(·, .) such that the condition (A 7) is satisfied, 
solves the following problem: 

Problem CP): Find an element u E L2( ilj £) that minimizes the functional 

io(() =~A((, () + 2~ In "'/uD: (Ddx+ 

~ f I( -" - Ps(( - "Wdx + 1k f ,'tr(u)tr(()dx+ 
~k 9 k 
j b'((· n)uo - ((. (* DV· n))· Uo + ((. n)· (Vuo . V)}dr 

Fo 
subject to 

L(:e(</J)dX= L((:B'),e(</J)dx + L(Vu.'V)'e(</J)dx 

V</J E Hh(f}j JR3) . 

In the formulation of the Problem CP) the following notation is used: " = 
,'(PKU-U), Ps is metric projection in £D onto the cone SK defined by (4.497), 
,'= divV, B' = -divVI +. DV. 
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* 7}t = at - a , (4.423) 

where at is the solution to (Pt) and a* denotes the restriction to ilt of the 
element a* E H1(JR3 j E). Therefore, for the element 7}t the following relations 

div7}t = 0 in ilt , 

7}t . nt = 0 on r: 
(4.424) 

(4.425) 

are satisfied. 
Hence 

(4.426) 

Applying to (4.426) the usual change of variables, the following system in the 
fixed domain il is obtained 

[ 7}t: f(4) 0 Tt-1)dx = ~ [ -y(t)7}t: {D4>. DTt- 1 + * DTt- 1 • * D4>}dx = 
~, 2~ 

in -y(t)(7}t:*DTt-l):f(4»dx = in at:f(4))dx V4> E Hh(il;JR3 ), (4.427) 

where 

Thus 

and 

a! = a* 0 Tt , 

Bt = -y~t) * DTt 

(4.429) 

(4.430) 

(4.431) 

pplying again the change of variables to the functional (4.412) to il, the resulting 
functional P(-) defined on il is derived, 

[t(at ) =~k [ -y(t)[tr(at: Bt} + tra!J 2dx + 2- [ -y(t)lI(at: Bt)D (4.432) 
18 in 4p, in 
+ (a!)DII~Ddx + 4~ in -y(t)lI(at: Bt)D + (a!)D - 4>tll~Ddx 

- [ u~. at. ndr + const, 
ira 
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where the element <Pt is determined as the unique solution to the following 
variational inequality 

<PP E K : 

1 'Y(t)(<pP - (ut:BdD - (u!)D,(D - <pP)cDdx ~ 0 ( 4.433) 

V(D( x) E K, 

<Pt = <PP + tr( ut)I . (4.434) 

Making use of Example 4.2, and taking into account the assumption (A 7), 
it is possible to show that for t > 0, t small enough, we have 

<Pt = <Po + o(t) in L2(ilj E), 

~ = ~D + tr(~)I, 
(4.435) 

where the element ~D E L2(ilj ED) is given as the unique solution to the fol
lowing variational inequality 

~D E SK C L2(ilj ED) : 

1 «(1 + >.)(~D - __ /uD - 'Y'(u*)D _;,D - (u: B)D (4.436) 

- (Vu*:V)D),(D - ~D)CDdx ~ 0 V(D E SK . 

Here 

SK = {1J E L2(ilj£D)1 >,(x)cD(x) :1JD(x) = 0, (4.437) 

cD(x) :1JD(x) ~ 0 in il}, 
cD(x) = PK(UD(X) + u*D(x)), (4.438) 

>.(x) = { 2~luD(x) + u*D(x)lcD for uD(x) + u*D(x) ¢ K (4.439) 
o for uD(x) + u*D(x) E K . 

The functional (4.433) can be written in the form 

(4.440) 

with the appropriate bilinear form At(.,.) and linear form (Ft, .), respectivelYj 
the element <Pt is considered as the data. The necessary and sufficient optimality 
conditions for the problem (P!) transported to the fixed domain il are of the 
form 

At(ut,() = (F"() V( E L2(ilj£), 

1 ut:e(<p)dx = 0 V<p E Hfo(iljJR3) 

(4.441) 

(4.442) 
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Differentiating (4.442), (4.443) with respect to t yields 

A(O", () + A'(O', () = (F', () V( E L2(fl; £), 

fa O":e(</J)dx = 0 V</J E Hh(fl;ffi3 ) 

as a result the problem (p) is obtained. o 
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